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Chapter One 

Chapter One 

Melanoma: Biology and Pathology 

The skin forms a protective barrier between the tissue inside and the environment 

outside and is the first line of defense against penetrating agents and irradiation. Skin 

consists of an inner connective tissue layer (dermis), and an outer cornifying epithelial 

layer (epidermis) that are physically separated by a basement membrane. The dermis 

contains mostly fibroblasts responsible for production of collagen, elastin and 

proteoglycans, which maintain skin elasticity and provide a matrix for the dermal 

vasulature. Immune cells that are involved in defense against invaders passing through 

the epidermis are also located in the dermis. The epidermis contains mainly 

keratmocytes. During terminal differentiation, these cells move from dermal-epidermal 

junction through the epidermis to the surface where they are released as dead cells. The 

cornified layer of dead cells is the main protective barrier. 

Highly coordinated processes of cellular proliferation and differentiation facilitate 

adaptation to changing circumstances, like tanning as a response to increased exposure 

to ultraviolet light. Darkening of the skin is a result of an increased melanin production by 

highly specialized cells. These melanocytes are located in the dermis at the 

epidermal/dermal junction and are thought to originate from melanoblasts1. Absorption of 

ultraviolet radiation by melanin protects the underlying tissue from its DNA-damagmg 

effects and subsequent uncontrolled cell growth23. Under normal physiological conditions 

melanocytes and keratinocytes are aligned along the basement membrane zone at a ratio 

ranging from 1:5 to 1:8. Each melanocyte reaches with its dendrites into the upper layers 

of the epidermis, transporting melanin-containing melanosomes to keratinocytes, which 

results in a gradual pigmentation of the skin. A locally increased melanocyte 

concentration gives rise to locally increased melanin concentration, which appears as a 

nevus. It has been postulated that melanocytes progress to a nevus by escaping from the 

normal contact-mediated control exerted by keratinocytes4. Modulating direct cell to cell 

contacts and communication results in increased cell proliferation and migration across 

the basement membrane. The majority of these focally proliferative melanocytes, the 

common acquired melanocytic nevus, follow in most cases a programmed pathway of 

differentiation that eventually leads to disappearance of the nevus5. However, a 

deregulated terminal differentiation pathway can lead to an uncontrolled growth of 

melanocytes that may eventually lead to a malignant tumor, cutaneous malignant 

melanoma. 
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Melanoma has been one of the fastest rising malignancies in the past few 

decades6 Data for Caucasians from the American National Cancer Institute Surveillance, 

Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) Program show a more than doubled melanoma 

incidence rate over the past three decades for both sexes, which makes it the fastest 

increasing neoplasm, with the exception of lung cancer in women The incidence rate for 

men increased more than it did for women from 1973 to 1991 (124 and 102 percent 

respectively) The cause of this difference remains unclear In 1996 it was calculated that 

by the year 2000, the chance for a Caucasian in the United States to develop any kind of 

melanoma during his or her lifetime is 1 in 75 and will continue to rise for at least the next 

10 to 20 years78 The mam reason for increased incidence of melanoma is considered to 

be an increased exposure to natural and/or artificial sunlight due to the preconception 

adopted in the past 25 years that a tanned skin is more attractive than a pale one 

Remarkably, there is no direct correlation between the site of UV exposure and the site of 

primary melanoma9 We must therefore conclude that other, yet unknown, factors play a 

role in the epidemiology of melanoma 

Melanoma development and progression 

Based on clinical and histopathological features, Clark, Elder and Guerry 

developed a model5 m which sequential steps of melanoma progression have been 

proposed to delineate the transformation of a normal, benign nevus towards a 

metastasizing melanoma, eventually leading to colonization of secondary sites (Figure 1) 

If the pathway of terminal melanocytic differentiation is not followed, characteristic lesions 

within the epidermis are formed, which are regarded as the precursors of melanoma 

(melanocytic dysplasia) The vast majority of melanocytic dysplasias do not progress to 

melanoma When melanomas do arise, they develop focally within such a dysplasia1011 

In general, primary melanomas evolve in a stepwise fashion The first step is 

termed the radial growth phase (RGP) that is characterized by a net enlargement of the 

tumor along the radii of an imperfect circle within the epidermis RGP melanomas display 

a distinctive form of invasion of the upper dermis Such melanomas are not associated 

with metastases, and it is hypothesized that they lack the capacity to metastasize12 For a 

melanoma to acquire metastatic properties, it must progress to the next step of tumor 

progression, the vertical growth phase (VGP), which is characterized by the appearance 

of a new population of cells within the melanoma In contrast to RGP melanomas, the net 

growth of the cells of the vertical growth phase is directed inwards to the deep dermis, 

which can give rise to metastases5 Although melanoma tends to spread to nonvisceral 
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sites such as skin or lymph nodes, the most common visceral sites of metastases are 

lung, liver, brain, bone and small intestine13. 

Figure 1: Melanoma development and progression. 

Five steps of melanoma progression5 delineating the transformation of a normal, benign nevus 

towards a metastasizing melanoma that culminates in spread of the tumor cells and colonization at 

secondary sites: (1) common acquired and congenital nevi with structurally normal melanocytes, 

which have a finite life span and generally carry no cytogenetic abnormalities; (2) dysplastic nevi 

with structural and architectural atypia (melanocytic dysplasia). It is well established that the 

density of dysplastic nevi correlates with melanoma risk11; (3) biologically early radial growth phase 

(RGP) primary melanoma in which the cells do not have metastatic potential; (4) advanced vertical 

growth phase (VGP) primary melanoma in which the cells have invaded the dermis and have the 

potential to metastasize; and (5) metastatic melanoma It is currently unknown if mature 

melanocytes can directly develop into dysplastic nevi or even RGP melanomas. 

Pathological classification and prognosis 

At the present time, despite a shift toward earlier recognition of melanoma, by the 

time of diagnosis roughly 70% of melanomas have evolved to VGP melanoma14. 

Prognoses depend upon certain attributes of the neoplasm and the host. Tumor thickness 

is of high prognostic value in human melanoma. The system described by Breslow15 

measures thickness in millimeter tumor from the uppermost nucleated layer of the 

epidermis to the most invading part of the tumor (Figure 2). Additional prognostic 

attributes include mitotic rate16 and the presence of leukocytes within the tumor, termed 
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tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes or TIL which is associated with markedly increased 

survival probability17,18. By comparison, Clark s classification system19 correlates anatomic 

invasion (Figure 2, Table 1) coupled with cell proliferation, to prognosis. This system 

offers more information than Breslow thickness, but is more cumbersome and may lack 

reproducibility. Therefore, tumor thickness gained acceptance as the classification system 

of choice as a result of its ease, reproducibility, and objectivity. 

Breslow 
mdaiua 

Granular ce« layer 
ar 

Epidermis 

^PapHlary dermis 

Reticular dermis 
< 

Subcutaneous lal 

Figure 2: Pathological classification of melanoma (according to Chin and co-workers^"). 

Breslow thickness measures the absolute thickness of the melanoma from the most superficial 

nucleated, granular layer to the deepest level of invasion. This measurement has a strong 

predictive value in prognosis of patients with non-metastatic melanomas. The Clark s classification 

system correlates prognosis to the anatomic level of invasion {Table 1) 

Table 1 : Pathological classification according to Clark 

Clark 

level Boundary 

I Intra-epidermal 

II Breaching the basement membrane, involving the papillary dermis 

III Cohesive nodules or plaques in papillary dermis 

IV Invasion into reticular dermis 

V Invasion into subcutaneous fat 

The clinical-staging system adopted by the American Joint Committee on Cancer 

is based on both methods of pathologic classification of melanoma (Table 2). Patients 

with primary lesions less than 0.76 mm have a ten-year survival rate greater than 90%, In 

these cases surgical excision with small margins is sufficient if these lesions did not 

invade beyond the papillary dermis (Clark s levels I and II or RGP-melanomas). 

Melanoma is notorious for an early metastasizing phenotype, i.e. the occurrence of a 
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vertical growth phase with metastatic capacities within the primary tumor, and poor 

response to current therapeutics. As a result, VGP-melanomas are associated with poor 

ten year survival rates that drop to 79, 36 and 5% for stage IB, II and III, respectively21. 

There are virtually no survivors with stage IV disease. 

Table 2: Clinical-staging system adopted by the American Joint Committee on Cancer 

Stage Criteria 

IA Localized melanoma <0 76 mm or Clark level II 

IB Localized melanoma 0.76 to 1 5 mm or Clark level III 

MA Localized melanoma 1 5 to 4 mm or Clark level IV 

MB Localized melanoma >4 mm or Clark level V 

III Limited nodal metastases involving only one regional lymph 

node basin, or fewer than 5 in-transit metastases without nodal 

metastases 

IV Advanced regional metastases or distant metastases 

In order to increase the poor survival rates of patients diagnosed with advanced 

melanoma, a better understanding of the molecular determinants underlying melanoma 

progression is of utmost importance. Acquiring better insight in the neoplastic progression 

of any cancer implies a thorough understanding of the mechanisms controlling cell 

proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis because disruption of the balance between 

these processes is generally regarded to cause and promote cancer. In multicellular 

organisms, three major forms of cellular communication govern the above-mentioned 

delicate balance: (1) extracellular communication via soluble factors and cell-matrix 

adhesion; (2) intracellular communication via complex signal transduction networks, and 

(3) intercellular communication via cell-cell interactions. Alterations in cellular 

communication between neoplastic cells but also between neoplastic and normal cells in 

their immediate microenvironment partly contribute to uncontrolled proliferation, deranged 

cellular and morphological differentiation, invasion, and colonization to distant organs22. 

Melanoma progression at the molecular level: regulation of cellular adhesion 

The progression from non-metastasizing RGP to highly metastatic VGP 

melanomas is accompanied by dynamic changes in the expression of adhesion receptors 

and extracellular matrix proteins. Expression of a number of cell-surface molecules that 

mediate adhesion is associated with melanoma development. Recent developments in 

cell and molecular biology have led to the identification of five families of adhesion 
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molecules, which include the integrins, Cadherins, selectms, CD44 and the 

immunoglobulin superfamily, which are all expressed during melanoma development 

1 Integrins 

Integrine form a family of heterodimeric transmembrane receptors Their a- and ß-

subumts are derived from separate genes and form glycoproteins with a generally 

conserved structure, made up of a large extracellular domain, a transmembrane domain 

and a short cytoplasmic tail At least 22 different non-covalent aß heterodimers can bind 

extracellular matrix components facilitating adhesion to the basement membranes or 

counter receptors facilitating cell-cell adhesion in a divalent cation-dependent way23 This 

may be of critical importance in cellular migration and tissue morphogenesis In tumor cell 

biology, integrins have shown to be of great importance in cell mobility24 and 

angiogenesis25 

In cutaneous melanoma, integnn β3 is specifically expressed in the highly invasive 

and metastatic vertical growth phase of the primary tumor, whereas it is absent in the 

non-metastasizmg radial growth phase26 2e The expression and function of the ctvßa 

integnn may play an important role during the transition of cells from the radial growth 

phase stage to the vertical growth phase stage Recently, evidence was provided that the 

function of integnn Ovßa on endothelial cells during migration in vitro or angiogenesis in 

vivo is regulated by integnn cxsßi expressed on the same cell24 Because emergence of 

both integrins has been observed in melanoma cell lines30, a similar co-operation 

between these receptors to facilitate cell mobility might occur during melanoma 

progression In addition, integnn otvßa was shown to be able to localize proteolytic active 

matrix metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2) to the leading edge of a cell Interestingly, MMP-2 is 

expressed at the vertical growth phase of primary melanoma3132 and is presumably 

involved in tumor invasion These findings strongly suggest that coordinate expression of 

both ανβ3 and MMP-2 may be required for melanoma cell invasion and metastasis 

formation31 In cell lines, however, an inverse correlation between ßa expression and 

cellular invasion capacity has been observed29 Ectopic expression of the ß3 integnn 

subumt by highly metastatic ßs-negative human melanoma cells impaired their invasive 

and metastatic capacity, suggesting that this integnn subumt antagonizes invasion and 

metastasis72 Further research is needed to elucidate this discrepancy 

There is good experimental evidence that expression of 04 integrins at the primary 

tumor site inhibits the release of melanoma cells from the primary tumor33 After entering 

the blood circulation, a* integrins on tumor cells derived from melanomas, sarcomas or 
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lymphomas promote rather than inhibit accumulation of disseminated cells in distant 

organs The positive effects of cu integrine at this stage of metastasis formation appear to 

depend on 04 integrin interactions with VCAM-1 (see below) expressed on the surface of 

endothelial cells, thereby facilitating adhesion prior to extravasation The opposing effects 

of ou integrin in the primary tumor and during metastasis remain unclear 

2 Cadherins 

The Cadherins form a family of adhesion molecules comprising at least six 

subfamilies, which can be distinguished on the basis of protein domain composition, 

genomic structure, and phylogenetic analysis of the protein sequences34 These 

subfamilies comprise classical or type-l Cadherins (including N- and E-cadherm), atypical 

or type-ll Cadherins (including VE-cadhenn), desmocollms, desmoglems, protocadhenns 

and Flamingo Cadherins Cadherins are calcium dependent, homophilic adhesion 

molecules that mainly localize in adherence junctions and associate with the cytoskeleton 

via the members of catenm-family of intracellular proteins Cadherin molecules and 

cadhenn-catemn complexes are involved in development, cell motility and homeostasis35 

E-cadherm is considered to be a tumor suppressor as disruption of E-cadhenn-

mediated interactions facilitates tumor invasion, whereas restoration of E-cadherm 

expression inhibits the invasive and metastatic phenotype of carcinoma cells73 In 

melanoma cell lines, E-cadhenn mediates adhesion between keratmocytes and 

melanocytes36, which enables the keratmocytes to control the melanocytic phenotype E-

cadherm expression on cells of melanocytic origin is lost as soon as melanocytes 

differentiate to nevus cells37 3e, thereby liberating themselves from the tight keratmocyte 

control39 In contrast to the loss of E-cadhenn-mediated adhesion, these cells now gain 

new adhesive properties as they start to express high levels of N-cadherm, which 

facilitates homophilic adhesion to fibroblasts and endothelial cells22 How this Cadherin 

class switching contributes to melanoma development and progression remains elusive 

However, contrasting data regarding E-cadhenn expression and melanoma progression 

exist Loss of membranous E-cadhenn is seen in a small number of vertical growth phase 

melanomas only when metastasis has occurred but only a minority of metastatic 

melanomas displayed de novo membranous N-cadherm expression in comparison with 

dysplastic nevi and primary melanoma''0. Contrastingly, membranous E-cadhenn staining 

was absent in dermal nests of melanomas in their radial growth phase, whereas it was 

present m a high proportion of melanomas in their vertical growth phase and in 

metastasizing melanomas4142 Further research is needed to clarify the role of E-cadhenn 

in melanoma progression 
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3 Selectins 

The group of selectins currently comprises three members (P-, L- and E-selectm) 

They are composed of a calcium dependent lectm-binding domain, an epidermal growth 

factor-like repeat and several repeats with similarities to complement-binding proteins, but 

have distinct roles and patterns of expression Heterophilic interactions are mediated via 

the carbohydrate moieties on the lectin domain that interact with sialylated glycans on 

their ligands including CD34, GlyCAM and MadCAM The best studied selectm-mediated 

adhesion confers tethering and rolling of leukocytes along vascular endothelial cells43 and 

platelet aggregation44 

Little is known about the involvement of selectins in melanoma development and 

progression The human melanoma cell line NKI-4 was shown to adhere to cytokine 

activated endothelial cells expressing P-selectm via a novel class of glycoproteins45 and 

suggests a role in extravasation Expression of selectins and the interaction with their 

ligands may, in addition, underlie the mechanism whereby tumor cells are localized to 

certain organs that sustain secondary tumor growth, a hypothesis known as the Paget's 

"seed and soil"46 

4 CD44 

A single gene encodes all members of the CD44 family of cell surface 

glycoproteins47 The major physiological role of CD44 is to maintain organ and tissue 

structure via cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesion, but certain variant isoforms can also 

mediate lymphocyte activation and homing, and the presentation of chemical factors and 

hormones48 Alternative splicing of 10 exons generates the different isoforms and this 

heterogeneity in the family is probably responsible for the multifunctional character of 

CD44 in multiple cell types Specific CD44 isoforms can mediate adhesion to components 

of the extracellular matrix like hyaluronate49, collagen50 and fibronectm51, can bind growth 

factors52 and can serve as a docking site for MMP-9 at the leading edge of the cell 

surface74 

CD44 has been implicated in tumor cell invasion and metastasis However, the 

pattern of expression of the isoforms in different tumor cell lines and tissues is variable 

Melanocytes express high levels of CD44 but no splice variants (CD44v), whereas all 

melanoma cell lines expressed CD44v at the cell surface Among these, expression of 

CD44v5 was strongly increased in highly metastatic melanoma cell lines and correlated 

with melanoma progression53 In addition, increased CD44 serum levels in melanoma 

patients have been observed54 Metastatic cells might mimic the adhesive and 
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transmigratory properties of lymphocytes by expressing specific CD44 isoforms in order 

to promote lymphatic metastasis55 The ability of tumor cells to metastasize by 

hematogenous or lymphatic spread may depend at least in part on which CD44 isoform is 

expressed55 

5 Immunoglobulin superfamily 

The immunoglobulin superfamily (Ig-SF) is a large group of proteins which have 

significant similarities to the structure of immunoglobulin (Ig) domains and in some cases 

also contain membrane proximal fibronectm type III repeats Members of the Ig-SF are 

widely expressed cell-cell adhesion molecules and function primarily in recognition and 

binding processes on cell surfaces via homo- and heterophilic interactions Both Ig 

variable (V) and constant (C) domains posses a common structure called the lg-fold, 

which consists of a sandwich of two ß-sheets made up of anti-parallel ß-strands The V-

type domains differ from the C-type domain by two extra ß-strands in one of the ß-sheets 

The terms C and V domain are used to describe folding patterns and refer to the 

proposed arrangement of the ß-strands It does not imply variability in sequence as found 

in the Ig protein and T-cell receptor V-type domain56 Both type of domains usually start 

and end with a cystem residue resulting m the formation of a disulfide bond and 

subsequently leading to the characteristic organization of the domains m an Ig-SF 

molecule 

Several members of the Ig-SF may play a part in melanoma cell interactions55 

Vascular cell adhesion molecule (VCAM) is a cytokine inducible cell adhesion molecule 

primarily found on vascular endothelial cells and is a counter receptor for ojßi integrm 

expressed by malignant melanoma33, thereby facilitating tumor cell attachment to the 

vascular endothelium prior to extravasation Expression of melanoma cell adhesion 

molecule (MCAM/MUC18/CD146) and intracellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) in 

melanoma correlates with increased risks of metastasis57 5e MCAM is strongly expressed 

by advanced primary and metastatic melanomas but is weaker and less frequent in nevus 

cells Studies have shown that MCAM expression correlates with tumor thickness58 and 

that MCAM expression confers metastatic potential and increased tumorigenicity to 

human melanoma cells59 However, ectopic expression of MCAM in another panel of 

human melanoma cells did not increase their tumorigenicity in nude mice, but enhanced 

extravasation and establishment of new foci of growth60 How the interaction between 

MCAM and its yet unidentified hgand and the interaction of ICAM-1 with its ligand aLß2 

(lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1, LFA-1) contribute to melanoma progression 

and metastasis remains elusive 
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More recently, another member of the Ig-SF was shown to be involved in 

melanoma progression Expression of activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule 

(ALCAM/CD166) correlates with the metastatic capacity of human melanoma cell lines61 

and is exclusively expressed in the vertical growth phase of primary melanoma62 ALCAM 

was, therefore, proposed to be another molecular marker besides integnn ßs and ICAM-1 

for melanoma progression In addition, recent data provides evidence that inhibition of 

ALCAM-mediated adhesion stimulates migration and, thereby, promotes metastasis63 

In line with our honored and meaningful tradition in natural sciences, scientists 

refrain from speculations that are not supported by at least some experimental data 

Nevertheless we want to note a possible analogy between ALCAM and other cell 

adhesion molecules with poorly understood properties such as MCAM and E-cadherm In 

the course of our study we have encountered what we have called the ALCAM paradox, 

the observation that a strong cellular ALCAM-mediated adhesion is associated with 

metastasis Based upon our experimental work, we are beginning to resolve this paradox 

by unraveling the role of proteolytic enzymes in cell release from the primary tumor It is 

generally known that a variety of proteinases are upregulated with tumor progression64 

These proteinases presumably contribute to invasiveness by degradation of extracellular 

matrix components Additionally, the notion arises from recent literature reports that the 

specific shedding of membrane receptors, like E-cadhenn65 and LI-CAM^m breast tumor 

cell lines, by these proteinases may be an integral part of cell-cell communication and 

essential for early stages of neoplastic progression67 Function-modulation of adhesion 

molecules with a seemingly conflicting contribution to tumor progression by proteolytic 

enzymes could, therefore, be of critical importance in the course of neoplastic evolution 

Outline of this thesis 

Expression of intercellular communication-related cell surface molecules on 

melanocytic cells at different stages of tumor formation and progression is a dynamic and 

highly regulated process68 An orchestrated modulation of adhesion molecule functioning 

is essential for development and homeostatis in a multicellular organism, as it facilitates 

correct cell migration and intercellular communication Disturbance of this delicate 

equilibrium can lead to defects in maintaining tissue architecture and can eventually lead 

to cancer6970 In tumor cell biology, adhesion molecules play an important role in the 

metastatic cascade70 71 especially in the release of tumor cells from the primary tumor, 

invasion of the surrounding matrix and adhesion to vascular endothelial cells to facilitate 

extravasation. Therefore, loss, overexpression or malfunctioning of adhesion molecules 
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may serve as suitable molecular markers in diagnosis or even as therapeutic targets in 

the near future 

Even though, intertwined and multiple adhesive interactions rather than individual 

interactions presumably play critical roles in neoplastic evolution, knowledge of the 

contribution of each adhesion molecule is essential in order to unravel this network of 

interactions The work in this thesis describes the identification and functional 

characterization of activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (ALCAM/MEMD/CD166) in 

human cutaneous melanoma Chapter 2 reviews the current status of our work regarding 

differential expression of genes during melanoma progression, including ALCAM 

Chapter 3 focuses in greater detail on its identification in human melanoma cell lines and 

its capacity to mediate cellular adhesion via homophihc ALCAM-ALCAM interactions This 

in vitro research was extended to human melanocytic neoplasia where ALCAM was 

identified as a very specific molecular marker for highly metastatic vertical growth phase 

melanomas, which makes it suitable for melanoma diagnosis (chapter 4) In chapter 5, 

a detailed analysis of the homophihc ALCAM-ALCAM interaction as observed in 

melanoma is described 

The data in the above mentioned chapters gave rise to a paradox, namely, how 

can tight cellular adhesions mediated by ALCAM contribute to metastasis9 As is 

becoming evident from the recent literature, not only proteolytic degradation of the 

extracellular matrix but also degradation of cell surface receptors contributes to 

metastasis In chapter 6, ALCAM is identified as a new substrate for proteolytic 

degradation Ammo-terminal truncation of ALCAM results in a truncated molecule, whose 

appearance correlates with reduced adhesive properties of melanoma cells in vitro The 

effect of proteolytic cleavage of ALCAM on metastasis is described in chapter 7, which 

shows that reduced ALCAM-mediated adhesions m a primary tumor contribute to 

metastasis Finally, chapter 8 summarizes and reviews the current status and 

contribution of ALCAM in melanoma biology 
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Chapter Two 

Chapter Two 

Progression Markers and Tumor Biology of Human Melanoma 

Cutaneous malignant melanoma is a cancer of the pigment producing cells 

in the skin. It is an important model for investigations of the metastatic cascade in 

general, not in the least because of the superficial location and the related 

accessibility of the lesions. Metastatic melanoma is one of the most invasive 

cancers and its incidence has rapidly increased in the last decades. Much research 

is devoted to the search for new melanoma associated progression markers to 

further improve diagnosis and the design of new therapeutic strategies. The 

success of this approach will be largely dependent on a better understanding of 

melanoma tumor biology and facilitated by faster functional characterization of 

(candidate) progression markers with respect to tumor progression and 

metastasis. We will summarize the data obtained with new differentially expressed 

cDNA clones isolated by us in recent years and incorporate them in a tentative 

model to explain melanoma progression. 

Progression of malignant human tumors is characterized by subsequent stages of 

increasing malignancy and eventually culminates in tumor metastasis, the mam cause of 

cancer lethality Our understanding of the complex metastasis process at the molecular 

level is still incomplete despite many ongoing attempts to gam more insight in the cell 

biological mechanisms13 In the last two decades intense research efforts were invested 

m the development of sophisticated molecular tools and techniques to support and 

improve more conventional diagnosis based on clinical criteria As one of the benefits, 

these efforts resulted in large collections of (candidate) progression markers for different 

tumors4 Furthermore, the development was stimulated of more selective therapeutic 

approaches5 

Neoplastic progression markers manifest the degeneration of tumor cells at the 

genomic level, and are, as such, instrumental to study the mechanisms that drive tumor 

progression Two mam mechanisms are likely responsible for the observed differential 

gene expression patterns the progressive and irreversible accumulation of mutations in 

the genomes of transformed cells due to genetic instability, and reversible regulatory 

changes influenced by the microenvironment of the tumor cell The intrinsic heterogeneity 

of most tumor cell populations between and within lesions is the consequence of the 

interplay between these two driving forces Despite the availability of a large panel of 
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progression markers, the very heterogeneity of tumors is the reason why unequivocal 

diagnosis is not always possible The search for new markers still continues therefore, 

and will be greatly facilitated in the near future by developments in bio-informatics related 

to the progress of the human as well as other genome sequencing projects, notably the 

technology for gene expression microarrays6 Considering these advanced levels of 

knowledge and technology, it is unsatisfactory that the understanding of the molecular 

mechanisms of tumor progression and metastasis is still incomplete This hampers a full 

exploitation of the therapeutic potential provided by tumor cell biology In this review we 

evaluate our recent research efforts aimed at the characterization of new (candidate) 

progression markers genes associated with the development of human cutaneous 

melanoma We will embed these data in our current tumor cell biology model and 

tentatively explain melanoma progression We will address future perspectives of 

progression marker research and present limitations that may generally hinder a thorough 

characterization of the functional contribution of progression markers to tumor 

development and metastasis 

Development of cutaneous melanoma 

Melanocytic tumor progression evolves through sequential well-defined stages, as 

indicated by clinical, histopathological, and immunohistochemical characteristics378 All 

lesions derive from common epidermal melanocytes, which can degenerate through 

several nevus stages into a superficially spreading primary melanoma in the radial growth 

phase (PM-RGP) The vertical growth phase (PM-VGP) is the deeper, more invasive part 

of the primary tumor and develops from PM-RGP PM-RGP is relatively benign and only 

PM-VGP releases metastatic tumor cells and this leads to the eventual formation of 

melanoma metastases (MM) Human melanoma is an important model for investigations 

of the metastatic cascade in general, not in the least because of the superficial location 

and related accessibility of the lesions Although the present incidence of melanoma is 

still relatively low, it is rising at a high rate second only to lung cancer in women9 In 

contrast to many other cancer types, it is notable that melanoma affects a much younger 

population and is notorious for its propensity to metastasize early in the course of tumor 

development10 

Experimental model for analysis of melanocytic tumor progression 

Comparing a panel of human melanoma cell lines representing the different 

neoplastic progression stages we have collected a number of full-length cDNA clones 

encoding (candidate) melanoma progression markers One part of this collection 
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represents novel genes while the other part represents known genes and partially 

overlaps with the collection of melanoma associated (candidate) progression markers 

identified by others Our cell lines are well characterized with respect to metastatic 

behavior in nude mice after subcutaneous inoculation of the tumor cells1113 All cell lines 

of our panel develop tumors at the subcutaneous sites of inoculation For differential 

cloning purposes we usually compare the cell lines with extreme properties as described 

here Cell lines 1F6 and 530 are designated the non-metastatic ones They only 

sporadically develop spontaneous lung metastases (/ e lung metastasis can be observed 

in less than 10% of the inoculated mice after 6 weeks of xenograft growth) Cell lines BLM 

and MV3 are designated the highly metastatic ones (/ e lung metastasis is overt in over 

50% of the inoculated mice after 3 weeks of xenograft development) Metastatic 

properties of other cell lines are intermediate between these extremes All cell lines and 

their xenograft lesions were extensively characterized with respect to their 

immunophenotype using immunohistochemical, molecular biological and functional 

assays From these analyses it became clear that the expression of several antigens and 

genes studied is strongly correlated with the metastatic behavior of the cell lines in nude 

mice These antigens include ErbB1, VLA-2, uPA, PAI-1 and others41428 Similar results 

for most antigens, partly in human tumors, have been reported by other groups, indicating 

that the nude mice model is representative for the situation m patients regarding 

expression of certain antigens/genes present in metastasizing melanoma cells29"35 

Moreover, it underscores the usefulness of the cell lines as deposits for additional 

progression marker genes 

High- and low-metastatic melanoma cells differ with respect to several biological 

properties (see above) Our strategy to map the differences is based on a comparison of 

the gene expression profiles of the human melanoma cell lines described above We have 

successfully applied subtraction and differential hybridization approaches, and, more 

recently, mRNA differential display to clone additional cDNAs that are candidate 

melanoma progression markers The isolation of full-length clones is generally achieved 

from available cDNA libraries prepared from the non-metastatic melanoma cell line 530 

and the highly metastatic melanoma cell Ime MV3 Tables 1 and 2 show an overview of 

the differentially expressed genes isolated and/or confirmed by us in recent years 
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Table 1 Genes overexpressed in non-metastatic human melanoma cell lines (530 and 1F6) 

and which are suppressed in highly metastatic human melanoma cell lines (BLM and MV3) 

Name 

ErbB3 

NAD(P)H qumone oxi-reductase 

nma 

nmb / gpnmb 

nmc 

nmd 

nme / rmm-1 

nmf 

a2-macroglobulin 

ME491 / CD63 

MIA / CD-RAP 

osteopontm 

PKCe 

TIMP-3 

mRNA size (kb) 

2,8 

1,7 

2,7 

1,8 

1,8 

3,5 

1,7 

4,7 

1,5 

0,55 

1,8 

4,5 

references 

unpublished 

unpublished 

24 

22 

20 

26 

unpublished 

Syndapm 

unpublished 

unpublished 

15 

20 

unpublished 

unpublished 

20 

synonyms /homologs 

BAMBI38 

11 kd protein/MAT869 

PS-PLA170 

FAP5271, PACSIN, 

F-box protein 

Clinical versus molecular biological relevance of progression markers 

Although already large panels of melanocytic progression markers exist, the 

mechanism of tumor progression and metastasis is only partially understood at a 

molecular level The search for new markers will therefore continue until we better 

understand the biology of melanoma and other tumors Another reason to continue is that 

the available markers do not allow an unambiguous classification of tumors due to the 

heterogeneity of tumor cell populations The overlapping expression between different 

progression stages is mainly the result of this heterogeneity It is not bold to predict that 

markers unequivocally identifying each stage of tumor progression will be rare or even 

non-existing 

The value of progression markers can be scored on two different scales The clinician's 

mam interest is to identify markers that are uniquely correlated with the course of the 

disease The usefulness of progression markers to reveal the secrets of tumor biology, on 

the other hand, is less restricted and mainly depends on the possibility to elucidate their 

biological functions and/or their regulation Consequently, a progression marker of little 

molecular/cell biological relevance may have a prominent clinical relevance or vice versa 

Obviously, the ideal progression marker should have clinical as well as molecular 

biological relevance From the generally isolated markers, only few seem to meet these 
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two criteria to a reasonable extent, among which may be some members of protease 

families (including inhibitors) and some cell adhesion receptors. 

Table 2: Genes overexpressed in highly metastatic human melanoma cell lines (BLM and MV3) 

and which are suppressed in non-metastatic human melanoma cell lines (530 and 1F6). 

Name 

calcyclin 

ErbB1 

ErbB2 

GEM 

IL-6 

memA/DRS 

memB 

memC 

memD 

memE 

PAI-1 

PAI-2 

Platelet type 12-lox 

PKCa 

TGase2 

thymosin ß-10 

uPA 

uPAR 

vimentin 

mRNA size (kb) 

0,6 

5.8/10.5 

2.5/3.5 

2,7 

2,3 

4,5 

1.7/2.0 

2 3 / 3 4 

2,1 

3,5 

0,6 

2,6 

2,1 

references 

15,17 

16 

unpublished 

unpublished 

25 

28 

25 

unpublished 

20,27,49 

unpublished 

14,25 

14,25 

unpublished 

unpublished 

23 

18 

14,25 

14 

25 

synonyms / homologs 

EGFR 

neu, Her-2 

DRS, pinin, RNP72'74 

RhoE, md-37576 

hCYR6177 

ALCAM, HB2, HCA, CD1661 

rrf (mit. ribosmal recycling 

factor) 

Selection and characterization of new (candidate) progression markers 

The (candidate) progression markers isolated by us (see Tables 1 and 2) display 

an mRNA expression profile, which correlates with the non- or highly metastatic 

phenotype of the described human melanoma cell lines. Before starting detailed 

functional characterizations of these candidate genes, it is relevant to make up a 

preliminary score of their value on the clinical and the molecular/cell biological scale. With 

this purpose we will summarize the new data on biological/biochemical functions of the 

isolated genes. 
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While some biochemical functions are known by now for the majority of nm (= 

non-metastatic) clones listed in Table 1 (see references to Table 1), a functional relation 

with progression/metastasis may only be postulated for a2-macroglobulin and TIMP-3 as 

protease inhibitors36,37. Recent data classify nma as a cell membrane component 

antagonizing TGF-ß and related signaling pathways36. The inherent suggestion that loss 

of this function may be relevant for tumor progression, is not supported by experimental 

data, since ectopic expression of nma by stable transfection into highly metastatic cells 

did not change the phenotype of these cells (unpublished data). Transfection experiments 

with nmb, nmd and MIA/CD-RAP also did not reduce the malignancy of highly metastatic 

cells (unpublished). The function of the secreted MIA/CD-RAP remains controversial and 

its proposed growth inhibitory activity could not be confirmed (unpublished data). Its 

serum levels are apparently raised in patients with malignant melanoma and breast 

carcinoma39,40. A connection between osteopontin expression and tumor progression is 

more often reported, but may show either a positive correlation with neoplastic 

progression or an inverse relation as observed by us for melanoma cell lines41j|3. 

Most of the mem (= metastatic melanoma) clones listed in Table 2 are also 

characterized for their biochemical function. It is worthwhile to emphasize the remarkable 

switch in IL-6 expression and responsiveness of melanoma cells, originally described by 

Kerbel and coworkers. In early growth stages IL-6, secreted from stromal cells, inhibits 

tumor cell growth, while invasive and metastatic tumor cells do secrete IL-6 as an 

autocrine factor stimulating their own growth4''. This switch favors the selective growth 

and development of nodules of more malignant cells over relatively benign tumor cells. 

Overexpression of most components of the plasminogen activator system is more broadly 

correlated with advanced malignant growth45, and this is also true for EGFR46. The small 

calcium binding proteins of the SI00 family (including calcychn47) and several members of 

the annexin family (including thymosin-ß104e) were also positively correlated with tumor 

progression, but it is hard to define their functional contribution. 

MEMD/ALCAM, a cell adhesion receptor involved in melanoma metastasis 

The most promising new clone appears to be memD, encoding the cell adhesion 

receptor ALCAM (= activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule). In addition to the 

correlation between its expression in and the malignant properties of the highly metastatic 

melanoma cell lines BLM and MV327, the immunohistochemical analysis of primary tumor 

lesions from human patients shows its exclusive expression in the deepest, most invasive 

parts of the excised lesions49. ALCAM, a new member of the immunoglobulin superfamily, 
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was originally described as the CD6 ligand in an immunological context5051 Human 

melanoma cells do not express CD6, and all experimental evidence supports the notion 

that the cell adhesion molecule MEMD/ALCAM mediates homophilic cell-cell contacts in 

human melanoma cells27 

At this point we are confronted with a paradoxical situation MEMD/ALCAM 

distribution in vitro and in vivo suggests that the receptor would be involved in melanoma 

metastasis, whereas its homophilic cell adhesion function antagonizes escape of cells 

from the primary tumor Therefore, we currently address the question how the cell-cell 

adhesion function of MEMD/ALCAM may be lost without losing protein expression 

(manuscript in preparation) The vast majority of tumor cells that enter the circulation are 

rapidly eliminated5253, but the chance that tumor cells survive circulation could be raised 

by the formation of tumor cell aggregates525455 Homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM interactions 

would promote the formation of tumor cell emboli The increased metastatic potential of 

multicellular emboli might be due to the protection of the inner cells against destructive 

mechanical forces and immune assaults Moreover, tumor cell emboli may get easily 

stranded in the capillaries of distant target organs and could thus promote adhesion to the 

vascular endothelium and extravasation 

The immunohistochemical distribution of MEMD/ALCAM m primary human 

melanoma increased from absent in the relatively benign radial growth phase (PM-RGP, 

Clark levels I and II) via 70% to 100% presence in the most invasive parts of the vertical 

growth phase (PM-VGP, Clark levels IV and V, respectively) Similar expression patterns 

in primary melanoma lesions were only observed for the integrm ß3 subunit, which is 

involved in cell adhesion to the extracellular matrix56 57 By contrast, only 50% of the 

established metastatic lesions displayed MEMD/ALCAM expression49 This finding may 

be explained by the hypothesis that MEMD/ALCAM function is indispensable for 

melanoma cells to invade locally and to gam access to metastatic routes After arrival at 

the secondary site, the cells may no longer depend on the favorable protective action of 

MEMD/ALCAM and its expression may become dispensable 

Tumor heterogeneity and neoplastic progression markers 

We determined the distribution of several of the clones in Tables 1 and 2 in 

metastatic melanoma lesions by northern analysis and found more frequent expression of 

nm genes than of mem genes1820222A2i2e Assuming that differential gene expression in 

cell lines provides information about tumor development, the heterogeneous distribution 

of (candidate) progression markers must provoke the question, how one could make 

sense out of this complex situation Would it be possible to improve the definition of the 
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primary research targets and to facilitate the functional characterization of (candidate) 

progression markers7 

Successful metastasis consists of an ordered series of linked steps, including 

detachment from the primary tumor, tissue invasion and subsequent entry into the blood 

and/or lymph vessels, circulation, adhesion to and extravasation through the endothelial 

cell layer, and eventually settlement and growth in the distant target organ12 Metastasis 

of tumor cells therefore requires a number of "newly" acquired physiological functions 

normally silent in the cells of healthy adults The involved gene programs become active, 

because control over expression of genetic information is progressively lost during tumor 

development 

Primary as well as secondary tumor lesions have a heterogeneous composition 

despite their originally clonal origin Transformed cells endowed with either high or low 

metastatic capacities differ with respect to many, sometimes redundant, biological 

properties Consequently, many genes or gene products are identified as potential 

progression markers This also explains why melanoma cells (and tumor cells in general) 

of different metastatic potential need not differ m all aspects, as reflected by 

heterogeneous expression of (candidate) progression markers in both primary and 

metastatic tumor lesions Moreover, genes crucial for partial steps in the metastatic 

cascade may be transiently active and silent in preceding as well as following steps 

Punctual orchestration of the multiple and complex functions involved in metastasis would 

normally require fine-tuning of gene expression programs By contrast, tumor cells are 

transformed and have progressively lost control over gene expression during tumor 

growth The dysregulation is reflected in the relative inefficiency of the metastasis 

process1 Although genetic selection must be involved, it probably remains a matter of 

stochastics whether an invasive tumor cell can become the successful founder of a 

metastatic lesion and the large majority of cells evaded from the primary tumor do not 

survive the challenges encountered before reaching their destination 

Progression marker functions and tumor biology 

The immortalization of tumor cells is dictated by oncogenic changes and 

subsequent tumor growth is a mainly autonomous and intrinsic property Tumor 

progression and metastasis, by contrast, is clearly more complex, and to a considerable 

extent dependent on communication between the transformed cell and surrounding cells, 

and on its embedding in the tissue structures58 Recent surveys of candidate progression 

markers of human cutaneous melanoma, and of other tumors as well15, reveal that many 
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of them are indeed involved in relevant biological properties: e.g. cell adhesion 

molecules/integrins, proteases and their inhibitors, growth factors and their receptors. 

Despite these advanced insights, it remains hard to pinpoint, understand and evaluate the 

actual contribution of progression markers to tumor progression and metastasis. This is 

well illustrated by some examples below. 

TIMP-1 (tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases) had been known to inhibit 

metastasis, presumably by destroying a tumor cell's ability to cut through the basement 

membrane. While overexpression of TIMP-1 in melanoma cells severely reduced their 

metastatic capacity, imaging of these tumor cells under a video microscope did not show 

the anticipated inhibition of extravasation59. In stead, these cells appeared to form fewer 

and smaller metastases in the colonized organ than control tumor cells. Apparently, 

overexpression of TIMP-1 is a negative factor for tumor outgrowth and the mechanism of 

action is still unclear. 

Expression of Mel-CAM/MUC18/CD146, a cell adhesion molecule of the 

immunoglobulin superfamily and homologous to MEMD/ALCAM, is positively correlated 

with late progression stages and metastatic capacities of human melanoma lesions and 

cell lines6061 Mel-CAM is involved in heterophilic cell-cell interactions with an as yet 

unknown ligand62 63. Presence of the hgand was demonstrated on other tumor cells and 

vascular cells. In mammary carcinoma lesions and cell lines, on the other hand, the 

presence of Mel-CAM correlates with early progression stages64. This implies that 

progression marker expression and function should be closely related to specific cellular 

context. 

Isolation of the metastasis suppressor gene nm23 was achieved via differential 

screening methods comparing a panel of murine melanoma cell lines of varying 

metastatic potential65. Although its correlation with metastasis suppression could be 

unambiguously confirmed in human melanoma and different carcinoma, other studies 

reported no correlation or even an opposite expression profile in other tumors. Studies 

aimed at the functional characterization of nm23 attributed several biochemical activities 

to the gene product but could not clarify its mechanism of action in suppression of 

metastasis66. 

The adenovirus E1A gene is traditionally known for its transforming properties. 

More recently, several groups, including ours, independently showed that introduction of 

the same E1A gene in human tumor cell lines of different origins reverted neoplastic 

progression and oncogenicity and, consequently, proposed a tumor suppressor 

function25,67,68. Our experiments showed that the action of E1A on the highly metastatic 

melanoma cell line BLM included coordinate suppression of all progression marker genes 
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identified so far in this malignant human cell line and not only occasional downregulation 

of one particular cellular tumor promoting gene The apparently coordinate suppression of 

a set of markers by one "master" gene suggests the existence of one pathway under the 

control of a mam switch and would predict that one or a few as yet unidentified cellular 

"master" genes could normally exert this function This last example makes clear that 

many candidate progression markers must at least to some extent be related with the 

particular phenotype of tumor cells 

Conclusions and future perspectives 

In general the search for neoplastic progression markers has yielded a wealth of 

information in the last two decades New insights in partial reactions/events of the 

metastatic cascade have stimulated the development of some more specific therapeutic 

strategies, especially antagonists of tumor angiogenesis and inhibitors of matrix 

degrading enzymes We are, however, still faced with a big challenge to translate a major 

part of the acquired knowledge into understanding the molecular mechanisms controlling 

the metastatic cascade(s) With the development of cDNA chip technology and the near 

completion of the humane genome sequencing project all differential cloning approaches 

will soon be obsolete and we will be mainly faced with the challenge to relate differential 

gene expression with phenotypic and functional differences in the cells studied One 

might predict that this challenge may only be met if we succeed in selecting cDNA clones 

with an unambiguous functional relevance for tumor progression and metastasis For 

such clones it should be possible to design a well-defined and broad spectrum of 

characterization strategies This should range from simple biochemical assays, via 

targeting of gene function using dominant negative mutants and/or newly developed 

genetic approaches to cell biological assays in more complex in vitro and in vivo models 

for testing tumor invasiveness and metastasis After the characterization and subsequent 

targeting of the key players, the cDNA chip technology may be instrumental to identify 

accessory genes/molecules and define their role In this way we may finally succeed in 

establishing the hierarchy among the many neoplastic progression markers identified and 

understand their functional contributions to the molecular mechanisms of metastasis 
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MEMO, a New Cell Adhesion Molecule in Metastasizing Human Melanoma Cell 

Lines, is Identical to ALCAM (Activated Leukocyte Cell Adhesion Molecule) 

From a differential mRNA display comparing a non- and a highly 

metastasizing human melanoma cell line, we isolated and characterized memD. 

memD is preferentially expressed in the highly metastasizing melanoma cell lines of 

a larger panel. The encoded protein, MEMD, is identical to activated leukocyte cell 

adhesion molecule (ALCAM), a recently identified ligand of CD6. ALCAM is involved 

in homophilic (ALCAM-ALCAM) and heterophilic (ALCAM-CD6) cell adhesion 

interactions. We have studied MEMD/ALCAM cell-cell interactions between human 

melanoma cells. The expression of this cell adhesion molecule not only correlates 

with enhanced metastatic properties and with aggregational behavior of human 

melanoma cells as tested by FACS analysis, but transfection experiments also 

revealed that MEMD/ALCAM expression is essential for cell-cell interaction of the 

investigated human melanoma cells. As the melanoma cell lines analyzed are all CD6 

negative, these results strongly suggest that MEMD/ALCAM is an adhesion molecule 

mediating homophilic clustering of melanoma cells. MEMD/ALCAM expression is not 

restricted to subsets of leukocytes and melanoma cells, it can also be found in 

healthy organs and in several other malignant tumor cell lines. Besides, 

MEMD/ALCAM is also expressed in cultured endothelial cells, pericytes and 

melanocytes, in xenografts derived from the radial (RGP) and vertical growth phase 

(VGP) and in 4 out of 13 melanoma metastasis lesions. The potential role of 

MEMD/ALCAM mediated cell-cell interactions in migration of mobile cells {i.e. 

activated leukocytes, metastasizing tumor cells) through tissues is discussed. 

Adhesion molecules are, as a part of their role in cell communication, important in 

cell growth, survival, motility and invasion during tumor progression and metastasis1. In 

human cutaneous melanoma changes in the expression profiles of several adhesion 

molecules were observed that directly or inversely correlated with metastatic potential2. For 

example, the adhesion molecule E-cadherm is expressed on melanocytes and mediates 

adhesion to keratmocytes. Loss of this adhesion molecule enhances the motility of 

melanocytes and is, therefore, a marker of tumor progression3. The expression of 

melanoma cell adhesion molecule (Mel-CAM/MUC18) and intercellular adhesion molecule 

(ICAM-1), on the other hand, increased with malignant transformation in advanced primary 
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and metastatic melanomas Likewise, the increased expression of the α2βι, aaßi and oußi 

integnns7 9 is associated with invasion and metastasis of melanoma 

We have recently reported on the isolation of several cDNA clones that were 

differentially expressed in a panel of human melanoma cell lines with different 

metastasizing potential10 One clone, memD (this report), is preferentially expressed in the 

highly metastasizing human melanoma cell lines BLM and MV3 and is identical to activated 

leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (ALCAM)11 

ALCAM, expressed on activated leukocytes, Τ cells, Β cells and monocytes, was 

recently charactenzed as a new member of the immunoglobulin superfamily and identified 

as a CD6 ligand11 ALCAM is a type I membrane protein, it contains a NhVterminal 

hydrophobic signal peptide, followed by an extracellular domain that is composed of five Ig-

hke domains two ammo-terminal V-type domains followed by three C-type domains, a 

hydrophobic transmembrane domain and a short cytoplasmic tail ALCAM has substantial 

homology with the chicken neural adhesion molecule BEN/SC1/DM-GRASP1214, and 

similarity with the human melanoma cell adhesion molecule Mel-CAM/MUC1815 

BEN/SC1/DM-GRASP is involved in neunte extension, and was also reported to be 

expressed on activated chicken leukocytes16 Several homologs of BEN/SC1/DM-

GRASP/ALCAM have been identified in other species Homotypic and heterotypic adhesion 

interactions of BEN/SC1/DM-GRASP and of ALCAM were demonstrated111317 

In the present report, we describe the characterization of memD as a new adhesion 

molecule preferentially expressed in highly metastasizing human melanoma cell lines, and 

show that expression of memDIMEMD is essential for cell-cell interactions of the 

investigated human melanoma cells 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Biological materials 

All cell lines were grown and cultured as descnbed before i e 19 Within the panel of 

human melanoma cell lines, BLM and MV3 represent highly metastasizing cell lines, with a 

metastasis frequency over 50% three weeks after subcutaneous inoculation into nude 

mice The cell lines M14, MV1 and Mel57 represent the slower metastatic phenotype, with 

a metastasis frequency over 50% after three months 530 and 1F6 are the non-

metastasizmg cell lines, with less than 10% metastasis frequency20"22 (H Westphal, 

Department of Pathology, University Medical Center, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, 

unpublished results) 
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Excision and processing of the human tissues was performed as described 

previously23. 

The monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibodies J3-119 and J4-81 are from the 5th 

International Workshop on Human Leukocyte Differentiation Antigens (November 1993, 

Boston, MA)24. 

RNA isolation and Northern blot analysis 

Total RNA isolation and Northern blot analysis were all performed as described 

before25. Briefly, glyoxylated total RNA samples (10 μg) were loaded in each lane, 

transferred to Hybond N-plus filters and hybndized to radiolabeled memD cDNA. The 

molecular weight marker was Hind\l\ digested λΟΝΑ. As a control for the amount of RNA 

loaded in each lane, an 18S rRNA hybridization is shown. 

Other procedures were essentially the same as described before25. 

DNA isolation and Southern blot analysis 

Chromosomal DNA isolation and Southern blot analysis were all performed as 

described before25. Briefly, DNA was digested with EcoRI, and 10 μς was size fractionated 

on 1% agarose gels, transferred to Hybond N-plus filters and hybridized to radiolabeled 

memD cDNA. The molecular weight marker was HindiW digested λΟΝΑ. To confirm that 

equal amounts of DNA were loaded in each lane, the blot was hybridized afterwards to a 

chromosome 18-specific centromeric probe26. Abnormalities involving chromosome 18 

have not been described in relation to melanoma. 

Immunofluorescence assay 

For the immunofluorescence studies cells were grown on 12-well multitest slides 

(ICN, Costa Mesa, CA) and subsequently processed following the methanol-acetone 

fixation protocol27. Slides were incubated for 120 min with the monoclonal antibody J3-119 

diluted 1:500 in PBS24. Thereafter, the cells were washed with PBS, followed by a 60 mm 

incubation with fluorescem-conjugated rabbit anti-mouse Ig antibody (diluted 1:50 in PBS, 

Dakopatts, Glostrup, Denmark). All incubations were performed at room temperature. After 

extensive washing with PBS (3 χ 15 min), cells were mounted with PBS/glycerol (1:1, v/v). 
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Measurement of melanoma cell aggregation 

Reagents 

5,6-Sulfofluorescein diacetate (SFDA) and hydroethidme (HE) were purchased from 

Molecular Probes (Junction City, OR) and Polysciences (Warnngton, PA), respectively 

Stock solutions of SFDA (5 mg/ml, in DMSO) and HE (80 mg/ml, in N-N-

dimethylacetamide) were kept in the dark at 4°C The working solution of HE (1 mg/ml) was 

prepared by adding 125 μΙ stock solution to 9 875 ml DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS 

(DMEM/FCS) 

Cell Aggregation Assay 

Aggregation between melanoma cells was measured by a double color assay Cells 

were harvested by short trypsimzation of subconfluent monolayers, washed three times 

with DMEM/FCS and resuspended at a final concentration of 2 χ 106 cells/ml Two separate 

suspensions of cells (2 χ 106/ml) were stained fluorescent green or fluorescent red, by 

incubation for 60 mm at 370C with SFDA (50 μg/ml, in DMEM/FCS) or with HE (40 μg/ml, in 

DMEM/FCS), respectively Thereafter, cells were washed three times with DMEM/FCS and 

resuspended in DMEM/FCS at a final concentration of 1 χ 106 cells/ml Fluorescent green 

cells (50 μΙ) were mixed with fluorescent red cells (50 μΙ) and incubated for 10 and 30 mm 

at 370C After incubation, cells were fixed by adding 50 μΙ of ice-cold paraformaldehyde 

(1 5% w/v, in DMEM/FCS) The samples were kept on ice in the dark for 30 mm and, 

subsequently, analyzed in a FACScan flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, 

CA) A total of 10,000 fluorescent events were counted The results were expressed as the 

percentage of double colored events of the total of green plus red events 

Eukaryotic memD expression vectors 

A 5' 0 34 kb memD fragment was amplified by using the PCR primers 5'-

atggaatccaagggggc-3' (sense, including the translation start codon) and 5'-

tagcatgcacacaaatc-3' (anti-sense, positions 326 to 342) This PCR fragment was cloned 

into the pGEM-T vector (Promega, Madison, Wl), isolated via Sphl/Sacll digestion and 

cloned into the Sphl/Sacll digested memD cDNA clone pJG456 This complete memD 

cDNA clone (pEG25) was extensively sequenced to ensure that no mutations were 

introduced 

pEG25 was used to make the eukaryotic memD expression vectors pWD200 and 

pWD201 pWD201 is the blunt ended 5' 2 1 kb Sacl/Hmdlll (including the translation start 

codon) fragment of pEG25 ligated into the blunt ended BamHI site of the neomycin 

resistant pZIPneo vector28 in the sense onentation, pWD200 is the anti-sense variant of 

pWD201 
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Electropermeation 

Plasmid DNA was purified by using a QIAGEN Plasmid punfication kit (QIAGEN 

Ine , Chatsworth, CA) Cells were washed two times with PBS and 2 χ 107 cells were mixed 

with 20 μg of DNA construct carrying the G418 resistance gene in 500 μΙ PBS After an 

incubation of 10 mm on ice, cells were electropermeated in a 1 ml electroporation cuvette 

(Eurogentec, Belgium) by a 2000 volt pulse from an ISCO type 494 power supply, so that 

cell survival was 60-70% Cells were incubated on ice for 10 mm and replated on 10 cm 

petndishes (NUNC, Roskilde, Denmark) Stable transfectants were selected in the 

presence of 1 mg/ml of G418 in the culture medium After selection, cells were grown in the 

presence of 0 5 mg/ml G418 

RESULTS 

Cloning and characterization of memD 

From a differential mRNA display comparing a non and a highly metastasizing 

human melanoma cell line, nine cDNA clones were isolated which were differentially 

expressed in a panel of human melanoma cell lines with different metastasizing potential10 

On a Northern blot with total RNA from this panel of cell lines, one clone (clone 3) showed 

expression of a 4 6 kb transenpt in the highly metastasizing human melanoma cell lines 

BLM and MV3, whereas expression was very weak or not detectable in the other 

melanoma cell lines (Figure 1A) In the following studies we only included the 530, 1F6, 

BLM and MV3 melanoma cell lines Overexposure of a Northern blot resulted in a weak 

memD signal in the non-metastasizmg human melanoma cell Ime 1F6, while no detectable 

signal was present in 530 cells (Figure 1B) The observed differences in expression of 

clone 3 in our panel of human melanoma cell lines cannot be ascnbed to major 

chromosomal rearrangements or gene amplifications, as was demonstrated by Southern 

blot analysis (Figure 2) 
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Flgure 1 : memD expression in a panel of human melanoma 

cell lines. 

A Northern blot analysis of memD mRNA expression in a panel 

of human melanoma cell lines. 

Β Overexposure of a Northern blot showing a weak memD 

expression in the 1F6 human melanoma cell line. 
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Figure 2: Southern blot analysis of 

memD in a panel of human melanoma 

cell lines. 

Screening of an MV3 derived cDNA library (in the vector XZap)10 resulted in the 

isolation of cDNA clone pJG456. This clone was designated memD (melanoma metastasis 

clone D). A computer database search revealed that the memD cDNA clone was identical 

(99.9% identity in a 2478 bp overlap) with the human activated leukocyte cell adhesion 

molecule (ALCAM)11. memD also showed similarity (75% identity on the protein level) with 

the chicken neural adhesion molecule BEN/SC1/DM-GRASP12'14 and with the melanoma 

cell adhesion molecule Mel-CAM/MUC18 (26% identity and 47% similarity on the protein 

level)15. 

Sequence comparison between the 4235 nucleotides long memD cDNA clone 

(Y10183 in EMBUGenBank) and the ALCAM cDNA clone (L38608 in EMBUGenBank) 

revealed that memD is extended at the 3'-end with 1721 nucleotides (positions 2472-4193, 
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poly(A) tail excluded) and lacks 66 nucleotides at the 5'-end including the translation start 

codon. There are also two differences at the nucleotide level in the region of overlap. 

Firstly, the C at nucleotide position 899 (C899) in memD (T965 in the ALCAM cDNA clone) 

results in the substitution of amino acid M301 (in ALCAM) to T301 (in MEMD). Secondly, 

nucleotide G1862 (in ALCAM) is absent in the 3' untranslated region of the memD cDNA 

clone. The significance of these differences is not known. 

MEMD/ALCAM expression 

J3-11924, a monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibody which recognizes the second amino-

terminal V-type domain (V2) of the ALCAM protein29, was used to study the distribution 

pattern of the MEMD/ALCAM protein in the human melanoma cell lines 530, 1F6, BLM and 

MV3. 

Figure 3: Immunolocalization of MEMD/ALCAM 

in cultured BLM (1) and MV3 (2) human 

melanoma cells. A representative staining is 

shown. 

The bar indicates 50 μη. 

Expression of MEMD/ALCAM was mainly concentrated in areas involved in cell-cell 

interactions between clustered BLM cells and clustered MV3 cells (Figure 3). Expression in 

1F6 was sporadically observed in some clustered cells corresponding with the weak memD 

mRNA expression in this cell line. MEMD/ALCAM expression was not detected in the 530 

cell line (not shown). 
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Aggregation of human melanoma cells 

Adhesion molecule homologs of the MEMO protein, i.e. BEN/SC1/DM-GRASP and 

ALCAM, were reported to mediate homotypic and heterotypic adhesion interactions1 1 1 3 1 7·3 0. 

This, and the observation that MEMD/ALCAM expression is concentrated in areas of 

contact between cells, as was reported for the surface glycoprotein BEN12, raised the 

question whether MEMD/ALCAM was involved in mediating melanoma cell-cell adhesion. 

For this purpose, the human melanoma cell lines 530, 1F6, BLM and MV3 were tested in 

an aggregation assay. A prior FACS analysis showed that all melanoma cell lines were 

CD6 negative (data not shown), excluding the possibility of MEMD/ALCAM-CD6 adhesive 

interactions. 

Fluorescent red and green stained cells were analyzed in a FACScan flow 

cytometer for the capacity to form mixed cell clusters. Ttie MEMD/ALCAM positive human 

melanoma cell lines BLM, MV3 and 1F6 indeed aggregate as shown in Figure 4A. 

Aggregation between the MEMD/ALCAM-positive BLM cell line and the other melanoma 

cell lines is shown in Figure 4B. MEMD/ALCAM-positive cell lines aggregate with BLM, i.e. 

1F6 and MV3. In all cases 530 hardly aggregates. 

0) 

w 

o 

O 

o 

530x530 

ALCAM expression 

1F6x1F6 

+ + 

MV3xMV3 BLMxBLM 

+ + + + 

Figure 4A: Aggregation of cultured human melanoma cells. Aggregation of identical cells. Data are 

presented as mean ± SD of η different experiments. Gray bars: aggregation after 10 min, black bars: 

aggregation after 30 min. MEMD/ALCAM expression in the cultured human melanoma cell lines is 

indicated as high (+), weak (+) or absent (-). 
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BLMX530 BLMX1F6 BLMxMV3 BLMxBLM 

ALCAM expression + - + + + + + + 

Figure 4B: Aggregation ot cultured human melanoma cells. Aggregation of BLM cells and 

530/1F6/MV3 cells. Data are presented as mean ± SD of η different experiments. Gray bars: 

aggregation after 10 min, black bars: aggregation after 30 min. MEMD/ALCAM expression in the 

cultured human melanoma cell lines is indicated as high (+), weak (±) or absent (-). 

We tested whether the available anti-ALCAM antibodies J3-119 and J4-8124, which 

both recognize the second amino-terminal V-type domain (V2) of the ALCAM protein29, 

could be used to inhibit cell adhesion in order to provide a more direct proof of the role of 

the MEMD/ALCAM protein. However, the antibodies did not inhibit the adhesive 

interactions, probably because the homotypic cell-cell adhesive interactions are mediated 

via the C-type domains29,31. The only monoclonal antibody known to block MUC18 

mediated homotypic cell interactions recognizes the glycosylated HNK-1 epitope5. We 

established that this epitope is not present on MEMD/ALCAM expressed by the melanoma 

cell lines (not shown). It is known that glycosylation of BEN does also not effect its 

homotypic binding properties17. 

Aggregation of 530 cells transfected with memD 

In order to provide a more direct proof of the role of the MEMD/ALCAM protein in 

homotypic cell-cell aggregation in our panel of human melanoma cell lines, 530 cells 

(lacking memDIMEMD expression) were transfected with the sense (pWD201) and anti-

sense (pWD200) memD-pZIPneo expression constructs, and pZIPneo alone. In a selection 

of transfected G418-resistant cell clones (ten sense, seven anti-sense and four empty 

vector controls) all transfectants displayed the expected memD mRNA expression profile 

(not shown). From this collection of transfectants, two sense (201-3 and 201-11) and one 

anti-sense (200-7) memD transfectant and one control (ZIP-1) were analyzed in more detail 
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by immunofluorescence using the monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibody J3-119. Expression of 

the MEMD/ALCAM protein in the sense 530-memD transfectants 201-3 and 201-11 is 

mainly concentrated in areas involved in cell-cell interactions between clustered transfected 

530 cells (Figure 5, part 2), as we also found for BLM and MV3 cells (Figure 3). The 

controls (parental 530, anti-sense memD 200-7 and ZIP-1) are negative (Figure 5, part 1). 

Figure 5: Immunolocalization of 

MEMD/ALCAM in 530 cells transfected 

with memD. 

1. A representative staining is shown of negative controls (parental 530 cells, 530 cells transfected 

with pZIPneo (ZIP-1) or anti-sense memD (200-7)). 

2. Representative stainings of 530 cells transfected with sense memD (201-3 or 201-11). 

The bar indicates 25 μιτι. 

To further test whether MEMD/ALCAM is functionally involved in homotypic cell-cell 

interactions, we performed a FACS analysis on the 530-memD transfectants. The results of 

this analysis showed that the sense 530-memD transfectants 201-3 and 201-11 do 

aggregate, whereas the anti-sense transfectant 200-7 and the control ZIP-1 do not (Figure 

6A). An aggregation analysis between the MEMD/ALCAM-positive BLM cell line and the 

530-memD transfectants gave a similar result. BLM cells only aggregate with the sense 

530-memD tranfectants 201-3 and 201-11 (Figure 68). These assays indicate that the 

expression of memD/MEMD is apparently sufficient and essential for cell-cell interactions in 

the human melanoma cell lines tested. 
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Figure 6: Aggregation of 530 cells transfected with memD. 

A Aggregation between 530-memD cells. 

Β Aggregation between BLM cells and 530-memD cells. 

Data are presented as mean ± SD of n=3 different experiments. ZIP-1: 530-pZIPneo transfectant, 

200-7: anti-sense 530-memD transfectant, 201-3 and 201-11: sense 530-memD transfectants. 

Expression of memD in human organs, cutaneous melanocytic lesions and tumor 

cell lines 

To gain some insight in its distribution, a Northern blot containing total RNA from 

several human organs was screened for memD mRNA expression (Figure 7). memD is 

expressed in spleen, placenta and liver. A weak expression is visible in lung. For a further 

characterization a Northern blot containing total RNA from several tumor cell lines was 

screened for memD mRNA expression. Within this panel of cell lines, a strong expression 

could be detected in the untransformed Ayca-1 human foreskin fibroblasts, A-431 

epidermoid carcinoma, T24 bladder carcinoma and HT-1080 fibrosarcoma cell lines. TTiis 

expression level was comparable with memD expression in the BLM and MV3 cell lines 
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after the same time of exposure (not shown here). A weaker expression was detected in 

the PC-3 prostate adenocarcinoma, MCF-7 mammary carcinoma and 143B PML BK TK 

osteosarcoma cell lines (Figure 8). 

Figure 8: Northern blot analysis of memD mRNA expression in a panel of human tumor cell lines. 

The cell lines used were: Ayca-1 human fibroblasts. Hela cervix carcinoma, A-431 epidermoid 

carcinoma, K-562 chronic myelogenous leukemia, PC-3 prostate adenocarcinoma, MG-63 

osteosarcoma, T24 bladder carcinoma, Caco-2 colon carcinoma, Raji Burkitt lymphoma, Jurkat 

lymphoma, MCF-7 mammary carcinoma, MOLT-4 acute lymphoblastic leukemia, 1438 PML BK TK 

osteosarcoma, HT-1080 fibrosarcoma, JEG-3 choriocarcinoma, JAR placenta choriocarcinoma, and 

U-937 histiocytic lymphoma. 

These results indicate a restricted distribution of memD in human tumor cell lines 

while it is detectable in several healthy human organs. The expression of memD mRNA in 

several human cutaneous melanocytic lesions was examined by Northern blot analysis of 

total RNA isolated from several human melanoma metastasis lesions (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9; Northern blot analysis of memD mRNA expression in human cutaneous melanocytic 

lesions, ec: endothelial cells; RGP: xenograft derived from radial growth phase; VGP: xenograft 

derived from vertical growth phase; MM: melanoma metastasis lesions 

memD is strongly expressed in cultured pericytes and moderate in melanocytes and 

cultured endothelial cells. A weak expression is detectable in xenografts derived from the 

radial (RGP) and vertical growth phase (VGP) and in two out of thirteen melanoma 

metastasis lesions (IVIM#1 and MM#4). Expression in MM#5 and MM#6 is moderate and 

comparable with memD expression in endothelial cells. While it is known that the 

expression of progression marker genes of melanoma is induced under conditions required 

for culturing melanocytes, expression of memD/ALCAM in pericytes Is in agreement with 

the findings of Patel ef a/.32 Expression in endothelial cells was not reported before. 

DISCUSSION 

In this report we describe memD, a gene differentially expressed in a panel of 

human melanoma cell lines with different metastasizing potential. memD is identical to 

activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (ALCAM), and is a new adhesion molecule not 

earlier found in human cutaneous melanoma. Expression of memD/MEMD was found 

primarily in highly metastasizing human melanoma cell lines and correlated with the 

capacity of cells to form aggregates (Figure 4). We have provided evidence that the 

expression of memD/MEMD is sufficient and essential for cell-cell interactions of the human 

melanoma cell lines analyzed, since ectopic memD/MEMD expression in the memD/MEMD 

negative cell line 530 induced these cells to aggregate with themselves and with BLM cells 
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(Figure 6) The involvement of memDIMEMD in adhesive cell-cell interactions is also 

supported by its prominent presence in areas of contact between melanoma cells (Figures 

3 and 5) 

ALCAM was recently identified as a CD6 ligand and is expressed on activated 

leukocytes, fibroblasts, epithelial and neural cells1132 Homotypic and heterotypic ALCAM 

adhesion interactions have been reported Heterotypic ALCAM-CD6 adhesion interactions 

mediate binding of activated leukocytes to Τ cells, and of thymic epithelial cells to 

thymocytes Yet, little is known about homotypic ALCAM-ALCAM cell adhesion 

interactions11 In the melanoma cell lines we used, heterotypic MEMD/ALCAM-CD6 

interactions could be excluded because all cell lines were CD6 negative Besides, the 

adhesion molecules MUC18 and ICAM-1 are not involved in this cell-cell adhesion because 

the memDIMEMD positive melanoma cell lines do not express MUC1820 or ICAM-1 (Y van 

Kooyk, unpublished results) Thus, we assume that our investigations concern the 

involvement of MEMD/ALCAM expression in homotypic melanoma cell interactions Its 

chicken homolog BEN (for bursal epithelium and neurons), a neural adhesion molecule, 

also behaves as a homotypic cell adhesion molecule17 BEN protein expression was 

concentrated on the surface of neuron cells in areas involved in cell-cell interactions12 

Similarly, we showed that the MEMD/ALCAM protein expression is mainly concentrated in 

areas of contact between parental cells and between cells transfected with memD (Figures 

3 and 5) "Rie similar cellular distribution and the homology with BEN, indicated that 

MEMD/ALCAM is involved in homotypic cell interactions and probably contains an 

adhesion activity 

The results of an aggregation assay performed on our panel of human melanoma 

cell lines are in agreement with these observations The assays revealed a clear correlation 

between memDIMEMD expression and cell aggregation (Figure 4) BLM and MV3, cell 

lines with a high memDIMEMD expression, displayed a higher aggregation percentage 

than 1F6, a cell line with a weak expression, whereas 530 cells (lacking memDIMEMD 

expression) do not aggregate By comparing the percentages of 1F6-1F6 and BLM-1F6 

aggregation, it was remarkable that they were almost the same This suggests that the low 

levels of MEMD/ALCAM expression m 1F6 enable cells to aggregate to a limited extent 

Importantly, while parental 530 cells lack memDIMEMD expression and cannot form cell 

clusters at all, after transfection of memDIMEMD in these cells they show an aggregational 

behavior which is comparable with the BLM cells (Figure 6A) Moreover, the memDIMEMD 

transfected 530 cells also aggregate with parental BLM cells (Figure 6B) Together, these 

findings strongly support our conclusions that MEMD/ALCAM is a cell adhesion molecule 

necessary for homotypic cell-cell aggregation The observation that parental 530 cells 
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cannot aggregate with BLM cells while the transfected 530-memD cells can, strongly 

indicates that expression of MEMD/ALCAM is sufficient and essential for cells to aggregate 

Still, our data do not formally exclude the involvement of other co-acting factors in the 

aggregational behavior of the human melanoma cells tested 

The results presented in this report identify MEMD/ALCAM to be a new adhesion 

molecule for human cutaneous melanoma, whose expression in a panel of human 

melanoma cell lines is correlated with cell aggregation and metastatic potential Since 

MEMD/ALCAM is involved in both homotypic and heterotypic cell-cell adhesion 

interactions, it may be important during neoplastic progression Both homotypic and 

heterotypic interactions between tumor cells and cells of normal tissues (eg fibroblasts, 

epithelial cells, expressing functional MEMD/ALCAM and/or CD6)1132 could be involved in 

the dynamic interactions of mobile tumor cells with their environment necessary for 

'successful' metastasis In this light it may seem disappointing that memD expression is 

detected in only four out of thirteen melanoma metastasis lesions tested (Figure 9) On the 

other hand it is clear that local tumor growth (either in a pnmary or metastasis lesion) 

requires other properties than cell motility through tissue barners Activated leukocytes (T 

cells, Β cells and monocytes) and highly metastasizing melanoma cells must have 

migrational activity in contrast to locally growing tumor cells We postulate that certain 

properties related with high mobility of cells (including constitutive MEMD/ALCAM 

expression) might be less compatible with local outgrowth and their expression should 

preferably be transient The preliminary results of memD expression in melanoma 

metastasis lesions should be confirmed by immunohistochemical studies Besides, binding 

of metastasizing cells (single cells or cell clusters) to Τ cells via MEMD/ALCAM-CD6 or 

MEMD/ALCAM-MEMD/ALCAM interactions could also be a mechanism to help these cells 

to arcumvent the immune surveillance and thereby enhance metastasis In that case, 

suppression of memDIMEMD expression and/or function should be a tool to inhibit tumor 

cells to metastasize A clue for the involvement of MEMD/ALCAM dunng neoplastic 

progression may be provided by the homology with MUC1815, another member of the 

immunoglobulin superfamily MUC18 is a cell surface adhesion molecule that is strongly 

expressed by advanced primary and metastatic melanomas lesions4 Transfection of 

MUC18 in non-metastatic MUC18-negative pnmary cutaneous melanoma cells increased 

their metastatic potential in nude mice33 Further studies are therefore needed to clarify the 

role of memDIMEMD in tumor invasion and progression 
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Chapter Four 

Chapter Four 

ALCAM/CD166, a Marker of Tumor Progression in Primary Malignant 

Melanoma of the Skin 

Expression of ALCAM/CD166 (Activated Leukocyte Cell Adhesion Molecule) 

correlates with the aggregation and metastatic capacity of human melanoma cell 

lines. Immunohistochemistry on a series of human melanocytic lesions reveals 

that ALCAM expression correlates with melanoma progression. Most nevi (34/38) 

and all thin melanomas studied (Clark levels I and II) did not express ALCAM. In 

contrast, immunoreactivity was detected in the invasive, vertical growth phase of 2 

of the 13 Clark level III lesions tested. The fraction of positive lesions further 

increased in Clark level IV (13/19) and in Clark level V (4/4) lesions. ALCAM 

expression was exclusively detectable in the vertical growth phase of the primary 

tumor. In melanoma metastases, approximately half of the lesions tested (13/28) 

were ALCAM positive. According to the Breslow-thickness, ALCAM expression 

was observed in less than 10% of the lesions thinner than 1.5 mm and in over 70% 

of the lesions thicker than 1.5 mm. Our results strongly suggest that ALCAM plays 

an important role in melanocytic tumor progression and depict it as a new 

molecular marker for neoplastic progression of primary human melanoma. 

Human cutaneous malignant melanoma (MM) develops in a sequence of steps 

from benign proliferative lesions via non-metastasizing primary melanomas, to invasive 

primary lesions, and eventually to metastasis12 The sequential steps in the model of 

melanoma progression as described by Clark and co-workers2 can be histologically 

defined in approximately 35% of the cases3 The clinical stage of primary MM is defined 

by two well-established methods that are closely correlated with the patients' prognosis, 

ι e measurement of the thickness according to Breslow4, and microstagmg according to 

Clark5 The Clark classification is based on the concept of tumor progression of MM and 

differentiates the relatively indolent, non-invasive radial growth phase (RGP) from the 

invasive, vertical growth phase (VGP) with metastasizing capacity3 Many studies have 

been performed to identify molecular markers that can distinguish these various 

progression stages During MM-progression, changes in the expression profile of several 

adhesion molecules have been observed that directly or inversely correlated with 

metastatic potential67 Loss, over-expression or malfunctioning of adhesion molecules 

may contribute to the detachment of tumor cells from the primary tumor and to local 

invasion and metastasis8 
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Recently, Activated Leukocyte Cell Adhesion Molecule (ALCAM/CD166) was 

shown by us to be expressed in metastatic human melanoma cell lines whereas it was 

absent in non-metastasizing cell lines9. ALCAM is a member of the immunoglobulin 

superfamily and is a type 1 transmembrane protein. The extracellular part is composed of 

five lg-like domains: two aminoterminal V-type domains followed by three C-type 

domains. ALCAM can mediate homotypic and heterotypic cell-cell interactions9,10. It was 

first identified as a ligand for CD6, a member of the scavenger receptor cysteine-rich 

(SRCR) superfamily11, and is expressed on subsets of activated leukocytes, fibroblasts, 

epithelial and neural cells10,12. In addition to the heterophilic ALCAM-CD6 interactions10, 

homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM interactions were observed in CD6 negative human 

melanoma cell lines and ALCAM expression correlated with the ability to form clusters of 

cells9. Here we extend the association of ALCAM expression with advanced neoplastic 

progression stages of human melanoma cell lines to human primary MM. 

Immunohistochemistry on a large series of fresh human melanocytic lesions revealed an 

increased expression with MM progression. We propose that ALCAM represents a new 

molecular marker for the progression of primary human melanoma with a possible 

prognostic value. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Tissue specimens 

The 121 biopsies used in this study were collected after surgical removal of 

pigmented skin lesions for diagnostic purposes. They comprised 38 benign lesions (i.e. 

30 nevocellular nevi, 3 Spitz nevi, 2 ordinary and 1 cellular blue nevus and 2 cases of 

benign lentigo), 55 MM and 28 MM-metastases. The primary MM included 38 superficial 

spreading MM (8 Clark level I, 9 Clark level II, 11 Clark level III, 10 Clark level IV), 4 

lentigo MM (2 Clark level I, 2 Clark level III), 6 acrolentiginous MM (3 Clark level IV, 3 

Clark level V) and 7 nodular MM (6 Clark level IV, 1 Clark level V). The MM-metastases 

were excised from the skin (11 cases) or lymph node (17 cases). All biopsies were 

received fresh and representative parts were frozen in liquid nitrogen cooled isopentane. 

Immunohistochemistry 

Five μιη frozen sections were air-dried, fixed for 10 minutes in absolute acetone 

and stained with a three step avidin-biotin complex (ABC) method using anti-

ALCAM/CD166 antibody (clone 18; Antigenix America Inc., NY) as primary reagent at a 

final concentration of 10 μg/ml. The biotinylated rabbit-anti-mouse Ig and ABC-complex 

were purchased from DAKO (Glostrup, Denmark). All incubations were carried out at 
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room temperature for 30 minutes, and followed by three washes in PBS The reaction 

product was visualized using ammoethylcarbazole as a substrate and hydrogen peroxide, 

the brightly red-stained immunoreactive sites could easily be distinguished from melanin 

pigment The sections were briefly counterstamed with Harris' hematoxylin and mounted 

with glycerin jelly 

Statistical analysis 

The Fisher's exact test for small sample numbers was used for statistical analysis 

RESULTS 

In normal human skin, ALCAM expression was observed in the inner hair sheath 

and in the bulb of anagen hair follicles, the arrector pili muscle, as well as in the clear 

cells of eccrme sweat glands (Figure 1A) and, weakly, the acrosyrmgium Variable 

staining was observed in macrophages Small nerve fibers in the papillary dermis were 

immunoreactive whereas larger nerves in the deep dermis did not stain Langerhans' cells 

showed variable immunoreactivity Keratmocytes and endothelial cells of dermal blood 

vessels were negative In contrast to a previous report12, perivascular fibroblasts did not 

display immunoreactivity 

The immunohistochemistry data are summarized in table 1 The majority of benign 

lesions (34 of the 38) did not show any reactivity in the nevus cells (Figure 1B) A weak 

and granular cytoplasmic positivity was observed in one congenital nevocellular nevus 

and in the junctional component of one aerai compound nevus The dermal component of 

these compound lesions was negative A dermal nevocellular nevus with neuroid 

differentiation showed weak cytoplasmic positivity in the areas of neuroid metaplasia 

(Figure 1C) The cellular blue nevus displayed cytoplasmic as well as membranous 

immunoreactivity (Figure ID), in contrast, a common blue nevus and a combined nevus, 

composed of a dermal nevocellular nevus and a blue nevus, did not show any reactivity 

None of the 10 Clark level I lesions in which the MM-cells were confined to the 

epidermis (Figure 1E), and none of the 9 Clark level II lesions showing a micro-invasive 

component in the form of single neoplastic cells or small nests of MM-cells in the papillary 

dermis, exhibited ALCAM-expression In contrast, ALCAM-expression emerged during 

melanoma progression through Clark levels III to V (Table 1) Immunoreactivity was 

observed in two of the 13 Clark level III lesions tested ALCAM-expression was 

membranous and only focally present in the deepest part of the VGP whereas the RGP 

was completely negative (Figure 1F) In 13 of the 19 Clark level IV lesions tested, 

immunoreactivity was observed Unequivocal membranous staining was observed in 7 of 
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these 13 positive lesions When both RGP and VGP were present, membranous and/or 

cytoplasmic immunoreactivity was only observed in the VGP of the tumor whereas the 

RGP remained completely negative The highest percentage of ALCAM positive tumor 

cells was observed in the most invasive part of the tumor One case showed a Clark level 

IV MM with an adjacent dermal nevocellular nevus, in this case, only the MM showed 

immunoreactivity All 4 Clark level V lesions showed ALCAM expression Three of these 

showed unequivocal membranous staining on variable numbers of neoplastic cells in the 

VGP (Figure 1G) Membranous immunoreactivity in cell clusters always occurred at sites 

of contacts between neoplastic cells whereas no immunoreactivity could be detected at 

the tumor-stroma interface at the periphery of cell clusters (Figure 1H) Comparing the 

non-invasive melanomas (Clark level I and II) with the highly invasive melanomas (Clark 

level IV and V), expression occurred only in the highly invasive tumors (p<0 002) 

Figure 1 (next page): ALCAM-immunoreactivity m frozen sections of normal skin (A), benign nevi 

(B-D), primary MM (Ε-H) and metastatic melanoma (l-K) 

A. Normal skin, ALCAM is expressed by the inner sheath of the hair follicle, the arrector pili 

muscle, small nerve fibers and by a subset of cells in the acini of eccnne sweat glands 

B. Dermal nevocellular nevus lacking ALCAM immunoreactivity, positivity is restricted to small 

nerve fibers in between the nevus cells 

C. Dermal nevocellular nevus showing weak, granular ALCAM staining in areas of neuroid 

metaplasia but not in regular nevus cells 

D. The nevus cell nests in this cellular blue nevus show both membranous and cytoplasmic 

ALCAM expression (arrow heads), in addition, a small nerve fiber is stained 

E. Superficial spreading MM, RGP lacking ALCAM immunoreactivity 

F. Superficial spreading MM in RGP and VGP Whereas the RGP is negative, intense ALCAM 

expression occurs in the VGP 

G. H. High power view of neoplastic melanocytes in the VGP of a Clark IV and Clark V MM, 

respectively (G) ALCAM expression is distinctly membranous and (H) occurs 

predominantly at sites of contact with adjacent neoplastic cells and not at sites of tumor 

cell stroma interaction (arrow heads) 

I, J. Serial sections of a lymph node metastasis of MM (I) The metastatic MM cells exhibit 

diffuse expression of ALCAM, (J) no immunoreactivity is seen when anti-ALCAM antibody 

is preabsorbed with an excess of recombinant ALCAM 

K. Metastatic MM in a lymph node showing scattered ALCAM positive neoplastic cells 

Three-step ABC-technique, counterstained with Hams' haematoxyhn, original magnification χ 88 

(Α-F, l-K)andx219(G,H) 
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Figure 1 : ALCAM-immunoreactivity if frozen sections of normal skin (A), benign nevi (B-D), 

primary MM (Ε-H), and metastatic melanoma (l-K). 
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The percentage of ALCAM positive cells in each lesion never exceeded 30% of the total 

number of melanocytic cells in the primary tumor (Table 1). According to the Breslow 

classification, ALCAM expression also correlated with increasing thickness of the primary 

MM (table 1, p<0.002). Immunoreactivity was observed in less than 10% of the MM 

thinner than 1.5 mm and in over 70% of the lesions thicker than 1.5 mm. 

Metastatic lesions showed a decreased incidence in ALCAM immunoreactivity 

although this is not significantly different from Clark level V lesions (p>0.05). Only 7 of the 

17 lymph node metastases tested showed ALCAM expression (Table 1, Figure 11). 

Membranous immunoreactivity occurred in 4 of these. In addition to clusters of positive 

cells, immunoreactivity was observed in scattered neoplastic cells in 4 of the 28 

metastatic lesions (Figure 1K). 

Table 1: ALCAM expression in primary malignant melanoma and metastases 

% 
positive 

cells1 

>50 

41-50 

31-40 

21-30 

11-20 

5-10 

<5 

NVN.' 

(%) 

Benign 

lesion 

. 3 

. 4 

. 5 

. 6 

4/38 

10.5% 

C-l 

0/10 

0% 

C-l I 

0/9 

0% 

Primary 

C-lll 

• 
• 

2/13 

15.4% 

malignant melanoma 

C-IV C-V 

· · · 

· · · · · · · 
· · · · · · · 
13/19 4/4 

68.4% 100% 

<1.5 

mm 

• 

· · 

3/33 

9.1% 

>1.5 

mm 

· · 

# · · · · · · 

· · · · · · · 
16/22 

72.7% 

Metastases 

Cutaneous 

· · 

···· 
6/11 

54.4% 

Lymph 

node 

• 
• 

· · 

• 

· · 
7/17 

41.2% 

Fraction of positive melanocytic cells in a lesion 

Number of ALCAM positive lesions per total number of lesions tested 

One cellular blue nevus showed membranous and cytoplasmic positivity 

Weak cytoplasmic positivity in a congenital dermal nevocellular nevus 

Cytoplasmic positivity was observed in a congenital dermal nevus and in the areas of neuroid 

differentiation in a dermal nevus 

The dermal part of one nevocellular nevus showed membranous staining, its junctional 

component showed weak cytoplasmic staining 

While in primary MM the number of positive cells rarely exceeded 10%, the overall 

positivity raised over 50% of all tumor cells in some lymph node metastases. Of 3 ALCAM 

negative lymph node metastases, the primary lesions were also available for study; only 
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one of these primary Clark IV MM showed weak cytoplasmic expression in less than 5% 

of the tumor cells Six of the 11 cutaneous metastases tested exhibited ALCAM 

expression in less than 10% of the cells Of these, 2 lesions showed unequivocal 

membranous expression No statistical differences were observed between ALCAM 

expression in cutaneous and lymphnode metastases (p>0 05) 

All controls were invariably negative and included 1) the replacement of the 

primary lgG1 antibody by an arbitrary antibody of similar isotype, 2) the use of chromogen 

alone, and 3) pre-mcubation of anti-ALCAM antibody with an excess of recombinant 

ALCAM (figurelj) Although tumor cells can be distinguished from infiltrate cells on 

morphological basis, we wanted to exclude that scattered singular ALCAM positive cells 

corresponded to tumor-infiltrating leukocytes Therefore, serial frozen sections from one 

Clark V MM and from four metastases showing scattered ALCAM immunoreactivity, were 

stained for ALCAM and CD45, respectively Both markers displayed differential tissue 

distribution, and no overlapping immunoreactivity was evident (results not shown) 

DISCUSSION 

Successful metastasis requires an ordered series of sequential steps, including 

detachment of tumor cells from the primary neoplasm, invasion into and migration 

through the extracellular matrix, entry into blood and/or lymph vessels, transport along the 

circulation, adhesion to endothelium, extravasation and outgrowth in a distant organ1315 

Since correct modulation of adhesive properties is crucial throughout this complex 

process, correctly timed up- and/or downregulation of adhesion molecules are considered 

to be of major importance16 During the past years, changes in the expression patterns of 

adhesion molecules have been studied to understand the molecular mechanisms 

involved in the formation of secondary tumors1719 

This study is the first to present data with respect to ALCAM expression during 

melanocytic tumor progression Using immunohistochemistry on a large series of freshly 

frozen benign and malignant melanocytic cell lesions, ALCAM expression was observed 

in the VGP of MM where it significantly increased with more advanced Clark levels of 

tumor invasion and correlated with tumor thickness (Table 1) Our data also showed that 

ALCAM was rarely expressed in benign nevi Only a cellular blue nevus showed genuine 

membranous expression of ALCAM Previous studies have shown that the pigment cells 

forming cellular blue nevi express various molecules that are normally found on MM20 

The transition from the RGP to the VGP is a biologically and clinically critical step 

since VGP melanomas have the competence to invade the dermis and subsequently 

metastasize whereas RGP melanomas do not have this capacity21 ALCAM expression 
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occurred exclusively in the VGP and not in the overlying RGP of primary MM, indicating 

de ΠΟΚΌ expression of ALCAM in the course of tumor progression and suggesting that 

ALCAM plays an important role in melanoma cell invasion and melanoma progression 

ALCAM expression was observed less frequently in melanoma metastases as compared 

to advanced primary MM This finding may be explained by the hypothesis that ALCAM 

function is indispensable for melanoma cells to invade locally and to gam access to 

metastatic routes but is dispensable after arrival at the secondary site 

In MM of the human skin, a selective expression profile and association with tumor 

thickness is not unique Particularly, some integrms have been shown to play an 

important role in the invasiveness of various neoplasms22 2 4 In MM, the integrm β3 

subunit is also associated with tumor thickness and with the ability to invade and 

metastasize25 In analogy to ALCAM, the expression of the B3 subunit of the vitronectm-

receptor (otvßa) is exclusively restricted to neoplastic cells in the VGP and in metastatic 

melanoma26 Furthermore, the expression profiles of ICAM-1 and MUC18 also correlate 

with vertical tumor thickness27 28 

ALCAM expression was not observed in all neoplastic cells of the VGP (Table 1) 

In addition to tumor heterogeneity, the focal expression of ALCAM in MM may be due to 

its transient nature T-cells and macrophages express ALCAM upon activation with 

phorbol esters10 and macrophage colony stimulating factor29, respectively Although a 

transient ALCAM expression is neither observed in human melanoma cell lines in vitro 

nor in their derived xenografts (unpublished data), expression of ALCAM on MM cells in 

vivo may represent a transient phenomenon, related to their activation status The 

increase in ALCAM expression during the primary tumor progression and subsequent 

loss of expression in the melanoma metastasis further favors the concept of a 

mechanism, which can regulate ALCAM expression The nature of the activating stimulus 

is currently unknown, but appears to affect single neoplastic cells since neighboring cells 

are often negative 

This study provides strong evidence that ALCAM expression is a distinguishing 

feature of the invasive component of primary melanoma and, therefore, a new neoplastic 

progression marker The implicit suggestion that ALCAM is involved in mobility and/or 

growth of sub-populations of cells, is also supported by its selective expression in other 

cell types in the skin such as Langerhans' cells, hair follicles and nerve ends Future 

research must therefore be aimed to answer the question, to what extent ALCAM 

expression would be indispensable for cell mobility and/or growth of these sub-

populations 
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Chapter Five 

Chapter Five 

Molecular Basis for the Homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM Interaction 

Activated Leukocyte Cell Adhesion Molecule (ALCAM/CD166), a member of 

the immunoglobulin superfamily with five extracellular immunoglobulin-like 

domains, facilitates heterophilic (ALCAM-CD6) and homophilic (ALCAM-ALCAM) 

cell-cell interactions. ALCAM is expressed in subsets of cells in a wide variety of 

tissues. A structure-function analysis, using two monoclonal anti-ALCAM 

antibodies and a series of amino-terminally deleted ALCAM constructs, revealed 

that homophilic cell adhesion depended on ligand binding mediated by the 

membrane-distal amino-terminal immunoglobulin domain and on avidity controlled 

by ALCAM clustering at the cell surface involving membrane-proximal 

immunoglobulin domains. Co-expression of a transmembrane ALCAM deletion 

mutant, which lacks the ligand binding domain, and endogenous wild-type ALCAM 

inhibited homophilic cell-cell interactions by interference with ALCAM avidity, 

while homophilic, soluble ligand binding remained unaltered. The extracellular 

structures of ALCAM thus provide two structurally and functionally distinguishable 

modules, one involved in ligand binding and the other in avidity. Functionality of 

both modules is required for stable homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM cell-cell adhesion. 

Adhesion molecules play an important role in development, leukocyte function and 

homeostasis in multicellular organisms, which are mainly governed by inter- and 

intracellular communication via cell-cell interactions. Alterations in cellular adhesion and 

communication can contribute to uncontrolled cell growth1 and life threatening syndromes 

like leukocyte adhesion deficiency2. Activation of adhesion molecules generally involves 

both modulation of affinity and avidity. The affinity of adhesion molecules often reflects a 

specific conformation of the extracellular ligand-binding domain. Avidity modulation 

involves changes in the cell surface distribution of adhesion molecules, e.g. lateral 

oligomerization, which leads to clusters of molecules and thereby specifically increases 

the number of available receptors at the site of cell-cell interaction. 

Activated Leukocyte Cell Adhesion Molecule (ALCAM/MEMD/CD166) is a type I 

transmembrane protein and a member of the immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily. It has over 

90% homology with the chicken adhesion molecule BEN/SC1/DM-grasp3"5 has 30% 

identity and 50% similarity with the human melanoma cell adhesion molecule Mel-

CAM/MUC18/CD1466. Furthermore, ALCAM has 93% sequence identity with the 
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candidate liver high-density lipoprotein receptor HB27 ALCAM is involved in various 

physiological processes including hematopoiesis6 9, thymus development10, the immune 

response11, neunte extension12, neural cell migration13 and osteogenesis14 

ALCAM has a short cytoplasmic tail and its extracellular part comprises five Ig 

domains two ammo-terminal variable (V) type Ig domains followed by three constant (C) 

type Ig domains (V1V2C1C2C3) ALCAM was first identified as a CD6 hgand15, but it also 

mediates homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM interactions While the heterophilic ALCAM-CD6 

interaction is extensively studied and mapped161β, little is known about the molecular 

basis for the homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM interaction as observed in human melanoma1920 

and hematopoiesis89 

Previously, we have shown that homophilic ALCAM-mediated cell-cell adhesion is 

regulated through actm cytoskeleton-dependent clustering of ALCAM molecules at the 

cell surface, and that this clustering is necessary to obtain stable adhesive interactions21 

In analogy with other members of the immunoglobulin superfamily like NCAM22 and Ng-

CAM/L1-CAM23, it is likely that the formation of ALCAM cis-homo-ohgomers at the cell 

surface is essential for strong hgand binding and homophilic interactions 

Here we describe a detailed molecular analysis of the hemophilic ALCAM 

interaction and the construction of an amino-terminally-deleted ALCAM molecule that 

inhibited wild-type ALCAM-mediated aggregation in a dose dependent manner These 

combined data lead us to propose a model for homophilic ALCAM-mediated cell 

adhesion 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell lines 

The adherent human melanoma cell lines BLM and 53024 were grown as a 

monolayer in Dulbecco's Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM) as described before19 The in 

suspension growing erythroleukemia cell line K562 and ALCAM transfected K562 cells 

were cultured as described previously21 Regular tests confirmed that cell lines were free 

of mycoplasma contamination 

Monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibodies 

Anti-ALCAM antibody J4-81 (MA250020, lgG1) was purchased from Antigemx 

America Ine (Franklin Square, NY) Monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibody AZN-L50 (lgG2a) 

was generated by immunization of BALB/c mice with K562-ALCAM cells Four 

consecutive days before fusion, mice were boosted intravenously The spleen was 

isolated and spleen cells were fused with SP2/0 cells using standard technology 
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Supernatants of growing hybndomas were tested in a cell ELISA using K562-ALCAM 

cells and K562 cells as a positive and negative control, respectively Positive hybndomas 

were recloned several times to obtain true monoclonal hybndomas The hybndoma AZN-

L50 was selected for its strong and specific binding to ALCAM and its ability to inhibit the 

homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM interaction 

Plate adhesion assay 

ALCAM-Fc recombinant protein consisting of the five extracellular domains of 

ALCAM fused to the human lgG1 Fc-domam was produced and purified as described 

earlier21 Adhesion of cells to immobilized ALCAM-Fc was tested as described before21 

Briefly, flat-bottom maxisorp 96 wells plates (NUNC, Roskilde, Denmark) were coated 

with 4 μg/ml goat-anti-human-Fc-(Fab ^ in TSM (20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCI, ImM CaCb, 

1 mM MgCl2, pH 8 0) for 1h Plates were blocked with 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) in TSM and subsequently coated with 250 ng/ml ALCAM-Fc for 1h Cells (2x104 

per well) were labeled with Calcem-AM (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and pre-

mcubated with monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibody J4-81 (5 μς/πιΙ) and/or AZN-L50 (10 

μg/ml) for 5-10 mm at room temperature Cells were allowed to adhere in triplicate wells 

of the coated plates for 20 mm (530 cells) or 45 mm (KG1, K562- ALCAM) in culture 

medium at the indicated temperatures Non-adherent cells were removed by washing the 

wells five times with TSM/0 5% BSA at 370C Cells were lysed with lysis buffer (50mM 

Tris, 0 1% SDS) and fluorescence was quantified in a cytofluorometer (PerSeptive 

Biosystems) Adhesion was expressed as the percentage (mean ± SD) bound cells of the 

total cells allowed to adhere in triplicate wells 

Soluble ALCAM-Fc binding assay 

For soluble ALCAM-Fc binding, the indicated concentrations of ALCAM-Fc were 

added to 5x10" cells in culture medium in V-bottom wells in a final volume of 50 μΙ After 

an incubation of 30 mm at 37GC, cells were washed once with prewarmed (370C) medium 

and subsequently incubated with a fluorescem-isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated 

secondary goat anti-human Fc antibody (Cappel Ine, West Chester, PA) in medium for 

15 mm at 370C After washing with prewarmed medium, cells were analyzed on a 

FACScan (Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA) The mean fluorescence intensity is a 

measure for the amount of ALCAM-Fc molecules bound to the cells The percentage of 

cells that have bound ligand was determined 
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Construction of amino-terminally truncated ALCAM mutants 

Amino-termmally truncated ALCAM mutants were generated using the polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) and carefully chosen restriction sites in pWD201 (2 1 kb ALCAM 

cDNA coding for the leader sequence, the two V-type and three C-type Ig domains, the 

transmembrane spanning domain and the short cytoplasmic tail ( V ^ C ^ C a ) in pZip-

neo-(X)-1 containing the neomycin resistance gene1 9) A schematic representation is 

shown in figure 1 

pWD201 (7,72 C ^ C j ) 
Wild type ALCAM 

Sst Pst Bal Nhe 
yieade V - V V' Ψ C- Vc^ 

P9-PSII 
P8-Ball 
P7-Nhel 

pWD275 (C1C2C3) 
Revn"3 & P8-Ball 

.Ball Ball. 

pWD277 (VjCtCjCj) 
Rev/T3 & P9-Pstl 

Pstl Pstl 

pWD278 (C2C3) 
Rev/T3 & P7-Nhel 

Nhel Nhel 

Figure 1 : Construction of NhMerminally truncated ALCAM mutants 

Using the polymerase chain reaction and standard cloning procedures, deletion mutants of 

ALCAM were made as described under experimental procedures Primers P9, P8 and P7 

contained a Pstl, Ball and Nhel restriction site respectively, which facilitated cloning of the 

generated fragment into double digested ALCAM cDNA (pWD201) at the Sstl and the respective 

restriction enzyme site \Λ, V2 V-type domains, Ci, C2, C3 C-type domains, TM transmembrane 

domain, cyto cytoplasmic tail, P7-9 pnmer number 7-9, Rev/T3 reverse T3 pnmer 

The ALCAM leader sequence was amplified using a 5 Rev/T3 primer (5 ATT ACG CCA AGC 

TCG AA 3 ) and 3 pnmers extended with a suitable restriction site For the generation of pWD277 

(V2CiC2C3-construct), the Rev/T3 and P9-Pstl (5 AG CAT GCC AGA AGG TAT GAT AAT GGT 

ATC TCC ΑΤΑ Τ 3 ) primer were used to amplify the leader sequence The amplified fragment was 

subsequently cloned in Sstl/Pstl linearized pWD201 For the generation of pWD275 ( C ^ C a -

construct), the leader was amplified using the Rev/T3 and P8-Ball (5 CTG GCC AGA AGG TAT 

GAT AAT GGT ATC TCC ΑΤΑ Τ 3 ) primer and cloned in Sstl/Ball linearized pWD201 Finally, 

pWD278 (C2C3-construct) was generated using the Rev/T3 and P7Nhel (5 GCT AGC AGA TAT 

TGT GCA AGG TAT GAT AAT GGT ATC TCC ΑΤΑ Τ 3 ) primer Thereafter, the fragment was 

cloned in Sstl/Nhel linearized pWD201 The sequences of all constmcts were verified 
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Transfection 

FuGENE-6 transfection reagent (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) was 

used to transfect the human melanoma cell lines according to the manufacturer s 

protocol In brief, a mixture of FuGENE-6 and circular DNA (3 μΙ and 0 5 μg respectively) 

was added dropwise to a 40% confluent monolayer in a 6-well plate in medium After 48 

h, medium was replaced with selection medium (medium + 1 mg/ml G418 (Life 

Technologies)) Neomycin resistant colonies were expanded and maintained in medium 

supplemented with 0 5 mg/ml G418 

Flow cytometry: cell surface expression and aggregation assay 

Cells (2x105) were incubated with the indicated mouse monoclonal antibody at 4 

μg/ml in PBA (phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 1% BSA and 0 05% NaNs) for 

30 mm at 4°C, washed three times with PBA and further incubated with FITC-conjugated 

goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) for 30 mm at 40C After 

washing, positive cells were detected using a FACScan and the mean fluorescence 

intensity was determined 

The aggregation capacity of human melanoma cell lines was measured by a 

double colored assay as described previously19 Briefly, two separate cell suspensions 

were labeled fluorescent green or fluorescent red with 5,6-sulfofluorescein diacetate (50 

μg/ml in CM, Molecular Probes, Junction City, OR) or hydroethidme (40 μg/ml in CM, 

Polysciences, Warrington, PA) respectively Following extensive washing, cells were 

mixed in equal amounts and allowed to aggregate at 370C for 30 mm After incubation, 

cells were fixed by adding paraformaldehyde to a final concentration of 0 5% (w/v) and 

subsequently analyzed using a FACScan Aggregation was expressed as the percentage 

of double colored events of the total events 

Immunofluorescence 

Immunofluorescence was performed on methanol-acetone fixed monolayers of 

cells grown on a glass surface as described previously19 Affinity purified mouse 

monoclonal antibodies were used at 4 μg/ml in PBS 

Western blotting 

Cells (7x106) were lysed for 30 mm on ice in 1 ml lysisbuffer (25mM Tns-HCI pH 

7 5, 1% NP-40, 100mM KCl, 10mM MgClz, 0 25mM DTE, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM 

benzamidme, 2mM Na2VO,i, 10 μg/ml leupeptm, 10 μg/ml aprotimn) Nuclei and the NP-
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40 insoluble fraction were spun down at maximum speed in an Eppendorf centrifuge. 

Supernatants were stored at -80oC. 

Protein concentration was determined using the BioRad protein assay (BioRad, 

Munich, Germany) and reagents according to supplier s instructions. Equal amounts of 

protein were subjected to a 6.5% sodiumdodecylsulphate-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis and subsequently transferred to Hybond-C pure membrane (Amersham 

Pharmacia Biotech, Buckinghamshire, England). Membranes were blocked for 1 h at 

room temperature in Tris-buffered saline containing 0.05% tween-20 (TBS-T) and 5% 

(w/v) low fat milk powder. After washing the membranes three times with TBS-T, the blots 

were incubated with AZN-L50 (3 μg/ml in TBS-T supplemented with 3% (w/v) low fat milk 

powder) for 2 h at room temperature. Following three washes with TBS-T at room 

temperature, the membranes were incubated with horseradish-peroxidase conjugated 

rabbit anti-mouse IgG (1/2000, Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) in TBS-T / 5% milk for 1 h at 

room temperature. After three washes with TBS-T, proteins were visualized via the 

enhanced chemiluminescent reaction (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Buckinghamshire, 

England). 

RESULTS 

Monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibodies have differential effects on ALCAM-mediated 

cell aggregation and adhesion 

To elucidate the molecular mechanism underlying the homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM 

interaction, the availability of function blocking monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) is virtually 

indispensable. The ALCAM-antibody J4-81 has previously been described to block 

heterophihc ALCAM-CD6 interactions25. In contrast to these findings, we observed that 

the addition of mAb J4-81 markedly increased homotypic cell clustering of ALCAM 

positive, but CD6 negative myelomonocytic KG1 cells (Figure 2A). Therefore, new mAbs 

were generated and selected for the capacity to specifically inhibit homophilic ALCAM-

ALCAM interactions. ALCAM mAb AZN-L50 completely inhibited the J4-81 induced 

homotypic cell clustering of KG1 cells to background levels (Figure 2A). Ectopic 

expression of ALCAM in erythroleukemic K562 cells (K562-ALCAM) resulted in the 

occurrence of large ALCAM-mediated cell clusters in suspension, that were not observed 

in the parental K562 cells. While the addition of mAb J4-81 could not further enhance cell 

clustering of K562-ALCAM cells, mAb AZN-L50 completely blocked the spontaneous 

ALCAM-dependent cell clustering of these cells (Figure 2A). Neither mAb J4-81 or AZN-

L50 had any effect on ALCAM-negative parental K562 cells (Figure 2A). 
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J4-81 + 
medium AZN-L50 J4-81 A2N-L50 

Figure 2: Monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibodies have differential effects on ALCAM-mediated cell 

aggregation and adhesion 

A. Phase contrast microscopy. Ectopic ALCAM expression in erythroleukemic K562 cells (K562-

ALCAM) induced cell aggregation in culture whereas vector control K562 cells did not aggregate. 

mAb J4-81 (5 μg/ml) could not further enhance this spontaneous aggregation, but the ALCAM 

mediated aggregation was efficiently inhibited by the mAb AZN-L50 (10 μg/ml). Both antibodies 

had no effect on vector control K562 cells. Aggregation of wild-type ALCAM expressing 

myelomonocytic KG1 cells significantly increased upon treatment with mAb J4-81. This J4-81 

induced cell aggregation was completely inhibited with mAb AZN-L50. 

B. Cell-cell aggregation in the absence or presence of an anti-ALCAM mAb was quantified by two-

color flow cytometry. mAb J4-81 (5 μg/ml) increased the cell aggregation of the ectopically 

ALCAM expressing human melanoma cell line 530/ALCAM with 35% as compared to the 

untreated cells, while mAb AZN-L50 (5 μ9/ΓηΙ) reduced this aggregation with 25% with respect to 

the untreated control. Neither of the antibodies had any effect on the ALCAM negative vector 

control cell line. Increasing concentrations of mAb AZN-L50 up to 10 μg/ml did not further reduce 

the cellular aggregation (not shown). 
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Figure 2 (previous page): 

C. Myelomonocytic KG1 cells were allowed to adhere to immobilized recombinant human ALCAM-

Fc, in the presence or absence of the ALCAM mAb J4-81 (5 μglm\) or A2N-L50 (10 μς/πηΙ) at the 

indicated temperatures, and the percentage of adhering cells was determined ALCAM-mediated 

cell adhesion was strongly induced by mAb J4-81. This J4-81 induced adhesion was efficiently 

inhibited when tumor cells were incubated with mAb AZN-L50 (10 μg/ml) prior to adhesion MAb 

induced adhesion required physiological temperature as it was clearly inhibited at lower 

temperatures, indicating that J4-81 induction of adhesion is not due to cross-linking of opposing 

ALCAM molecules. 

Using human melanoma 530 cells, similar activating and inhibiting effects of the 

monoclonal antibodies on ALCAM-mediated aggregation were observed in an aggregation 

assay analyzed by flow cytometry. While parental 530 cells do not express ALCAM and do 

not aggregate, aggregation of these cells is induced by ectopic expression of ALCAM 

(53O/V1V2C1C2C3)19 and this clustering was further increased by 35% using mAb J4-81, 

whereas mAb AZN-L50 inhibited the ALCAM-mediated aggregation by 25% as compared to 

the untreated control (530/CTRL) (Figure 2B). Neither of the antibodies had any effect on the 

ALCAM negative vector control 530 cells that did not aggregate (Figure 2B). A similar 

pattern of activation and blocking of adhesion by these mAbs was observed when using the 

human melanoma cell line BLM expressing endogenous ALCAM (not shown). 

In addition to cell-cell aggregation assays, we analyzed the effect of mAbs J4-81 and 

AZN-L50 on ALCAM-mediated stable cell adhesion to immobilized recombinant ALCAM-Fc. 

KG1 cells were allowed to adhere to an ALCAM-Fc-coated surface in the presence or 

absence of ALCAM mAbs J4-81 and AZN-L50. No ALCAM-mediated adhesion was 

observed in the absence of mAbs. Addition of mAb J4-81 induced adhesion of KG1 to 

immobilized ALCAM-Fc, which in turn was efficiently inhibited by the addition of the function 

blocking mAb AZN-L50 at physiological temperatures (Figure 2C). To exclude the possibility 

that mAb J4-81 enhanced cellular aggregation and adhesion via cross-linking of two ALCAM 

molecules on opposing cells (or immobilized ALCAM-Fc), adhesion of KG1 to immobilized 

ALCAM-Fc was performed at lower, non-physiological temperatures (Figure 2C). The strong 

induction of ALCAM-mediated adhesion of KG1 cells by mAb J4-8 was temperature 

dependent as the observed adhesion was reduced when cell adherence was performed at 

room temperature or at 40C. Furthermore, the adhesion of KG1 cells induced by mAb J4-81 

is efficiently blocked with mAb AZN-L50 (Figure 2C). Similar results were obtained with 

K562-ALCAM cells (not shown). Thus, a pair of monoclonal antibodies was characterized 

that either activated (J4-81) or blocked (AZN-L50) the homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM 

interaction. 
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Domain mapping of mAbs J4-81 and AZN-L50 to specific Ig domains of ALCAM 

The results of these functional studies with mAbs are more informative when the 

respective antibody epitopes are known. To identify the Ig domains that are involved in the 

homophilic ALCAM-mediated interactions, domain mapping was performed for mAbs J4-81 

and AZN-L50. A series of progressively amino-terminally-truncated ALCAM mutants was 

generated and expressed in the ALCAM negative human melanoma cell line 530. The 

extracellular part of wild-type ALCAM consists of two amino-terminal V-type domains and 

three membrane-proximal C-type domains, i.e. V ^ C ^ C a . Immunofluorescence analysis 

was performed with the anti-ALCAM antibodies on the transfected cells to identify the 

domains required for antibody recognition (Table 1). MAb J4-81 only recognized wild-type 

ALCAM, while mAb AZN-L50 recognized all available ALCAM constructs. Thus, the epitope 

for anti-ALCAM mAb J4-81 is mapped to domain Vi whereas that for AZN-L50 is located in 

the C2C3-module of ALCAM. 

Table 1 : Immunofluorescence based domain mapping of monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibodies 

ALCAM mutant 
Anti-ALCAM antibody 

AZN-L50 J4-81 

V, V2 d C2 C3 

Domain mapping of two monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibodies. Amino-terminally truncated ALCAM 

mutants were ectopically expressed in the ALCAM negative cell line 530. Immunofluorescence was 

performed employing the mAb AZN-L50 (4 μg/ml) and J4-81 (4 μg/ml) on methanol/acetone fixed 

cells grown on glass coverslips. Symbol + denotes ALCAM positivity, symbol - denotes lack of 

ALCAM signal. The epitopes for AZN-L50 and J4-81 reside in the C2C3 Ig domain and V, Ig domain 

respectively. Wild-type ALCAM (ViV2C1C2C3) and the truncated mutants V2C1C2C3 and C1C2C3 were 

membranously expressed whereas expression of the truncated mutant C2C3 was restricted to the 

cytoplasm. 
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The amino-terminal Ig domain Vi of ALCAM is required for ligand binding and 

homophilic cell-cell interactions 

The adhesion, aggregation and antibody mapping data obtained from experiments 

using mAbs AZN-L50 and J4-81 (Figure 2 and Table 1) suggest that the membrane proximal 

domains C2C3 and the amino-terminal domain V, are directly involved in homophilic ALCAM-

ALCAM interactions. To further explore the role of domain Vi in ALCAM-mediated 

aggregation, the series of amino-terminally truncated ALCAM mutants expressed in the 

ALCAM negative human melanoma cell line 530 were subjected to flow cytometry to 

determine the cell surface expression of the truncated ALCAM molecules, using mAb AZN-

L50 that recognizes the membrane proximal domains C2C3 of ALCAM (Figure 3A). The 

ALCAM mutant lacking domains V1V2C1 did not localize at the cell surface and therefore, this 

mutant was not included in the subsequent aggregation assay. Deletion of domain Vi 

reduced the aggregation capacity to the background levels observed in the control 530 cells 

transfected with empty vector (Figure 3B). In addition, the cell lines expressing truncated 

ALCAM did not aggregate with cells expressing wild-type ALCAM (not shown). From these 

findings we conclude that domain Vi is essential in mediating homophilic ALCAM 

interactions. 

530/V,V2C,C;C3 530/ V J C C J C I 530/0,0203 53O/C2C3 

10° 10' 10' 10J IO" 

Fluorescence intensity 

10" 10' 10" 10J 10" 10" 10' 10' 10J 10' 
1 r 

10° 10' 10' 10J 10* 

ALCAM construct in 530 cells 

Vector control, no ALCAM 

Vi V, C, C, Ci 

0 10 20 

% aggregation 

Figure 3. The amino-terminal V-type Ig domain (Vi) is essential for ligand binding and ALCAM 

mediated cell aggregation. 
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Figure 3 (cont.) 

A. Cell surface expression levels of wild-type ALCAM and truncated ALCAM mutants in the ALCAM 

negative human melanoma cell line 530 was determined by flow cytometry employing the mAb 

AZN-L50 (4 μς/ΓπΙ) which recognizes all mutants since its epitope resides in the membrane 

proximal domains C2C3 Open histograms represent the isotype control staining and the gray 

histograms represent the AZN-L50 staining of wild type and truncated ALCAM The constructs 

lacking the first or both V-type Ig domains, V i C ^ C a or C ^ C a respectively, were expressed at 

the cell surface. The construct C2C3 lacking both V-type Ig domains and the first C-type Ig domain 

did not localize to the cell surface. 

B. Cell lines expressing wild-type or mutant ALCAM were subjected to an aggregation assay and 

quantified by flow-cytometry Wild-type or NH2-terminally truncated ALCAM molecules were 

expressed in the ALCAM negative melanoma cell line 530. Cells expressing wild type ALCAM 

aggregated strongly while truncation of the first ammo-terminal domain Vi already completely 

abrogated cell aggregation Subsequent deletion of more domains did not have an additional effect 

on inhibition of adhesion. 

C. Cells (SSO/V^C^Cs, 530/truncated ALCAM) were incubated with soluble ALCAM-Fc at 370C 

and bound ALCAM-Fc was detected with a FITC-conjugated anti-human-Fc antibody The 

percentage of cells that had bound ligand was determined by flow cytometry The ectopically 

ALCAM expressing cell line SSO/V^C^Ca could efficiently bind soluble ALCAM-Fc in a 

concentration dependent manner In contrast, ALCAM negative 530 vector control cells 

(530/CTRL) and 530 cells expressing truncated ALCAM (53O/V2C1C2C3 and SSO/C^Cs) did not 

bind soluble ALCAM-Fc 

D. 530 cells, or 530 cells expressing wild-type or truncated ALCAM mutants were allowed to adhere 

to immobilized recombinant human ALCAM-Fc, in the presence or absence of the ALCAM mAb 

J4-81 (5 μg/ml) or AZN-L50 (10 μg/ml) and the percentage of adhering cells was determined Wild-

type ALCAM expressing 530 cells were readily activated to adhere to ALCAM-Fc by the addition of 

mAb J4-81, and J4-81 induced adhesion was inhibited by the addition of AZN-L50. ALCAM 

mutants lacking the membrane distal domain Vi or mock-transfected 530 control cells did not 

adhere to immobilized ALCAM-Fc and adhesion could not be induced by the addition of J4-81. 
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Binding of soluble ALCAM-Fc by ALCAM expressing cells is a sensitive assay to 

assess the ALCAM ligand binding capacity, i.e. the affinity. The ligand binding capacity of 

the amino-terminally-truncated ALCAM molecules was compared to that of wild-type 

ALCAM. In line with the results of the cell aggregation assays, this assay also revealed that 

deletion of the amino-terminal domain Vi from cell surface expressed ALCAM 

(53O/V2C1C2C3) completely abolished binding of soluble ALCAM-Fc as compared to 530 

melanoma cells ectopically expressing wild-type ALCAM ( S S O / V ^ C ^ C s ) (Figure 3C). 

Moreover, 530 cells expressing amino-terminally truncated ALCAM did not adhere to 

immobilized ALCAM-Fc at all, while 530 cells expressing wild-type ALCAM were readily 

activated to adhere to ALCAM-Fc by the addition of mAb J4-81 (Figure 3D). Furthermore, 

the function-blocking mAb AZN-L50 (10 μg/ml), which maps to the membrane proximal 

domains C2C3, did not affect soluble ligand binding affinity by K-ALCAM cells (Figure 4), 

whereas it completely inhibited aggregation of these cells in suspension (Figure 2A) at the 

same concentration. Even though the half-maximum ligand-binding value moderately 

increased from 1,5 to 3,5 μg/ml in the presence of AZN-L50, this slight decrease in ligand 

binding cannot account for the complete AZN-L50 induced inhibition of cellular aggregation 

of K-ALCAM cells in suspension. In conclusion, the membrane distal domain Vi is critically 

involved in ligand binding and in mediating stable ALCAM mediated cell-cell adhesion. 

-•— Medium 

-O-AZN-L50 

Figure 4: Aggregation blocking mAb 

AZN-L50 slightly reduced the hgand-

bmdmg capacity soluble ALCAM-Fc 

by K562-ALCAM cells. 

0 10 20 30 40 50 

μg /ml soluble ALCAM-Fc 

Cells (K562-ALCAM) were incubated with soluble ALCAM-Fc in the presence or absence of the 

aggregation blocking mAb AZN-L50 (10 μg/ml). The percentage of cells that have bound ALCAM-Fc 

was determined by flow cytometry using a FITC-conjugated anti-human-Fc antibody MAb AZN-L50 

moderately increased the half-maximum ligand-binding capacity from 1,5 to 3,5 μ()Ιπ\\, indicative for a 

slightly reduced ligand binding capacity. 
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Involvement of the membrane proximal domains C2C3 of ALCAM in homophilic cell-

cell interactions 

In addition to the involvement of domain Vi in ALCAM-mediated aggregation and 

adhesion, the specific inhibition of homophilic ALCAM interactions by mAb AZN-L50 

suggests that the membrane proximal domains C2C3 might be equally important in the 

formation of stable cell-cell interactions Previously, it was shown that increased clustering of 

ALCAM molecules at the cell membrane enhanced avidity, which was required for stable 

ALCAM-mediated adhesion21 To explore the effects of partly deleting the ligand binding 

domain in these ALCAM complexes on ALCAM-mediated cell aggregation, amino-termmally 

truncated ALCAM (CiC2C3 = ΔΝ-ALCAM) was introduced in BLM melanoma cells 

expressing wild-type ALCAM Overexpression of ΔΝ-ALCAM led to a decreased aggregation 

capacity of the BLM cells in a dose dependent manner (Figure 5A and B), despite unaltered 

expression levels of wild-type ALCAM molecules (Figure 5A) Therefore, elimination of 

domains V1V2 of ALCAM generates a dominant negative ALCAM molecule with respect to 

ALCAM-mediated homophilic cell aggregation when introduced in cells expressing wild-type 

ALCAM To analyze whether the introduction of ΔΝ-ALCAM influenced the ligand binding 

affinity of wild-type ALCAM, the soluble ligand binding capacity of wild-type ALCAM 

expressing BLM cells co-expressing ΔΝ-ALCAM was compared to parental BLM cells The 

BLM cell lines expressing ΔΝ-ALCAM did not show a reduction in their capacity to bind 

soluble ALCAM-Fc compared to the mock transfected parental BLM cells (BLM/CTRL) 

(Figure 5C) Control cells (BLM/CTRL) and cells transfected with truncated ALCAM 

(BLMMN-ALCAM) displayed similar apparent half-maximal ligand-bindmg values (1,6 and 

1,3 μg/ml respectively) This strongly indicates that the decreased aggregation capacity of 

the ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing cells is due to a decrease in wild-type ALCAM avidity rather than 

a decrease in the ligand binding capacity 
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Figure 5: ΔΝ-ALCAM (C1C2C3) expressed in the wild-type ALCAM expressing cell line BLM, reduced 

cell aggregation in a dose dependent fashion without affecting soluble ligand binding affinity. 

A. Independently isolated clones overexpressmg truncated ALCAM (BLM/AN-ALCAM - 1 , -2, and-3) 

were generated from the parental cell line BLM with endogenous ALCAM expression Expression 

levels of the truncated molecule were determined by Western blotting using mAb AZN-L50 (3 

μg/ml) that recognizes the membrane proximal Ig domains C2C3. The three established cell lines 

showed different expression levels of the truncated ALCAM molecule while expression of the wild-

type ALCAM molecule remained unaltered. 

Β The established cell lines expressing truncated ALCAM (BLM/AN-ALCAM - 1 , -2, and-3) were 

subjected to an in vitro aggregation assay and analyzed by two color flow cytometry Expression of 

truncated ALCAM reduced the aggregation capacity of these cells as compared to the vector 

control cell line (BLM/CTRL) in a dose dependent manner and thus truncated ALCAM (C1C2C3) 

functions as a dominant negative molecule with respect to wild-type ALCAM mediated 

aggregation 

C. Cells (BLM, BLM/AN-ALCAM-1, -2 and -3) were incubated with soluble ALCAM-Fc. The 

percentage of cells that have bound ALCAM-Fc was determined by flow cytometry using a FITC-

conjugated anti-human-Fc antibody Ectopic ΔΝ-ALCAM expression in BLM cells with wild-type 

ALCAM did not affect the capacity to bind soluble ALCAM-Fc ligand, demonstrating that ectopic 

expression of ΔΝ-ALCAM does not change the affinity of endogenously expressed ALCAM for 

soluble ALCAM-Fc. 
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DISCUSSION 

Heterophilic interactions between ALCAM and CD6 have been extensively studied 

and mapped18,26. In contrast, the molecular basis for homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM interactions 

has remained largely elusive. Functional homophilic ALCAM-mediated adhesion was 

demonstrated for melanoma cells19 and hematopoietic cells8. Recently, we have shown that 

ALCAM-mediated homophilic adhesion is dynamically regulated through the actin 

cytoskeleton21. However, the involvement of specific domains in ALCAM-ALCAM-mediated 

adhesion had not been addressed yet. Here we have shown that wild-type ALCAM 

( V ^ C ^ C s ) is bimodular, consisting of a distinct ligand binding module comprising the 

membrane distal domain V, and an oligomerization module comprising the membrane 

proximal C-type domains C2C3. Both modules are required for stable cell adhesion and 

aggregation. We propose a molecular model that accounts for the observed properties of 

homophilic ALCAM interactions. 

Using a series of progressively amino-terminal truncated ALCAM mutants, we found 

that the amino-terminal domain Vi is critically involved in the homophilic interaction. Deletion 

of domain V, not only disrupted the homophilic ALCAM-mediated cell-cell interaction, but 

also completely prevented binding of soluble wild-type ALCAM-Fc. These observations 

indicated that a direct and exclusive interaction between two opposing domains V1 is crucial 

for homophilic ALCAM-mediated adhesion. If multiple Ig domains were directly involved in 

the homophilic ALCAM interaction, cells expressing an ALCAM construct that solely lacks 

domain V, would be expected to display a residual capacity to aggregate with cells 

expressing wild-type ALCAM. Moreover, truncated ALCAM expressing cells would be 

expected to bind soluble wild-type ALCAM, albeit at lower affinity, if additional domains were 

involved in ligand binding. However, both cell-cell aggregation and soluble ligand binding 

were completely abolished upon deletion of the amino-terminal domain V-i. Furthermore, 

mAb AZN-L50, which maps to the membrane proximal domains C2C3, only slightly 

decreased the soluble ligand binding affinity, whereas it completely inhibited aggregation of 

these cells in suspension at the same concentration (10 μg/m\). It is therefore unlikely that 

the slight decrease in soluble ligand binding (i.e. increase in half-maximal ligand-bindmg 

value from 1,5 to 3,5 μg/ml in the presence of AZN-L50) accounted for the total inhibition of 

ALCAM-mediated cellular aggregation via AZN-L50. Thus, these data indicate that ligand 

binding in itself is independent of the C-type Ig domains and that homophilic ALCAM-

ALCAM trans-interactions are exclusively mediated by binding of opposing ammo-terminal 

domains. 

MAb J4-81, which specifically recognizes domain Vi, enhanced homophilic ALCAM-

mediated cell adhesion and aggregation, possibly by inducing a conformational change that 
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promotes ligand binding KG1 cells with abundant ALCAM cell surface expression were only 

able to form homotypic cell clusters after activation by mAb J4-81 In contrast, spontaneous 

cell clustering of K562 cells with ectopic ALCAM expression could not be further enhanced 

by J4-81 treatment These findings suggest differential activation of ALCAM in these two cell 

lines We could exclude the possibility that mAb J4-81 enhanced aggregation and adhesion 

to immobilized ALCAM-Fc is caused by cross-linking ALCAM molecules of opposing cells, 

because the stimulatory effect of mAb J4-81 was temperature dependent and efficiently 

inhibited by the blocking anti-ALCAM mAb AZN-L50 The observed enhancement of 

homophilic ALCAM-mediated adhesion and aggregation by mAb J4-81 is in contrast with the 

inhibitory effect of this antibody on the heterophilic ALCAM-CD6 interaction25 This indicates 

that different mechanisms are regulating the homophilic and heterophilic ALCAM ligand 

binding interactions 

The inhibitory effect of AZN-L50, which is mapped to the membrane proximal 

domains C2C3, indicated that these domains are also essential for the homophilic ALCAM-

mediated interaction In analogy with other Ig molecules like IgG, MHC class II, NCAM27 and 

Ng-CAM/L1-CAM23, these C-type Ig domains are probably involved in the formation of cis-

homo-oligomers at the cell surface via lateral oligomenzation Aruffo and co-workers28 have 

speculated that ALCAM oligomenzation might be essential for the heterophilic ALCAM-CD6 

interaction Recently, we have shown that homophilic ALCAM-mediated cell adhesion is 

regulated through actm cytoskeleton dependent clustering of ALCAM molecules at the cell 

surface The resulting increased avidity of ALCAM clusters is essential to obtain stable 

adhesive interactions21 Here we show that expression of ΔΝ-ALCAM, which lacks the ligand 

binding domain, in the wild-type ALCAM expressing BLM cells reduced cell aggregation, but 

not soluble ligand binding This indicates that ΔΝ-ALCAM expression changes wild-type 

ALCAM avidity rather than affinity, suggesting a direct interaction of ΔΝ-ALCAM with wild-

type ALCAM without disturbing soluble ligand binding 

In the model proposed in figure 6 A, ALCAM monomers form lateral oligomers via 

their membrane proximal C-type domains, whereas the ammo-terminal domain Vi mediates 

the actual ligand binding Triggering of lateral oligomenzation might be a ligand-mduced 

event, which possibly occurs through a conformational change of ALCAM This concept is 

supported by previous findings that in response to ligand binding, the linkage of ALCAM to 

the actm cytoskeleton is strengthened21, which can stabilize oligomers at the cell surface 

Similar to ligand induced clustering, mAb J4-81 might induce a conformational change that 

triggers oligomenzation 
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Figure 6. Model for the oligomeric homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM interaction. 

A. The membrane proximal C-type Ig domains are involved in the lateral oligomerization of ALCAM, 

which is inhibited with the ant i ^Ca mAb AZN-L50, while the amino-terminal domain Vi mediates 

the actual homophilic interaction. Deletion of domain Vi resulted in a molecule that cannot bind 

soluble ALCAM and therefore has lost the ability to mediate cell aggregation. For reasons of 

simplicity, the formation of a dimer is shown, but the actual mechanism could involve the formation 

of higher oligomers of multiple ALCAM molecules creating a two-dimensional lattice. 

B. A model for the dominant negative effect of truncated ALCAM. Ectopic expression of C-^Cs 

ALCAM in cells already expressing wild type ALCAM results in the formation of hetero-oligomers 

of wild-type and truncated ALCAM molecules and subsequently interferes in the tight ALCAM 

network formation because only isolated ligand binding domains Vi are exposed, instead of 

oligomers. Expression of the truncated molecule will reduce the ALCAM mediated aggregation via 

the Ig domain V L but is not completely inhibited because ligand-binding modules are still provided 

by the endogenously expressed wild-type ALCAM. 

As the epitope for ALCAM-blocking mAb AZN-L50 is localized in domains C2C3, it is 

tempting to speculate that the inhibitory effect of this mAb is a result of prohibited lateral 

oligomerization of ALCAM molecules by steric hindrance. This notion is supported by the 

observation that mAb AZN-L50 does not affect soluble ligand binding (not shown) and 

therefore only modulates ALCAM avidity. Although inhibition of cell aggregation via ΔΝ-

ALCAM was dependent on its expression level, aggregation could not completely be 

reduced to background levels. This residual cell-cell aggregation capacity is consistent with 

the proposed model because some homophilic ALCAM-mediated cell-cell interactions are 

maintained (Figure 6B). 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that ALCAM-mediated homophilic interactions 

most likely require lateral homo-oligomerization through the membrane proximal C-type Ig 

domains, while the membrane distal Ig domain Vi is exclusively involved in ligand binding. 

Coordinate oligomerization and ligand binding leads to the formation of a tight, bilayered 

ALCAM network, enabling stable adhesive interactions. 
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Chapter Six 

Proteolytic cleavage of ALCAM: a gateway to metastasis 

Onset of metastasis implies cell release from primary tumors. Progression 

of human cutaneous primary melanoma is accompanied by de novo expression of 

activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (ALCAM/CD166) in the invasive and 

metastatic part of the tumor. The homophilic cell adhesion function of wild-type 

ALCAM mediates homotypic clustering of the melanoma cells and, thus, 

antagonizes actual cell release and subsequent metastasis. Recently, we managed 

to reduce ALCAM-mediated aggregation of melanoma cells by overexpression of 

amino-terminally truncated ALCAM. This effect was ascribed to partial deletion of 

ligand-binding domains in oligomeric ALCAM clusters on the cell surface of 

melanoma cells and was accompanied by increased cell mobility and accelerated 

metastatic spread. The structural relationship between wild-type and truncated 

ALCAM suggested proteolytic cleavage of ALCAM as a mechanism to achieve the 

transition from primary tumor growth to metastasis. Here we show that ALCAM is a 

novel membrane-bound substrate for proteolysis, which involves matrix 

metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2). Culturing metastatic cells under superconfluent 

conditions is accompanied by an increased secretion of MMP-2, extracellular 

cleavage of ALCAM and progressive loss of cell-cell clustering capacity. Moreover, 

the addition of active MMP-2 to the growth medium accelerates cleavage of ALCAM 

at the surface of metastatic cells. Endogenous co-expression of ALCAM and MMP-

2 in metastatic cell lines and co-localization in advanced, metastatic melanocytic 

lesions suggest intertwined functions in the onset of the metastatic cascade in 

which ALCAM cleavage relieves the antagonizing effects of cellular adhesion, 

thereby facilitating the onset of melanoma metastasis. 

Progression of human tumors is characterized by subsequent stages of increasing 

malignancy and eventually culminates in metastasis, which is the mam cause of cancer 

lethality. Onset of metastasis depends on actual release of malignant cells from the 

primary tumor and is followed by invasion of the surrounding tissue, intravasation of blood 

or lymph vessels, circulation to secondary organs and finally extravasation and growth at 

secondary sites. Throughout this cascade, coordinated modulation of cell adhesion 

functions is essential1. A better understanding of the molecular events that contribute to 

metastatic spread will favor the discovery of new therapeutic targets because inhibition of 

any of these steps potentially results in prevention of metastasis2. 
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Recently, activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (ALCAM/CD166) was 

identified as a new molecular marker for human cutaneous melanoma progression where 

it discriminates between the invasive, vertical part of the primary tumor and the non

invasive, non-metastatic radial growth phase3 ALCAM is a member of the 

immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily and its extracellular part comprises five Ig-hke domains 

Previously we showed that homophilic cell adhesion depended on ligand binding 

mediated by the membrane-distal ammo-terminal Ig domain and on avidity controlled by 

ALCAM clustering at the cell surface involving membrane-proximal Ig domains" 

However, its expression in the highly metastatic part of the tumor raised the question how 

and why ALCAM would contribute to metastasis while its cell-cell adhesion function 

actually antagonizes cell release, / e the onset of metastasis ALCAM-mediated adhesion 

could be reduced by modulating its avidity via transfection of an ammo-terminally 

truncated ALCAM mutant (ΔΝ-ALCAM) in metastatic cells expressing wild-type ALCAM4 

In skin reconstructs, iiN-ALCAM induced the switch from mainly epidermal, expansive 

growth of the primary tumor (horizontal cell orientation, parallel to the skin surface) to 

steady migration of released cells into the deep dermis (vertical cell orientation, 

perpendicular to the skin surface)5 The increased invasive potential of metastatic 

melanoma cells was reflected in reduced xenograft growth in nude mice and enhanced 

spontaneous metastasis5 These observations indicate that co-existence of wild-type and 

ΔΝ-ALCAM relieves the restrictions that prevent cell release, and, instead, favors and 

accelerates metastasis 

The radical phenotypic changes induced by co-expression of endogenous wild-

type ALCAM and ectopic ΔΝ-ALCAM raised the question whether this condition could be 

achieved under physiological conditions, and immediately suggested proteolytic cleavage 

as a mechanism to effect natural co-existence of truncated and full-length receptors68 

Elevated proteinase levels, including members of the matrix metalloprotemase (MMP) 

family and of the plasminogen activator system, strongly correlate with the invasive 

behavior of tumor cells, with metastasis in animal models, and tumor progression in 

general8 ι α Most MMPs are secreted by cells in latent forms (proMMPs) and conversion 

into the biologically active forms requires specific multistep activation process involving 

removal of a part of the molecule11 The expression and activation of various MMPs and 

their natural inhibitors, as well as their contribution to tumor progression has been studied 

in several human and mouse melanoma cell lines In vitro, increased expression of 

collagenase-1/MMP-1, gelatinase A/MMP-2 and gelatinase Β / MMP-9 correlate with the 

invasive potential of melanoma cells in different experimental settings1213 In particular, it 

has been reported that progression of human cutaneous primary melanoma coincides 
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with increased expression and activation of MMP-21416 It was observed that ALCAM as 

well as active MMP-2 both localize to the invasive part of the tumor315 

In addition to the positive correlation between ALCAM and proMMP-2 expression 

in highly metastatic human melanoma cell lines, we here present evidence that reduced 

clustering capacities of melanoma cells with endogenous ALCAM and MMP-2 in cell 

culture are accompanied by accumulation of ALCAM cleavage products Moreover, the 

accumulation of ALCAM cleavage products could be further raised by the addition of 

active, recombinant MMP-2 in proteolysis experiments These data support the 

hypothesis that ALCAM and MMP-2 are involved in coordinate control of initial cell 

release from primary melanoma prior to tissue invasion and subsequent metastatic 

spread We, thus, propose that proteolytic cleavage of ALCAM represents a rate-limiting 

step in the transition from massive and expansive primary tumor growth to rapid invasion 

of the surrounding tissue, / e the initial step in the metastatic cascade 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell lines 

The adherent human melanoma cell lines BLM and 53017 were grown as 

monolayers in Dulbecco's Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM) as descnbed before18 BLM 

cells transfected with ammo-terminally truncated ALCAM and 530 cells transfected with 

wild-type ALCAM were cultured as described previously518 Regular tests confirmed that 

cell lines were free of mycoplasma contamination 

Flow cytometry 

Cells (2x105) were incubated with the indicated mouse monoclonal antibody at 4 

μg/ml in PBA (phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 1% bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) and 0 05% NaNa) for 30 mm at 40C, washed three times with PBA and further 

incubated with FITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (Dako, Glostrup, 

Denmark) for 30 mm at 40C After washing, positive cells were detected using a FACScan 

(Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA) and the mean fluorescence intensity was 

determined 

Zymography 

Cell culture supernatants were mixed with 2x non-reducing samplebuffer (0 15 M 

Tris-HCI (pH 7 0), 4% SDS, 22% glycerol, broomphenolblue) and incubated for 10 

minutes at 650C A 10% sodiumdodecylsulphate (SDS)-polyacrylamidegel co-polymerized 
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with gelatin A (Sigma, Bloom 300, 1 mg/ml) was prepared Following electrophoresis, the 

gel was washed with 0 05 M Tris-HCI (pH 7 4) + 2% Triton X-100 and further incubated 

for 1 hour at room temperature in fresh 0 05 M Tris-HCI (pH 7 4) + 2% Triton X-100 After 

washing with 0 05 M Tris-HCI (pH 7 4), the gel was incubated overnight at 370C (0 05 M 

Tris-HCI pH 7 5, 0 005 M CaCIs, 1% Triton X-100, 0 02% NaNa), stained with CBB (0 25% 

(w/v) Coomassie Briljant Blue R-250, 90% (v/v) methanol/^O (1 1), 10% (v/v) glacial 

acetic acid) and subsequently destamed in 30% methanol + 10% glacial acetic acid 

Gelatin degradation is made visible by lack of staining Zymograms are presented as 

negative images of the gel 

Proteolytic degradation 

Ce//s in suspension 

Cells (BLM and 530/ALCAM) were cultured to subconfluent growth, detached by 

scraping, washed and resuspended as single cells at 2x106 cells per ml in respective 

medium Cell suspensions were supplemented with activated and purified human 

recombinant MMP-2 or MMP-9 (Oncogene Research Products, Cambridge, MA) to a final 

concentration of 100 ng proteinase per ml in a total volume of 200 μΙ After incubation at 

370C for indicated time points, cells were lysed and subjected to Western analysis as 

described below 

Adherent cells 

Adherent cells (BLM and 530/ALCAM) were cultured overnight to subconfluent 

growth m 24-well plates in DMEM/10% FCS BLM conditioned medium (BCD) was 

obtained by brief centnfugation of the BLM supernatants (2000 rpm, 5 mm) Cells were 

rinsed briefly with warm PBS and incubated with either 300 μΙ fresh DMEM/10% FCS or 

BCD, supplemented with either MMP-2 or MMP-9 at a final concentration of 100 ng 

proteinase per ml After incubation at 370C for indicated time points, cells were lysed and 

subjected to Western analysis as described below 

Western blot analysis 

Cells (7x106) were lysed for 30 mm on ice in 1 ml lysisbuffer (25mM Tris-HCI pH 

7 5, 1% NP-40, 100mM KCl, 10mM MgCb, 0 25mM DTE, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM 

benzamidme, 2mM NaaVd, 10μg/ml leupeptm, 10 μg/ml aprotinm) Nuclei and the NP-

40 insoluble fraction were spun down at maximum speed in an Eppendorf centrifuge 

Supernatants were stored at -800C until further analysis 
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Protein concentration was determined using the BioRad protein assay (BioRad, 

Munich, Germany) and reagents according to supplier s instructions. Equal amounts of 

protein were subjected to a 6.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and 

subsequently transferred to Hybond-C pure membrane (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, 

Buckinghamshire, England). Membranes were blocked for 1 h at room temperature in 

Tns-buffered saline containing 0.05% Tween-20 (TBS-T) and 5% (w/v) low fat milk 

powder. After washing the membranes three times 15 min with TBS-T, the blots were 

incubated with anti-ALCAM monoclonal antibody AZN-L50 (3 μg/ml in TBS-T 

supplemented with 3% (w/v) low fat milk powder) for 2 h at room temperature. Following 

three 15 min washes with TBS-T at room temperature, the membranes were incubated 

with horseradish-peroxidase conjugated rabbit anti-mouse IgG (1/2000, Dako, Glostrup, 

Denmark) in TBS-T / 5% milk for 1 h at room temperature. After three 15 min washes with 

TBS-T, proteins were visualized via the enhanced chemiluminescent reaction (Amersham 

Pharmacia Biotech, Buckinghamshire, England). 

Aggregation Assay 

The aggregation capacity of human melanoma cell lines was measured by a 

double colored assay as described previously18 Briefly, two separate cell suspensions 

were labeled fluorescent green or fluorescent red with 5,6-sulfofluorescein diacetate (50 

μg/ml in medium, Molecular Probes, Junction City, OR) or hydroethidine (40 μς/πι! in 

medium, Plysciences, Warrington, PA) respectively. Following extensive washing, cells 

were mixed in equal amounts and allowed to aggregate at 370C for 30 min. After 

incubation, cells were fixed by adding paraformaldehyde to a final concentration of 0.5% 

(w/v) and subsequently analyzed using a FACScan. Aggregation was expressed as the 

percentage of double colored events of the total red and green events. 

RESULTS 

ALCAM and proMMP-2 expression correlates with metastatic capacity of melanoma 

cells 

Previously, we were able to reduce ALCAM-mediated adhesion and enhance the 

metastatic capacity of human melanoma cells via overexpression of truncated ALCAM in 

intact ALCAM expressing cells5. The co-existence of truncated and wild-type receptor 

suggested the involvement of proteases to generate a similar condition in vivo. A positive 

correlation was found between ALCAM and proMMP-2 expression and metastatic 

capacity (Figure 1), suggesting intertwined functions of proteinase activity and ALCAM-

mediated adhesion during metastasis. 
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Figure 1: Positive correlation between ALCAM and proMMP-2 expression and the metastatic 

capacity of human melanoma cells lines. 

A ALCAM cell surface expression determined by flow cytometry employing the monoclonal anti-

ALCAM antibody AZN-L50 (4 μg/ml) on a panel of human melanoma cell lines. ALCAM is 

abundantly expressed by BLM and MV3 cells, moderately expressed by 1F6 cells and is not 

expressed by 530 cells. 

Β ALCAM expression correlates with the metastatic capacity of the melanoma cells tested18 and 

with the production of proMMP-2 secreted in the culture medium as tested by zymography 

(6.5% SDS- Polyacrylamide co-polymerized with gelatin at a concentration of 1 mg/ml). 

ALCAM, a substrate for proteolytic cleavage 

Based on the localization of ALCAM and MMP-2 at the invasive front of primary 

human melanomas 3 1 5 and the positive correlation of ALCAM and proMMP-2 expression 

In cell lines shown above, we hypothesized that ALCAM could be a substrate for 

proteolytic degradation involving MMP-2. The consequence of ALCAM proteolysis would 

be a similar co-existence of truncated and wild-type ALCAM and, this condition 

counteracts the antagonizing effect of cellular adhesion on cell release from the primary 

tumor. Therefore, single cell suspensions of ALCAM-positive cells (BLM) were incubated 

at 370C in BLM-condltloned medium supplemented with activated and purified 

recombinant MMP-2 (100 ng/ml) or MMP-9 (100 ng/ml). Membrane extracts were 
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prepared and subjected to SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Following transfer to 

PVDF-membrane, immunodetection was performed with the monoclonal anti-ALCAM 

antibody AZN-L50, which specifically recognizes the membrane proximal lg-domains of 

the molecule4. A clearly visible ALCAM degradation product of approximately 65 kDa was 

generated when BLM cells were incubated for 3 hours in the presence of MMP-2 only 

(Figure 2A). In contrast, no ALCAM cleavage was observed when BLM cells were 

incubated in fresh medium supplemented with MMP-2 for more than three hours (data not 

shown). Likewise, no cleavage was observed when ALCAM transfected 530 melanoma 

cells were incubated in fresh medium or BCD supplemented with MMP-2 or MMP-9. 

These data indicate that ALCAM cleavage depends on several complementary factors 

provided by BLM conditioned medium including MMP-2 as well as BLM cells. 

A 
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medium medium + MMP-9 medium • MMP-2 
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Figure 2: Specific proteolytic degradation of ALCAM. 

Single cell suspensions of ALCAM-positive BLM cells (A) or ALCAM transfected 530 cells (B) 

were incubated in vitro in BLM conditioned medium supplemented with activated and purified 

MMP-2 (100 ng/ml), MMP-9 (100 ng/ml) or no proteinase (BLM conditioned medium) during 

indicated times (h). Equal amounts of membrane extracts were subjected to 6.5 % SDS-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, transferred to a PVDF-membrane and subsequently probed 

with monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibody AZN-L50 (3 μg/ml). A specific degradation product of 

approximately 65 kDa generated when BLM cells were incubated in the presence of MMP-2 for 

three hours. 
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MMP-2 induced cleavage of ALCAM expressed on adherent cells. 

The experiments shown above were performed with suspensions of single cells 

that are normally attached to a substratum, / e a petndish The proper localization of a 

proteinase at the cell membrane in proximity to its substrate may be of great importance 

for efficient cleavage of the substrate It was hypothesized that the proteolytic efficiency 

could be enhanced when the cells were incubated with the proteinase while the cells 

were still attached to the dish, thereby mimicking the physiological cellular structure and 

correct localization of transmembrane proteins Therefore, BLM cells with endogenous 

ALCAM were cultured to subconfluent growth and medium was replaced with either fresh 

medium (DMEM/FCS) or BLM conditioned medium supplemented with MMP-2 (100 

ng/ml) for the indicated times (Figure 3) The total incubation time was eight hours in all 

cases Exposure to increased proteinase levels prior to cell lysis was achieved by the 

addition of active, recombinant MMP-2 at the indicated time points Equal amounts of 

membrane extracts were subjected to SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and after 

transfer to a PVDF membrane, immunodetection was performed with the monoclonal 

anti-ALCAM antibody AZN-L50 Incubation of BLM cells with fresh medium (DMEM/FCS) 

for five hours and subsequently for another three hours in the presence of MMP-2 (100 

ng/ml) resulted in the appearance of a degradation product of approximately 90 kDa 

(Figure 3A, left hand panel) Incubation of BLM cells for three hours in DMEM/FCS and 

subsequently five hours in medium supplemented with MMP-2 resulted in the additional 

appearance of a pronounced ALCAM product of approximately 65 kDa Protein levels of 

full length ALCAM (110 kDa) and of the 90 kDa product decreased upon longer exposure 

of the cells to MMP-2 In comparison to fresh medium, BLM cells incubated for eight 

hours with BLM conditioned medium devoid of exogenous active MMP-2 already resulted 

in the generation of the 65 kDa ALCAM product (Figure 3A, right hand panel) In the 

presence of MMP-2, the generation of this product was accelerated when BLM cells were 

incubated in their conditioned medium compared to fresh medium (Figure 3A, lanes 2 and 

6) Low amounts of the 90 kDa product were observed when incubating BLM cells in their 

conditioned medium, suggesting that it is an intermediate product which is subsequently 

degraded to the 65 kDa product No cleavage was observed when ALCAM was 

ectopically expressed in non-metastasizmg 530 melanoma cells in neither DMEM/FCS 

nor BLM conditioned medium (Figure 3B) In summary, these data indicate that 

proteolytic degradation involves not only MMP-2, but also essential factors secreted by 

BLM cells since MMP-2 mediated ALCAM degradation was much more efficient in BLM 

conditioned medium than in medium which contains in time increasing levels of BLM 

secreted products Furthermore, BLM membrane components are also of critical 
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importance as no cleavage is observed when ALCAM transfected 530 cells are incubated 

in BLM conditioned medium supplemented with MMP-2 for eight hours. 
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Figure 3: Rapid ALCAM degradation on adherent BLM cells in the presence of MMP-2 

Adherent BLM (A) or ALCAM transfected 530 cells (B) were grown in Dulbecco s Modified Eagle s 

Medium supplemented with 10% FCS (DMEM/FCS, left hand panels) or in BLM conditioned 

DMEM/FCS (BCD, right hand panels) for a total time of 8 hours, supplemented with purified 

activated MMP-2 (100 ng/ml) for indicated time. => indicates addition of MMP-2 at the indicated 

time point. 

A An 90 kDa ALCAM cleavage product was formed after incubation of BLM cells with DMEM/FCS 

for 5 hours and subsequently incubated with MMP-2 in DMEM/FCS for an additional 3 hours. A 

more prominent degradation product (65 kDa) was formed after 5 hours incubation with MMP-2 

in DMEM/FCS. The amount of 65 kDa product increased with increasing time and coincided 

with a decreased full length ALCAM and 90 kDa products. 
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Figure 3 (continued) 

Incubation of adherent BLM cells with MMP-2 in BCD resulted in a rapid appearance of the 65 

kDa ALCAM product which coincided with decreased full length ALCAM and which in turn was 

degraded in course of time Low amounts of the 90kDa protein were formed 

Β No cleavage products were observed when ALCAM transfected 530 cells (530/ALCAM) were 

incubated in BCD or DMEM with or without MMP-2 

ALCAM degradation reduced cellular adhesion 

Because BLM cells express both proMMP-2 and ALCAM (Figure 1), and 

incubation of BLM cells with their conditioned medium without exogenous MMP-2 already 

resulted in the generation of the 90 and 65 kDa products (Figure 3A, right hand panel), it 

was investigated whether ALCAM cleavage influenced the cellular aggregation capacity 

of these cells In cell cultures, high levels of pro- and activated MMP-2 in BLM culture 

medium were obtained when cells were cultured far above confluent growth (confluent 

growth 1 3x105 cells/cm2), which coincided with a decreased aggregation capacity of 

these cells compared to cells cultured to (sub)-confluent growth Remarkably, an ALCAM 

cleavage product of approximately 90 kDa was generated in BLM cell cultures grown far 

above confluent growth This product was also observed when adherent cells were 

incubated with recombinant MMP-2 (Figure 3) and presumably is the intermediate 

product preceding the 65 kDa cleavage product Even though the 65 kDa product was not 

observed, these data suggest a physiological correlation between proteinase activity, 

degradation of ALCAM and reduced aggregation capacity In contrast, ALCAM 

transfected 530 cells (530/ALCAM) did not display reduced aggregation upon high 

confluent growth, no proMMP-2 was detected in the culture medium (not shown) and 

ALCAM was not degraded (not shown) Taken together, these data suggest that efficient 

ALCAM-mediated cell clustering is inhibited by partial proteolysis of the receptor 
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Figure 4: Increased proMMP-2 expression and ALCAM cleavage correlates with decreased 

cellular aggregation of BLM cells. 

Aggregation capacity of cells was normalized to 1 at confluent growth (BLM: 1.3x105 cells/cm2) 

and ALCAM transfected 530 cells (530/ALCAM): 1,5x105 cells/cm2). BLM cells (solid circles) and 

530/ALCAM cells (open circles) were cultured to different levels of confluent growth. Vertical solid 

and dashed lines represent confluent growth for BLM (1.3x105 cells/cm2) and 530/ALCAM (1,5x105 

cells/cm2), respectively. Cells were tested for their aggregation capacity as function of cell density 

via two colored FACS analysis. Using gelatin-zymography, the BLM conditioned medium was 

analyzed for proMMP-2 expression levels. In addition, BLM membrane extracts were prepared of 

cells cultured to confluent growth (1.3x105 cells/cm2) and cultured far beyond confluent growth 

(3.9x105 cells/cm2) and analyzed for ALCAM expression. 

DISCUSSION 

Melanoma development advances from superficially spreading tumor growth in 

the epidermis to subsequent invasive growth into the dermis and culminates in melanoma 

metastasis. Onset of metastatic spread implies release of cells from the primary tumor 

mass1. Human melanoma progression, however, coincides with de novo expression of 

the hemophilic cell-cell adhesion molecule ALCAM/CD166 in the highly metastatic vertical 

growth phase of the primary tumor3, which antagonizes actual cell release from the 

primary tumor. Recently, we showed that decreasing ALCAM-mediated adhesion via co-
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expression of truncated ALCAM reduces cellular adhesion4 and accelerates metastasis of 

human melanoma cells5 These data suggested the involvement of proteinases to 

generate truncated ALCAM in vivo Here we demonstrate a correlation between ALCAM 

and proMMP-2 expression in a panel of human melanoma cell lines Cultunng metastatic 

cells under superconfluent conditions is accompanied by an increased production of 

proMMP-2, extracellular cleavage of ALCAM and progressive loss of cell-cell adhesion 

Moreover, the addition of activated MMP-2 to the growth medium accelerated cleavage of 

ALCAM at the membrane of these cells These data indicate that modulation of ALCAM-

mediated adhesion via proteolytic degradation involving MMP-2 results in co-existence of 

truncated and full-length ALCAM and suggests intertwined functions of both molecules in 

metastasis 

In cell culture experiments, reduced cell clustering of metastatic BLM cells was 

observed when these cells were harvested at high confluent growth In contrast, this was 

not observed when ALCAM transfected non-metastastic 530 cells were cultured beyond 

100 % confluency The diminished aggregation capacity of BLM can not be attributed to 

reduced ALCAM expression on mRNA or protein level, nor is there any evidence for 

alternative splicing when cultunng BLM cells (unpublished data) Proteolytic processing 

provides an alternative explanation, which is supported by the positive correlation of 

proteinase expression and metastatic capacity of BLM cells and the inverse correlation of 

proteinase inhibitor expression and the metastatic potential of these cells19 The finding 

that ALCAM expression correlates with proMMP-2 expression (Figure 1) and the notion 

that proteolytic degradation of a receptor potentially modulates its function6 7 suggested 

that MMP-2 is involved in modulating ALCAM-mediated cell clustering In agreement with 

this hypothesis it was found that ALCAM is indeed a target for proteolytic degradation 

involving MMP-2 (Figures 2 and 3) However, we can not claim that ALCAM is a direct 

substrate for MMP-2 (ι) immunoprecipitation of ALCAM and subsequent incubation with 

active MMP-2 did not result in ALCAM proteolysis (unpublished observation) and (n) no 

ALCAM degradation was observed when ALCAM transfected 530 cells were incubated 

with MMP-2 (Figure 3) These data indicate that ALCAM proteolysis requires additional 

components besides MMP-2 that remain to be identified 

Cleavage of endogenously expressed ALCAM by BLM cells resulting in a 65 kDa 

ALCAM product was observed when these cells were incubated for eight hours in their 

conditioned medium without exogenous active MMP-2, suggesting that BLM cells provide 

soluble factors that contribute to proteolysis, including proMMP-2 ALCAM proteolysis 
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was accelerated when the medium was supplemented with MMP-2 suggesting that the 

constitutively activated proteolytic cascade is enhanced by increasing concentrations of 

active MMP-2 Even though BLM conditioned medium is sufficient for ALCAM cleavage 

on metastatic BLM cells, this does not occur when ALCAM transfected non-metastatic 

530 cells are incubated with this conditioned medium supplemented with active MMP-2 

Therefore we propose that besides soluble factors secreted by BLM cells including 

proMMP-2, membrane bound factors are of critical importance in the proteolytic 

degradation This notion is strengthened by the observation that ALCAM cleavage on 

BLM cells is much more efficient when these cells are exposed to active MMP-2 while 

adhered to and spread on a plastic surface, thereby maintaining a more appropriate 

physiological localization of membrane associated proteins 

Most interestingly, BLM cells cultured far above confluent growth displayed a 

reduced cellular aggregation capacity that coincided with increased endogenous 

proMMP-2 levels and the formation of a 90 kDa ALCAM product (Figure 4) This 

intermediate product was also observed when adherent BLM cells were incubated with 

recombinant MMP-2 (Figure 3), indicative for the physiological relevance of ALCAM 

modulation via proteolysis and reduced cellular adhesion In the in vitro ALCAM cleavage 

experiments, incubation of BLM cells with active MMP-2 resulted in further degradation of 

the receptor, / e disappearance of the full-length receptor as well as the 90 kDa product 

and appearance of the 65 kDa product that subsequently was a target for degradation 

These data suggest an ALCAM degradation cascade in which a generated cleavage 

product is further degraded (110 kDa -> 90 kDa -> 65 kDa -> ) It remains unclear why 

ALCAM cleavage in the high-density cell culture experiments is limited to the formation of 

the 90 kDa product In previous studies, the ALCAM deletion mutant lacking both ammo 

terminal immunoglobulin domains revealed an apparent molecular weight similar to the 

90 kDa product'' (Chapter 5, this thesis) and transfection of this truncated receptor in wild 

type ALCAM expressing BLM cells reduced cell-cell aggregation and accelerated 

metastasis when inoculated m nude mice5 (Chapter 7, this thesis) Therefore, the 

formation of the 90 kDa ALCAM product is already sufficient for reducing ALCAM-

mediated adhesion Complete impairment of adhesion may be reflected by the 

appearance of the 65 kDa ALCAM product 

During tumor progression, proteolytic activity is not only required for remodeling 

the extracellular matrix to create a path and facilitate invasion, but also for enabling cells 

to leave the primary tumor18 Because BLM derived xenografts give rise to spontaneous 
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metastases in a nude mouse model5,20, these cells already meet all requirements to 

metastasize, including the capability to reduce ALCAM-mediated adhesion via proteolysis 

of the receptor. Previously we have shown that the ratio between truncated and full length 

ALCAM correlates with the cellular aggregation capacity5, i.e the more truncated ALCAM 

present in full length ALCAM cells, the greater the inhibition of aggregation. Because 

supplementing the growth medium of these metastatic BLM cells with active MMP-2 

resulted in rapid and increased ALCAM proteolysis, we postulate that this addition shifts 

the balance between proteinases and their inhibitors in the culture medium towards 

ALCAM proteolysis and subsequently increases the ratio of truncated versus wild-type 

ALCAM. We, therefore, propose that the relative amount of truncated ALCAM resulting 

from proteolytic degradation is a rate-limiting step in the onset of the metastatic cascade. 
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Chapter Seven 

From Activated Leukocyte Cell Adhesion Molecule to Melanoma Metastasis 

Activated Leukocyte Cell Adhesion Molecule (ALCAM/MEMD/CD166), a 

novel progression marker of primary human cutaneous melanoma, is involved in 

metastasis. ALCAM is a novel cell-surface substrate for proteolytic cleavage. An 

amino-terminally truncated ALCAM construct (ΔΝ-ALCAM) interfered with 

endogenously expressed wild-type ALCAM function and inhibited cell clustering of 

metastatic melanoma cells. ΔΝ-ALCAM expression i) induced the switch from 

invasive expansion of the primary tumor to steady migration of released cells into 

the deep dermis in skin reconstructs, ii) reduced xenograft growth in nude mice, 

and iii) promoted metastasis. Thus, it follows that proteolytic cleavage of ALCAM 

controls a switch to melanoma metastasis. 

Human cutaneous melanoma is a malignant tumor of melanocytic origin whose 

incidence is still rising1. Recent calculations (1996) estimate that the present risk for a 

Caucasian in the United States to develop any kind of melanoma during his or her lifetime 

is 1 in 75 and this chance will continue to rise for at least the next 10 to 20 years2. 

Melanoma is notorious for an early metastasizing phenotype and poor response to 

current therapeutics. This is reflected in poor five-year survival rates (<10%) of patients 

diagnosed with advanced primary melanoma3. Understanding the molecular events that 

mark the transition from non-metastasizmg to metastasizing melanoma is, therefore, of 

utmost importance. 

Melanoma progression involves a series of steps starting with benign melanocytic 

nevi developing via radial and vertical growth phase melanomas to, finally, metastases4 5. 

Throughout the metastatic cascade, coordinated modulation of cell adhesion functions is 

essential6. During the past years, adhesion molecules have been identified that are 

expressed in specific stages of melanoma progression, e.g. Cadherins, immunoglobulin 

cell adhesion molecules (Ig-CAMs) and integrins (for a review see 7). Some of these 

molecules are markers of melanoma progression such as the ß3 integrin subunit89 and 

the intracellular cell adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1)1C11 The activated leukocyte cell 

adhesion molecule (ALCAM/MEMD/CD166) was recently reported to be a new molecular 

marker that distinguishes invasive and metastasizing vertical growth phase (VGP) 

melanoma from non-invasive and non-metastasizing radial growth phase (RGP) 

melanoma12. Like the ß3 integrin subunit89, ALCAM expression is absent in RGP and can 
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only be detected in VGP melanomas and metastases12 The exclusive expression of 

ALCAM in a subset of cells at the invasive front of primary tumours and subsequent 

reduced expression m its metastases suggests an important role in melanoma 

progression and metastasis12, which requires further elucidation In tumor biology, 

ALCAM expression is observed in various carcinoma cell lines including breast, prostate, 

colon and bladder13, but also in colon, prostate and bladder carcinoma tissue 

(unpublished data) For the latter, ALCAM was shown to be of diagnostic and prognostic 

value (Dr J A Schalken, Department of Urology, University Medical Center Nijmegen, 

The Netherlands, personal communication) Therefore, elucidating the functional 

involvement of ALCAM in melanoma progression may also provide new insight in other 

cancers 

ALCAM is a transmembrane protein and a member of the lg-superfamily It has 

over 90% homology with the chicken neural adhesion molecule BEN/SC1/DM-grasp1416 

and has 30% identity and 50% similarity with the human melanoma cell adhesion 

molecule Mel-CAM/MUC18/CD14617 ALCAM was first identified as a CD6 ligand18 It 

comprises five extracellular Ig domains two ammo-terminal variable (V) type domains 

followed by three constant (C) type domains (V1V2C1C2C3), one transmembrane spanning 

domain and a short cytoplasmic tail Besides heterophilic (ALCAM-CD6) interactions, 

homophilic (ALCAM-ALCAM) interactions have been described131819 ALCAM is involved 

in hematopoiesis20 21
t neunte extension22 and osteogenesis23 In human melanoma cell 

lines, ALCAM facilitates tumor cell aggregation via homophilic interactions13 It is not easy 

to reconcile the function of a homophilic cell-cell adhesion molecule with a direct role in 

metastasis Actual cell release from the primary tumor would at least require loss of 

ALCAM-mediated adhesion 

It is generally known that a variety of proteinases are upregulated with tumor 

progression24 These proteinases, including matrix metalloprotemases (MMPs), 

presumably contribute to invasiveness by degradation of extracellular matrix components 

Additionally, the notion arises from recent literature reports that the specific shedding of 

membrane receptors by these proteinases may be an integral part of cell-cell 

communication and essential for early stages of neoplastic progression25 We have 

identified ALCAM as a substrate for proteolytic cleavage, resulting in a truncated product 

that inhibited cell adhesion function and concomitantly promoted invasive and metastatic 

properties of human melanoma cells 
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METHODS 

Cell lines. 

The human melanoma cell lines BLM and 530 were grown as a monolayer in 

Dulbecco's Modified Eagles Medium as described before13. Cell lines were tested 

regularly for mycoplasma contamination and found negative. 

Proteolytic cleavage of ALCAM 

Cleavage of ALCAM was examined by treatment of 2x105 metastatic melanoma 

BLM cells with either human recombinant activated MMP-2 or MMP-9 (Oncogene 

Research Products, Cambridge, MA) at 100 ng/ml in BLM conditioned medium at 370C 

for 3 hours in a final volume of 100 μΙ. After incubation, membrane extracts were 

prepared as described31. Equal amounts of protein were separated by 6.5% SDS-PAGE. 

Proteins were transferred to Hybond-P (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, 

Buckinghamshire, England) and immunostained with anti-ALCAM mAb AZN-L50 that 

specifically recognizes domains C2C31 9 3 4 (kindly provided by Dr Ruurd Torensma, 

Department of Tumor Immunology, University Medical Center Nijmegen, The 

Netherlands). 

Construction of the amino-terminally truncated ALCAM mutant 

The amino-terminally truncated ALCAM mutant was generated using the 

polymerase chain reaction and carefully chosen restriction sites in pWD201 (2.1 kb 

ALCAM cDNA coding for the leader sequence, the two V-type and three C-type Ig 

domains, the transmembrane spanning domain and the short cytoplasmic tail 

( V ^ C ^ C a ) in pZip-neo-(X)-1 containing the neomycine resistance gene13). For the 

generation of ΔΝ-ALCAM (C^Ca), the ALCAM leader sequence was amplified using a 5 

Rev/T3 primer (5' ATT ACG CCA AGC TCG AA 3') and 3 primer extended with a Ball 

restriction site (5' CTG GCC AGA AGG TAT GAT AAT GGT ATC TCC ΑΤΑ Τ 3'). The 

amplified fragment was subsequently cloned in Sstl/Ball linearized pWD201. The 

sequence of the construct was verified. 

Transfection 

FuGENE-6 transfection reagent (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) was 

used to transfect the human melanoma cell lines according to the manufacturer s 

protocol. In brief, a mixture of FuGENE-6 and circular DNA (3 μΙ and 0.5 μg respectively) 

was added drop wise to a 40% confluent monolayer in medium. After 48 h, medium was 

replaced with selection medium (medium + 1 mg/ml G418 (Life Technologies)). Neomycin 
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resistant colonies were expanded and maintained in medium supplemented with 0.5 

mg/mlG418. 

Flow cytometry: cell surface expression and aggregation assay. 

Cells (2x105) were incubated with mouse monoclonal antibody AZN-L50 that 

recognizes ALCAMs membrane proximal C-type domains1 9 , 3 4 at 4 μg/ml in PBA 

(phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 1% BSA and 0.05% NaNs) for 30 mm at 

40C. Cells were washed three times with PBA and further incubated with FITC-conjugated 

goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) for 30 mm at 40C. After 

washing, positive cells were detected using a FACScan (Becton Dickinson, Mountain 

View, CA) and the mean fluorescence intensity was determined. 

The aggregation capacity of human melanoma cell lines was measured by a 

double colored assay as described previously13. Briefly, two separate cell suspensions 

were labeled fluorescent green or fluorescent red with 5,6-sulfofluorescein diacetate (50 

μg/ml in DMEM/FCS, Molecular Probes, Junction City, OR)) or hydroethidine (40 μg/ml in 

DMEM/FCS, Polysciences, Warrington, PA) respectively. Following extensive washing, 

cells were mixed in equal amounts and allowed to aggregate at 370C for 30 min. After 

incubation, cells were fixed by adding paraformaldehyde to a final concentration of 0.5% 

(v/v) and subsequently analyzed using a FACScan. Aggregation capacity was expressed 

as the percentage of double coloured events of the total of red plus green events. 

Wound healing assay. 

Using a pipette tip, a wound was inflicted to a confluent monolayer of cells. After 

removal of the detached cells by washing with warm medium the petridishes were 

returned to 370C. The gap width was measured after 2 h to allow spreading of the cells 

and every two hours thereafter. Gap width was measured using an Olympus BH-2 

microscope and DP10 camera (Olympus, Hamburg, Germany). Images were analyzed 

using AnalySIS software (Soft Imaging Systems, Munster, Germany). The duration of the 

experiment did not exceed the doubling time of the cells tested (18 h, unpublished data). 

The gap width was plotted as function of time. 

Cell invasion in three-dimensional skin reconstructs. 

Invasion of melanoma cells was tested in skin reconstructs as described 

previously27. In brief, human foreskin dermal fibroblasts in rat tail collagen were placed on 

a precast collagen gel. After 6 days, the constricted collagen gels formed a concave 

surface, serving as a cradle for seeding of epidermal cells and melanocytes. Melanoma 
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cells were then mixed with keratmocytes at a 1 5 ratio and seeded onto the dermal 

constructs After 5 days, cultures were lifted to the air-liquid level for an additional 10 

days to allow stratification of epidermal keratmocytes The reconstructs were then 

harvested, fixed in paraformaldehyde, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained with 

HMB45 melanocytic marker Normal melanocytes localized within the stratum basale of 

the epidermis are positive BLM cells are HMB45 negative 

In vivo local tumor growth and metastasis. 

Female BALB/c athymic nude mice (nu/nu) were bred in the nude mice facility of 

the Central Animal Laboratory, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands Animals were 

kept under specified pathogen-free conditions and used when 4-6 weeks old 

Tumor cells were harvested using trypsm/EDTA, washed in PBS and suspended 

in PBS at 2 5x107 cells/ml and 100 μΙ of cell suspension was inoculated s c above the 

lateral thoracic wall32 Mice were inspected twice a week for general condition and local 

tumour growth was monitored The animals were sacrificed at the indicated times 

Following sacrifice, lungs were prepared with TissueTech Sakuro compound (Bayer Β V , 

Mijdrecht, The Netherlands), fixed in 4% neutral formalin and finally embedded in paraffin 

for microscopic examination of hematoxylin and eosm stained 4 μπι sections 

In situ proliferation and apoptosis detection. 

Tumor cell proliferation was detected via immunohistochemical staining of paraffin 

embedded tumours using monoclonal anti-MIB-1 antibody (Immunotech, Beekman 

Coulter, Mijdrecht, The Netherlands) that specifically stains proliferating cells (G1, S, G2 

or M phase) Tumour sections (5 m) were deparaffmated in xylol (two times five mm) 

and, subsequently, in absolute ethanol (three times five mm) Slides were boiled twice in 

0 1 M citrate buffer (pH 6 0) for 5 mm m a microwave and rinsed with PBS supplemented 

with 0 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) Following blocking of non-specific sites via 

incubation in normal horse serum (Vector Laboratories, Burlmgame, CA) for 20 mm, 

sections were incubated with mAb anti-MIB-1 for 1 h at room temperature After washing 

the slides with PBS/0 1 %BSA, they were incubated with biotm conjugated horse anti-

mouse antibody (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) for 30 mm After subsequent washing with 

PBS/0 1% BSA, the avidm-biotm-complex was formed using the Vectastain elite kit 

(Vector Laboratories, Burlmgame, CA) and developed by incubating the slides with 

diammobenzidme (Pierce, Rockford, IL) for 10 mm Sections were briefly counter stained 

with hemateme Using the Weibel-2 graticule (Graticules Ltd Kent, England), the 

proliferation index was scored by counting MIB-1 positive cells Randomly chosen fields 
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within one tumor lesion were counted until the average of MIB-1 positive cells did not 

change after counting additional fields. Generally, after scoring seven fields, a stable 

average was obtained. 

Apoptosis was detected by in situ TdT-mediated dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) 

Tumor sections of 5 m were deparaffinated in xylene, rehydrated, washed in PBS and 

digested with 40 μg/ml Proteinase Κ (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in PBS for 15 min at 250C. 

The TUNEL reaction was performed according to the manufacturer's instructions 

(Intergen, Oxford, UK), developed with diaminobenzidine (Pierce, Rockford, IL) and 

counter stained with 0.5% (w/v) methyl green in 0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 4.0. The 

apoptotic index was determined on five or more fields (corresponding to >1500 cells) from 

each tumor lesion. The fields were randomly chosen within regions with scattered 

apoptosis as described33. The STATGRAPHICS plus 4.1 software package was used to 

perform statistical calculations (one way analysis of variance). 

RESULTS 

Proteolytic cleavage of ALCAM 

The exclusive expression of ALCAM at the invasive front of primary melanoma12 

suggests an important role in tumor progression. However, strong homophilic ALCAM-

mediated cell-cell adhesions antagonize cell release from the primary tumor prior to 

metastasis. In order for these cells to metastasize, ALCAM-mediated adhesion needs to 

be reduced, which may be achieved by proteolytic cleavage of ALCAM. As MMP-2 levels 

positively correlate with melanoma progression26, human metastatic melanoma cells 

(BLM) expressing wild type ALCAM were exposed to BLM-conditioned medium 

supplemented with recombinant and activated human MMP-2 or MMP-9. Expression of 

the latter proteinase does not correlate with melanoma progression. As shown in figure 1, 

a truncated ALCAM product of approximately 65 kDa was identified after incubation of 

wild-type ALCAM (110 kDa) with MMP-2, whereas no shedding was observed in the 

presence of MMP-9. Thus, ALCAM is a novel substrate in a proteolytic cascade initiated 

by MMP-2. 
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BLM conditioned BLM conditioned BLM conditioned 
medium + MMP-9 . . , . , „ o 

medium medium + MMP-2 

1/2h 3/2h 3h 1/2h 3/2h 3h 1/2h 3/2h 3h 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ Full length ALCAM 

98kDa_ ψΒψΒψΒ*^^* 

64kDa_ , | ^ # 4 ^ — T r u n c a t e d ALCAM 

Figure 1: Proteolytic Cleavage of ALCAM (See also Chapter 6). 

Human melanoma BLM expressing endogenous wild-type ALCAM (110 kDa) were incubated in 

BLM conditioned medium supplemented without (CTRL) or with 100 ng/ml MMP-9 or with 100 

ng/ml MMP-2 for indicated time. Membrane extracts were prepared and equal amounts of proteins 

were subjected to 6.5% SDS-PAGE, blotted and immunostained with anti-ALCAM mAb AZN-L50 

at 3 μg/ml. 

Amino-terminally truncated ALCAM mutants and inhibition of homophilic cell-cell 

clustering. 

Based on the molecular weights of the ALCAM lg-domains, the size of the 

cleavage product (65 kDa) indicated loss of more than one amino-terminal lg-domain. To 

study the physiological relevance of truncated ALCAM in metastasis, amino-terminally 

truncated ALCAM molecules were generated resembling the MMP-2 initiated cleavage 

product. Two amino-terminally truncated ALCAM receptors (ΔΝ-ALCAM) were generated 

by deletion of the V-type domains alone ( V ^ ) or in combination with domain Ci 

(ViV^Ci). The ability of these truncated ALCAM molecules to modulate cell-cell 

aggregation of human melanoma BLM cells endogenously expressing wild-type ALCAM 

was tested in vitro. Ectopic expression of the mutant lacking domains V1V2C1 in BLM cells 

did not yield viable cells. Expression of the truncated molecule C1C2C3, hereafter referred 

to as ΔΝ-ALCAM, in BLM cells inhibited cell cluster formation in a dose dependent 

manner (Figure 2) and, thus, ΔΝ-ALCAM acted as a dominant-negative receptor with 

respect to wild-type ALCAM-mediated cell adhesion. 
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No Ab BLM/AN-ALCAM 
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Figure 2: ΔΝ-ALCAM expressed in the wild-type ALCAM expressing cell line BLM, reduces cell 

aggregation in a dose dependent manner. 

A. Independently isolated transfectants of BLM cells overexpressing ΔΝ-ALCAM (BLM/AN-ALCAM 

- 1 , -2, and-3) were generated from the parental cell line BLM (Ctrl) endogenously expressing 

wild-type ALCAM. Expression levels of the truncated molecule were determined via flow 

cytometry employing mAb AZN-L50 (4 μg/ml) that recognizes the membrane proximal C2C3 

domains19. mAb AZN-L50 is therefore suitable for identifying wild-type ALCAM as well as the 

ectopically expressed ΔΝ-ALCAM. The three established cell lines show different levels of 

fluorescence intensity, indicating different expression levels of ΔΝ-ALCAM. 

B. The established cell lines expressing ΔΝ-ALCAM (BLM/AN-ALCAM - 1 , -2, and-3) were 

subjected to an in vitro aggregation assay and analysed by flow cytometry. Expression of ΔΝ-

ALCAM reduced the aggregation capacity of these cells as compared to the vector control cell 

line (BLM/Ctrl) in a dose dependent manner and thus ΔΝ-ALCAM functions as a dominant 

negative molecule with respect to ALCAM-mediated cell clustering. 

ALCAM-mediated cell adhesion and cell mobility 

The reduced aggregation capacity of BLM cells expressing endogenous wild-type 

ALCAM in combination with ectopic ΔΝ-ALCAM, led to the hypothesis that these cells 

would have a more mobile phenotype as a consequence of decreased anchoring to their 

neighbors. To test this, an in vitro wound-healing assay was performed in which a 

wound was inflicted in a confluent monolayer of cells. Time was monitored for the cells 

to close the gap. It was observed that ΔΝ-ALCAM expression, which confers inhibition of 

wild-type ALCAM function, increased cell mobility compared to vector control cells (Figure 
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3). Thus, reduction of wild-type ALCAM-mediated cell to cell contacts increased cell 

mobility in vitro. 

- RI M/CTRI 
- BLM/AN-ALCAM 

Figure 3: Ectopic ΔΝ-ALCAM increases cell mobility. 

Tumor cells expressing either endogenous wild-type ALCAM alone (BLM/CTRL) or in combination 

with ectopic ΔΝ-ALCAM (BLM/AN-ALCAM-2) were grown to confluence in a tissue culture dish A 

wound was inflicted in the monolayer of cells using a pipette tip. Time was monitored for the cells 

to close the gap and gap-width (in arbitrary units, a u ) is plotted as function of time. ΔΝ-ALCAM 

expressing cells demonstrated an increase in cell mobility as the gap is closed more rapidly 

Involvement of ALCAM in tumor cell invasion 

Loss of cell-cell adhesion and concomitant increased cell mobility favor the 

invasive potential of tumor cells6. Therefore, the invasion capacity of melanoma cells 

expressing ΔΝ-ALCAM was tested in skin reconstructs. Vector control cells (BLM/CTRL: 

wild-type ALCAM"08"™, AN-ALCAMne9a"ve) formed massive clusters of cells and band-like 

aggregates within the epidermis, at the epidermal-dermal junction and in the upper 

dermis. Complete disruption of the epidermal architecture reflected the invasive and 

expansive phenotype of these BLM/CTRL cells (Figure 4A). In contrast, ΔΝ-ALCAM 

expressing BLM cells (wild-type ALCAM p 0 5 " l v e , AN-ALCAM p 0 S I " v e ) all localized in the 

dermis, leaving the epidermis intact, and did not form tumor cell clusters or band-like 

tumor cell aggregates (Figure 4B). These vertically oriented cells steadily migrated or 

disseminated as slender tumor cell strands or single cells into the deep dermis (Figure 

4C) whereas individual horizontally oriented BLM/CTRL cells moderately invaded into the 

upper dermis (Figures 4A and D). Inhibition of ALCAM mediated cell clustering via ΔΝ-

ALCAM, therefore, increased the invading potential of the human melanoma cell line 

BLM. 
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Figure 4: ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing BLM cells are more invasive than control cells in skin 

reconstructs. 
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Figure 4(Previous page): ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing BLM cells are more invasive than control cells 

in skin reconstructs 

A. Vector control cells (BLM/CTRL) formed clusters of cells and band-like aggregates within the 

epidermis, at the epidermal-dermal junction and in the upper dermis Arrowheads show 

individual melanoma cells infiltrating the dermis. Bar: 50 μιτι. 

Β. ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing BLM cells all localized to the dermis and did not form tumor cell clusters 

or band-like tumour cell aggregates but steadily invaded the deep dermis as slender tumor cell 

strands or single cells. Bar: 50 μπι 

C. Skin reconstructs with ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing BLM cells displayed a vertical orientation of 

tumor cells that steadily invaded the deep dermis. Bar: 12.5 μιτι. 

D. Horizontally oriented BLM/CTRL cells displayed an expansive growth in the epidermis and 

epidermal-dermal junction without profound invasion. Bar: 12.5 μπι 

Involvement of ALCAM in melanoma metastasis 

In order to study whether the increased invading potential contributed to a more 

metastatic phenotype, BLM cells expressing ΔΝ-ALCAM were inoculated subcutaneously 

in nude mice. Local tumor growth and metastasis to the lungs was monitored. It was 

observed that ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing cells displayed a delay in tumor take and 

decreased growth of the xenografts compared to control cells transfected with empty 

vector (BLM/CTRL) (Figure 5A). 

In vitro, no differences were observed in cell proliferation rates between the two 

cell lines (data not shown). Analysis of the tumours obtained after sacrificing the animals 

disclosed no differences in cell proliferation-index (\proliferation, F=1.06, p=0.38), apoptosis-

index (lapopios/s. F=0.89, p=0.44) (Figure 5B) and necrosis (not shown) indicating that the 

decreased local tumour growth is not caused by a disrupted balance between cell gain 

and cell death but by differences in the migratory potential of these cells as was shown in 

skin reconstructs. 
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Figure 5: ΔΝ-ALCAM expression in BLM cells with endogenous wild-type ALCAM decreased local 

tumor growth and induced rapid metastasis when inoculated into nude mice. 

A. ALCAM positive BLM cells and BLM cells co-expressing ectopic ΔΝ-ALCAM were inoculated 

s c. (2.5x106 cells) and local tumor growth was monitored. Animals were sacrificed at indicated 

days post-inoculation (*). Local tumor growth is greatly reduced in ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing BLM 

cells (BLM/AN-ALCAM-2): tumor take is clearly delayed and the exponential growth of the 

tumor is decreased 

B. The decreased local tumor growth is not due to altered cell proliferation or apoptosis. Cell 

proliferation index (Ipmwerei/on) was based upon overall MIB-1 expression in the xenografts (MIB-

1-positive cells / total cells). No significant differences were found comparing BLM/CTRL 

derived xenografts with BLM/AN-ALCAM xenografts (one way analysis of variance, F=1.06, 

p=0.38). In addition, levels of apoptosis (Igpoptos/s) as measured by TUNEL (TUNEL-positive cells 

with apoptotic morphology / total cells) were not significantly different either (one way analysis 

of variance, F=0.89, p=0.44). 

Indeed, xenografts derived from ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing cells already gave rise to 

lung metastases at a relatively small tumour weight, less than 3 grams, whereas the 

control cells did not (Table 1A). In addition, 42 days post-inoculation, an approximately 

twofold increase in the percentage of metastasis-positive lungs was found in mice 

bearing xenografts derived from ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing cells compared to the mice in the 

control group (Table 1B) in spite of a greatly reduced tumor volume (Figure 5A). Thus, it 

seems that impaired ALCAM-mediated adhesion in vitro is reflected in the formation of a 
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less cohesive primary tumor in vivo from which cells are released more easily resulting in 

more rapid formation of metastases as compared to the control tumor in which ALCAM-

mediated adhesion is still functional 

Table 1 A ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing BLM cells metastasize at a lower tumor mass than BLM control 

cells 

% of tumors that gave lung metastases 

Tumor weight 0 -3 gram > 3 gram 

η % η % 

BLM/CTRL 5 0 13 69 

BLM/AN-ALCAM-2 16 38 10 70 

Table 1 Β ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing BLM cells metastasize more rapidly than BLM control cells 

% of tumors that gave lung metastases 

42 days post-inoculation 

η % 

BLM/CTRL 9 33 

BLM/AN-ALCAM-2 5 60 

Two duplicate experiments as shown in figure 4A were performed Mice (n) were inoculated s c 

with BLM vector control cells (BLM/CTRL) or ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing BLM cells (BLM/AN-ALCAM-

2) and sacrificed when the tumor reached the indicated mass (A) or 42 days post inoculation (B) 

Microscopically analysis of the lungs was performed to score the occurrence of lung metastasis 

A. The presence of tumor cells in the lungs of the mice bearing small BLM/AN-ALCAM derived 

xenografts (0-3 gram) and the absence of metastases in the lungs of mice bearing small 

BLM/CTRL derived xenografts, indicates that ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing cells metastasize at a 

relatively small tumor mass than control cells 

B. Furthermore, the percentage of mice carrying ΔΝ-ALCAM-expressing xenografts 42 days post-

moculation was approximately doubled compared to the control animals (BLM/CTRL) 

DISCUSSION 

Tumor progression and metastasis are accompanied by many changes in gene 

expression and modulation of protein function6 ALCAM is exclusively expressed in the 

invasive vertical growth phase melanomas where it presumably functions as a genuine 

cell to cell adhesion molecule1 2 De novo ALCAM expression in the metastatic vertical 

growth phase of the primary tumor and subsequent reduced expression in its metastases 
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suggests ALCAM to be involved in metastasis At first sight, it is hard to reconcile tight 

homophilic cell-cell adhesion in a primary tumor with metastasis since it would rather 

antagonize cell release from the primary tumor We postulate that de novo ALCAM 

expression in the primary tumor reflects the onset of a cellular migration program, for 

which subsequent cleavage of the receptor is essential to initiate metastasis Indeed, we 

have shown that ALCAM is novel cell-surface substrate for proteolytic cleavage 

Furthermore, our experiments demonstrate that co-expression of truncated ALCAM and 

wild-type ALCAM, the consequence of proteolytic cleavage, promoted tumor cell invasion 

and metastasis 

Inhibition of ALCAM function via ectopic expression of an engineered ammo-

terminally truncated ALCAM molecule mimicking an ALCAM cleavage product, resulted in 

less adhesive and more mobile tumor cells In skin reconstructs, BLM control cells (wild-

type ALCAM"05"™, AN-ALCAMne9a,lve) disrupted the epidermal architecture as a result of 

massive tumor growth in the epidermis and moderately invaded the upper dermis In 

contrast, ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing BLM cells (wild-type ALCAMpos, l ,ve, AN-ALCAM"051"™) 

steadily migrated into the deep dermis as single cells or slender tumor cell strands The 

phenotype of the BLM control cells in the skin reconstruct strikingly resembled that of the 

human vertical growth phase melanoma cell line WM793 displaying the same cell 

clusters within the epidermis, at the epidermal-dermal junction and upper dermis in skin 

reconstructs27 On the other hand, ΔΝ-ALCAM expressing BLM cells phenotypically 

closely resembled the highly metastatic human melanoma cell line WM852 with its typical 

aggressive vertical invasive growth of individual melanoma cells deep into the dermal part 

of the skin reconstructs27 In nude mice, ΔΝ-ALCAM expression resulted in reduced local 

tumor growth without interfering with either tumor cell proliferation or apoptosis (Figure 

5B) implying a continuous release of cells from the primary tumor mass In concordance 

with this reasoning, it was found that subcutaneous inoculation of cells expressing ΔΝ-

ALCAM in nude mice resulted in the formation of lung metastases at a relatively small 

tumor mass whereas the BLM-control cells did not yet metastasize (Tables 1A and B) 

We therefore conclude that the decreased local tumor growth is caused by rapid and 

continuous release of cells from the primary tumor as a consequence of less adhesive 

and more invasive tumor cells Taken together, these data indicate that modulation of 

ALCAM-mediated adhesion is a critical step in the transition from vertical growth phase 

melanoma to highly metastasizing melanoma 
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A structure-function analysis of the homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM interaction 

revealed that hemophilic cell adhesion depended on hgand binding mediated by the 

membrane-distal ammo-terminal Ig domain and on avidity controlled by ALCAM 

clustering at the cell surface involving membrane-proximal Ig domains34 Expression of 

ΔΝ-ALCAM, which lacks the hgand binding domain, in endogenous wild type ALCAM 

expressing BLM cells inhibited homophilic cell-cell interactions by interference with 

ALCAM clustering at the cell surface, while homophilic, soluble hgand binding remained 

unaltered34 (see also chapter 5) 

Development of malignant tumors is in part characterized by the ability of tumor 

cells to overcome cell-cell adhesion and to invade the surrounding tissue Because both 

ALCAM and MMP-2 are localized at the invasive front of the primary tumor9 2 6 and 

ALCAM being a substrate for the proteolytic cascade initiated by this protease in vitro, we 

postulate that an orchestrated expression and activation is necessary for melanoma cells 

to metastasize When inhibition of ALCAM-mediated cell-cell adhesion in human 

melanoma cells positively contributes to metastasis, the question arises how de novo 

ALCAM expression in the vertical growth phase of primary melanomas favors metastasis 

All attempts to select for BLM cells with diminished ALCAM expression failed (our 

unpublished results), suggesting that ALCAM is required for sustained cell proliferation in 

these cells Published results suggest that ALCAM expression occurs in cells undergoing 

proliferation and migration e g ALCAM is expressed in the growth cone of extending 

neurons22 2Θ and in hematopoietic progenitor cells with high proliferative potential29 The 

avian orthologue of ALCAM, DM-GRASP, may be involved in the growth of v-rel positive 

tumor cells30 Therefore, ALCAM expression may reflect the onset of a cellular 

proliferation and migration program, in which the subsequent actual cell release from the 

primary tumor requires (partial) loss of ALCAM function facilitated by proteolytic cleavage 

of the receptor initiated by MMP-2 
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Chapter Eight 

Chapter Eight 

The ALCAM paradox 

Unraveling the role of ALCAM/CD166 in Human Cutaneous Primary Melanoma 

Progression. 

An orchestrated modulation of cell adhesion is essential for development 

and homeostatis in a multicellular organism. It optimizes embedding of the cell in 

its dynamic environment and facilitates correct cell migration and intercellular 

communication12. Disturbance of this delicate equilibrium can lead to defects in 

maintaining tissue architecture and sometimes to cancer3"5. In tumor cell biology, 

adhesion molecules play an important role in the metastatic cascade367 especially 

in the release of tumor cells from the primary tumor, invasion of the surrounding 

matrix and adhesion to vascular endothelial cells to facilitate extravasation. 

Intertwined and multiple adhesive interactions rather than individual interactions 

presumably play critical roles in neoplastic evolution. Yet, knowledge of the 

contribution of each individual adhesion molecule is essential to unravel this 

network of interactions. This review will focus on a recently identified member of 

the immunoglobulin superfamily, activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule 

(ALCAM/CD166) and its role in melanoma progression. 

Activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (ALCAM) was initially identified as a 

ligand for CD68, a member of the scavenger receptor cysteme-nch protein family and is a 

co-stimulatory molecule for T-cell activation9 ALCAM is a type I membrane spanning 

protein and a member of the immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily with an observed molecular 

weight of 105 kDa It comprises five extracellular Ig domains (two ammo-terminal variable 

(V) type domains followed by three constant (C) type domains (V1V2C1C2C3)), one 

transmembrane domain and a short cytoplasmic tail ALCAM has over 90% homology 

with the chicken adhesion molecule BEN/SC1/DM-grasp1012 and has 30% identity and 

50% similarity with the human melanoma cell adhesion molecule Mel-

CAM/MUC18/CD14613 Furthermore, ALCAM has 93% sequence identity with the 

candidate liver high-density lipoprotein receptor HB214 Based on its ammo acid 

sequence, ALCAM harbors nine putative glycosylation sites in the extracellular domain8, 

which accounts for 40% of its molecular weight In addition to heterophilic (ALCAM-CD6) 

interactions, homophihc (ALCAM-ALCAM) interactions have been described1516 For both 

interactions, domain ΝΛ is of critical importance in ligand binding171β Based on strong 
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circumstantial evidence it was postulated that one or more membrane proximal C-type 

domains are involved in clustering of ALCAM molecules on the cell surface to facilitate 

strong trans ALCAM-ALCAM and ALCAM-CD6 interactions via the amino-terminal 

domain Vi1 8 , 1 9 (Figure 1). However, direct proof for cis-interactions, i.e. lateral 

oligomerization, is still lacking. 

Figure 1: Molecular model for the homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM interaction. 

The amino-terminal domain V1 mediates ligand binding and facilitates trans ALCAM-ALCAM 

interaction. The membrane proximal domains are involved in clustering of single ALCAM 

molecules at the cell surface. For sake of simplicity, cis-dimerization of ALCAM molecules is 

depicted, which does not exclude the formation of higher oligomeric order complexes that give rise 

to a two-dimensional network on the cell surface18. 

The expression of ALCAM, despite its suggestive name, is not restricted to 

activated leukocytes. In contrast, it is widely and coordinately expressed in subset of cells 

in a variety of tissues such as placenta, colon and lung8,10 ^'15'16·20-24. ALCAM is involved 

in diverse processes throughout embryonic10 and thymocyte20 development, neuronal 

extension and migration2125, immune response26, hematopoiesis2127 and osteogenesis24. 

However, the exact function of ALCAM-mediated adhesion in these processes and a 

possible connection between hetero- and homophilic interactions remains largely elusive. 

In addition to ALCAM-mediated cellular interactions in normal physiological 

processes, ALCAM was recently shown to be involved in melanocytic tumor progression. 

Development and progression of melanoma can be delineated in five steps27,28 starting 

from a normal, benign nevus towards a metastasizing melanoma that culminates in 

spread and colonization of the tumor at secondary sites. (1) Common acquired and 

congenital nevi with histologically normal melanocytes can develop into (2) dysplastic 

nevi with structural and architectural atypia (melanocytic dysplasia). It is well established 

that the density of dysplastic nevi correlates with melanoma risk29. Dysplastic nevi can 

transform into (3) biologically early radial growth phase (RGP) primary melanoma in 
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which the cells do not have the competence to metastasize. A pathologically important 

step is taken when RGP melanomas progress towards (4) vertical growth phase (VGP) 

primary melanoma in which the cells have invaded the dermis and have the potential to 

metastasize followed by (5) spread of melanoma cells and colonization of secundary 

organs. Immunohistochemistry on a large series of frozen melanocytic lesions revealed 

that ALCAM is expressed in a subset of cells at the most invasive and highly metastatic 

part of the primary tumor3 0. Expression in the primary tumor correlates with the two 

pathological classifications for melanoma used in the clinic: Breslow thickness and Clark 

level. Breslow-thickness31 defines tumor thickness in millimeters measured from the most 

superficial to deepest part of the tumor. A strong and significant correlation was found 

between tumor-thickness and ALCAM-expression (Figure 2). In addition, a perfect 

correlation was found between level of tumor invasion as indicated by Clark-level3 2 and 

ALCAM expression (Figure 2). Unfortunately, follow-up data regarding the occurrence of 

metastatic melanoma in the course of time or disease free survival of the patients are 

lacking. 
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Figure 2: ALCAM expression in primary melanoma correlates with tumor thickness (A) and level 

of invasion (B) 

A. The majority of tumor samples >1 5 mm display ALCAM expression at the invasive front of the 

tumor, whereas only a small percentage of lesions thinner than 1.5 mm display ALCAM 

expression ALCAM positivity was observed at the invasive front of the tumor. 

B. ALCAM is exclusively expressed in the vertical growth phase of the primary tumor and is 

absent in the non-metastatic radial growth phase melanomas 

Based on its exclusive and consistent expression in the highly metastatic part of 

the tumor and its absence in the non-metastasizing, superficially growing part of the 

tumor, ALCAM was introduced as a new molecular progression marker for human 

cutaneous primary melanoma. In vitro, ALCAM-expression correlated with the 
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aggregation capacity and metastatic potential of a human melanoma cell panel15. Ectopic 

ALCAM expression was sufficient and essential for melanoma cells to induce cell 

clustering, however, no increase in metastatic potential was observed (our unpublished 

data). 

Strong homophilic ALCAM-mediated adhesions in the very part of cutaneous 

melanoma with metastatic properties seem enigmatic. We have called this the ALCAM 

paradox: how can ALCAM expression contribute to metastasis when tight cellular 

interactions antagonize actual cell release from the primary tumor mass? Recent 

advances in melanoma research with respect to ALCAM function are now beginning to 

unravel the contribution of ALCAM in tumor progression and metastasis. 

It is generally known that a variety of proteinases are upregulated with tumour 

progression33. These proteinases, including matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), 

presumably contribute to invasiveness by degradation of extracellular matrix components. 

Additionally, the notion arises from recent literature reports that the specific shedding of 

membrane receptors by these proteinases may be an integral part of cell-cell 

communication and essential for early stages of neoplastic progression34. The expression 

of various MMPs and their natural inhibitors, as well as their contribution to melanoma 

invasion has been studied in several human and mouse melanoma cell lines. Increased 

expression of MMP-1, MMP-2 and MMP-9 correlated with the invasive potential of 

melanoma cell lines in different experimental settings3536. In particular, increased 

expression and activity of MMP-2 has been associated with melanoma progression37"39. A 

striking correlation was observed between MMP-2 and ALCAM expression in a panel of 

human melanoma cell lines. MMP-2 as well as ALCAM are abundantly expressed in the 

highly metastatic cells whereas expression is absent in cells devoid of metastatic 

properties1538. Although the hypothesis of a co-localized expression between ALCAM and 

MMP-2 is strengthened by the observation that both proteins display increased 

expression and protease activity in the course of neoplastic evolution and that both 

localize to the invasive part of the tumor30 3e, direct evidence for such a co-localization in 

primary melanoma is still lacking. In vitro, however, ALCAM was shown to be a target for 

proteolytic degradation initiated by MMP-240, suggesting that ALCAM shedding in vivo 

may occur as well and that this extracellular cleavage could modulate ALCAM-mediated 

adhesions. 

Based on the model for the homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM interaction (Figure 1) and 

the size of the generated cleavage product40,41, MMP-2 initiated shedding of ALCAM 
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presumably results in an amino-terminally truncated molecule that lacks at least the 

ligand binding domain and, therefore, can not function as a genuine adhesion molecule40. 

To overcome experimental difficulties in trying to elucidate the effects of amino-terminal 

truncation of ALCAM on cell adhesion and metastasis, a truncated molecule was 

engineered and ectopically expressed in wild-type ALCAM expressing cell lines to mimic 

ALCAM cleavage41 (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Mimicking ALCAM cleavage in vitro. 

Ectopic amino-terminally truncated ALCAM expressed in wild-type ALCAM expressing cells 

interferes with tight network formation, thereby reducing the ALCAM-mediated cellular aggregation 

capacity. 

These experiments were in agreement with the model depicted in figure 3 as they 

showed that expression of amino-terminally truncated ALCAM reduced cellular 

aggregation when transfected in cells expressing wild-type ALCAM. Concomitantly with 

loss of adhesion, increased cell mobility was observed. Loss of cell-cell adhesion and 

increased cell mobility contribute to increased invasiveness of tumor cells7 which was 

confirmed when cells inhibited in ALCAM-function were tested for their invading capacity 

in skin reconstructs41. Truncated ALCAM induced the switch from a moderately invasive 

RGP-phenotype to highly metastatic VGP-phenotype (See Chapter 7, Figure 4) 

The same switch was observed in nude mice41. Xenografts derived from 

melanoma cells inhibited in ALCAM-mediated adhesion displayed reduced subcutaneous 

local tumor growth. Because no changes in cell proliferation nor apoptosis or necrosis 

were observed, the increased invasive capacity of these cells was hypothesized to 

account for the reduced xenograft growth. And indeed, even at very low tumor mass, 

truncated ALCAM expressing xenografts were found to metastasize, whereas the control 

cell lines with a maximum ALCAM-mediated adhesion capacity displayed a far more 

reduced metastatic capacity. 
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When inhibition of ALCAM-mediated cell-cell adhesion in human melanoma cells 

positively contributes to metastasis, the question arises whether and, if so, how de novo 

ALCAM expression in the vertical growth phase of primary melanomas favours 

metastasis Published data suggest that ALCAM expression occurs in cells undergoing 

proliferation and migration e g ALCAM is expressed in the growth cone of extending 

neurons12 25 and in hematopoietic progenitor cells with high proliferative potential21 M The 

avian orthologue of ALCAM, DM-GRASP, may be involved in the growth of v-rel positive 

tumour cells43, indicating that ALCAM expression could be a response to inflammatory 

cytokines Because MMP-2 expression and activation can occur as a result of 

inflammatory response involving NF-kappaB44, expression and activity of both molecules 

may be co-regulated 

Taken together, the recent data indicate that ALCAM expression in cutaneous 

melanoma reflects the onset of a cellular proliferation and migration program, in which the 

subsequent actual cell release from the primary tumour requires (partial) loss of ALCAM 

function facilitated by proteolytic cleavage of the receptor most probably initiated by 

MMP-2 We propose that ectopic expression of amino-termmally ALCAM m wild-type 

ALCAM expressing melanoma cells mimics actual cleavage of ALCAM initiated by MMP-

2 and that the observations made in the different model systems and neoplastic lesions 

reflect the initiation of metastasis in vivo in which loss of ALCAM-mediated adhesion is 

essential We postulate that an orchestrated expression and activation of proteinase 

activity are crucial steps for melanoma cells to metastasize This corollary is also relevant 

to neoplastic evolution of tumor types of epithelial origin Carcinomas derived from colon 

and prostate do not display a differential ALCAM expression pattern during tumor 

progression but display a high constitutive expression (our unpublished results) 

However, both carcinomas display differential protease expression levels, including 

MMP-2, m the course of tumor progression4546 Therefore, future insight in the 

contribution of ALCAM-sheddmg via proteases will not only be restricted to the 

elucidation of the underlying molecular mechanisms of melanoma progression but to 

other types of neoplastic evolution as well 
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Chapter Nine 

Summary and Future Perspectives 

SUMMARY 

Cutaneous malignant melanoma is a cancer of the pigment producing cells in the 

skin It is one of the most invasive cancers and its incidence has rapidly increased in the 

last decades (Chapter 1) Much research is devoted to the search for new melanoma 

associated progression markers to further improve diagnosis and the design of new 

therapeutic strategies (Chapter 2) From a differential mRNA display comparing a non- and 

a highly metastasizing human melanoma cell line, activated leukocyte cell adhesion 

molecule (ALCAM/MEMD/CD166) was found to be exclusively expressed in highly 

metastatic human melanoma cell lines (Chapter 3) In addition to previously described 

heterophihc ALCAM-CD6 interactions in non-melanocytic cells, ALCAM can mediate homo-

and heterotypic melanoma cell aggregation via homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM interactions 

Immunohistochemistry on a series of fresh human melanocytic lesions revealed that 

ALCAM expression correlates with melanoma progression (Chapter 4) Most nevi and all 

radial growth phase melanomas studied did not express ALCAM Expression was 

exclusively observed in the invasive, vertical growth phase of the primary tumor The 

percentage of positive lesions increased up to 100% for the most invasive tumors In 

melanoma metastases, approximately half of the lesions tested were ALCAM positive 

According to the Breslow-thickness, ALCAM expression was observed in less than 10% 

of the lesions thinner than 1 5 mm and in over 70% of the lesions thicker than 1 5 mm 

These data strongly suggest that ALCAM plays an important role in melanocytic tumor 

progression and depict it as a new molecular marker for neoplastic progression of primary 

human melanoma 

A structure-function analysis, using two monoclonal anti-ALCAM antibodies and a 

series of ammo-termmally deleted ALCAM constructs, revealed that homophilic cell 

adhesion depended on ligand binding mediated by the membrane-distal ammo-terminal 

immunoglobulin domain and on avidity controlled by ALCAM clustering at the cell surface 

involving membrane-proximal immunoglobulin domains (Chapter 5) Co-expression of a 

transmembrane ALCAM deletion mutant, which lacked the ligand binding domain and 

endogenous wild-type ALCAM inhibited homophilic cell-cell interactions by interference 

with ALCAM avidity, while homophilic, soluble ligand binding remained unaltered The 

extracellular structures of ALCAM thus provide two structurally and functionally 

distinguishable modules, one involved in ligand binding and the other in avidity 
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Functionality of both modules is required for stable homophilic ALCAM-ALCAM cell-cell 

adhesion 

Strong homophilic ALCAM-mediated adhesions in the very part of cutaneous 

melanoma with metastatic properties seem enigmatic How can ALCAM expression 

contribute to metastasis when tight cellular interactions antagonize actual cell release 

from the primary tumor mass9 It has not escaped our notion that the structural relation 

between intact and truncated ALCAM immediately suggests the possible involvement of 

proteinases to achieve modulation of ALCAM-mediated adhesion in vivo In concordance 

with this reasoning, ALCAM was identified as a novel cell-surface substrate for proteolytic 

cleavage initiated by matrix metalloprotemase 2 (MMP-2), whose expression and 

activation is associated with melanoma progression (Chapter 6) Interestingly, the 

engineered truncated ALCAM molecule resembled the MMP-2 initiated cleavage product 

that reduced the cellular aggregation capacity when expressed in intact ALCAM 

expressing cells Therefore, it served as an excellent tool to study the physiological 

relevance of ALCAM cleavage in metastasis (Chapter 7) In human skin reconstructs, 

expression of truncated ALCAM in intact ALCAM-positive human melanoma induced the 

switch from invasive expansion of the primary tumor to steady migration of released cells 

into the deep dermis As a result of this increased cell release from the primary tumor and 

increased invasion into the dermis, xenograft growth in nude mice was reduced and 

metastasis was promoted Thus, it follows that proteolytic cleavage of ALCAM controls a 

switch to melanoma metastasis We postulate that MMP-2 induced ALCAM cleavage 

contributes to a reduced cellular adhesion prior to metastasis and that ALCAM expression 

may reflect the onset of a cellular migration program exploited by the tumor cells for 

efficient metastasis 

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

The work described in this thesis identifies ALCAM as a new molecular marker for 

human melanoma progression As described above, its expression in the very part of 

primary melanoma notorious for metastatic capacity implied the paradoxal coincidence of 

tight cellular adhesion and cell release from the primary tumor (Chapter 8) In this respect 

it was shown that loss of this ALCAM-mediated adhesion in the primary tumor is most 

likely a prerequisite for efficient melanoma metastasis As always, however, answers give 

rise to new questions 
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When inhibition of ALCAM-mediated cellular adhesion in human melanoma cells 

positively contributes to metastasis, the question arises whether and, if so, how de novo 

ALCAM expression in the vertical growth phase of primary melanomas favours tumor 

progression. Published data suggest that ALCAM expression occurs in cells undergoing 

proliferation and migration. Our unpublished data indeed support the hypothesis that 

ALCAM is closely related to proliferation as ectopic expression in a human melanoma cell 

line induced hyperphosphorylation of the retinoblastoma protein (pRb) that drives cell 

proliferation. However, further research is needed to confirm and expand these data. 

Melanoma progression coincides with increased expression and activation of 

MMP-2. In addition, it was observed that ALCAM as well as active MMP-2 both localize to 

the invasive part of the tumor. Because a striking positive correlation between ALCAM 

and MMP-2 expression was also observed in a panel of human melanoma cell lines, 

these data suggest a possible common transcriptional regulation. To address this 

hypothesis, the cloning of the ALCAM promoter was initiated and is still in progress to 

study whether and, if so, which common transcription factors are used to regulate the 

transcription of both proteins. 

ALCAM expression is not melanoma specific. It is also, although not differentially, 

expressed in for instance prostate and colon carcinoma. Interestingly, in the course of 

neoplastic evolution of these epithelial tumors, the activity of several proteinases 

including MMP-2 is upregulated. As in melanoma, proteolytic cleavage of ALCAM may 

release the cells from tight interactions with the neighbor cells and initiate metastasis. It is 

therefore of high interest to further study the role of proteolytic cleavage of ALCAM during 

neoplastic evolution as inhibition of this cleavage might be of therapeutic relevance, not 

only for melanoma, but for carcinomas as well. 
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Samenvatting en Toekomst Perspectieven 

SAMENVATTING 

Het menselijke huidmelanoom wordt veroorzaakt door een ontregelde groei van 

pigment producerende cellen in de huid (Hoofdstuk 1). Het melanoom is een van de 

meest invasieve tumoren en de mcidentie hiervan is in de laatste decennia in hoog tempo 

toegenomen. Veel onderzoek is gewijd aan het vinden van nieuwe eiwitten die de 

progressie van het melanoom markeren en daardoor de diagnose kunnen verfijnen en de 

ontwikkeling van nieuwe therapie η kunnen initi ren (Hoofdstuk 2). Met behulp van de 

differenti Ie mRNA display techniek waarbij een niet-metastaserende melanoomcellijn 

werd vergeleken met een sterk metastaserende cellijn, bleek activated leukocyte cell 

adhesion molecule (ALCAM/MEMD/CD166) exclusief tot expressie te komen in de sterk 

metastaserende cellijnen (Hoofdstuk 3). Naast de recent beschreven heterofiele interactie 

van ALCAM met CD6 in niet-melanocytaire cellen, medieert ALCAM homofiele ALCAM 

ALCAM-interacties in melanoomcellen. Immuunhistochemie waarbij gebruik werd 

gemaakt van bevroren melanocytaire lesies, wees uit dat ALCAM-expressie correleert 

met de progressie van het melanoom (Hoofdstuk 4). Deze gegevens suggereren dat 

ALCAM een nieuwe moleculaire markering is voor de progressie van het huidmelanoom 

en hierbij mogelijk een belangrijke rol speelt. 

Het extracellulaire deel van ALCAM is opgebouwd uit vijf immunoglobuline-

domeinen. Een structuur-functie analyse van de homofiele ALCAM ALCAM-interactie 

wees uit dat ligand-binding wordt verzorgd door het amino-terminale domein en aviditeit 

door de membraan-proximale domeinen (Hoofdstuk 5). Door de interactie van de 

membraan-proximale domeinen van verschillende ALCAM-moleculen op het oppervlak 

van een cel vindt er een opeenhoping van moleculen plaats op de plek waar twee 

naburige cellen mert elkaar in contact staan. De interactie van twee ALCAM-moleculen 

op twee naburige cellen wordt verzorgd door de interactie tussen twee amino-terminale 

domein van tegenover elkaar staande moleculen. Zo ontstaat een hecht adhesie-netwerk 

dat verstoord kan worden wanneer tussen de intacte ALCAM-moleculen ook moleculen 

worden geplaatst die wel de domeinen bezitten die betrokken zijn bij de interactie tussen 

ALCAM-moleculen op het celoppervlak, maar die met meer in staat zijn om een ligand te 

binden. Uit experimenten bleek dat de hoeveelheid ligand dat door de cel gebonden kan 

worden met verandert omdat de hoeveelheid intact ALCAM niet verandert. Echter, de 

capaciteit van de cellen om te aggregeren nam af als functie van de hoeveelheid tot 

expressie gebracht afgeknot ALCAM. Dit wijst op een afname in aviditeit (zie Glossary) 
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en met in affiniteit We mogen hieruit concluderen dat de extracellulaire Immunoglobuline 

domeinen van ALCAM twee structureel en functioneel onderscheidbare modules vormen 

waarvan er een betrokken is bij de ligand-bmdmg en de ander bij de aviditeit De 

functionaliteit van beide modules is nodig voor het ontstaan van een hecht adhesie-

netwerk 

Sterke homofiele ALCAM-gemedieerde interacties in juist dat deel van het 

primaire melanoom, vanwaaruit cellen loslaten en vervolgens metasyaseren, lijkt echter 

raadselachtig Hoe kan een dergelijke interactie bijdragen aan uitzaaiing van de primaire 

tumor terwijl sterke cellulaire interacties het vrijkomen van cellen van de primaire tumor 

tegenwerken'? De gevonden verstoring van de adhesie door het experimenteel inbrengen 

van afgeknot ALCAM in intact ALCAM-expreserende cellen suggereert dat een of meer 

proteinases een rol spelen In overeenstemming met deze hypothese is aangetoond dat 

ALCAM een substraat is voor proteolytische degradatie ge mtieerd door matnx-

metalloprotemase 2 (MMP-2) (Hoofdstuk 6) Het ALCAM-product dat ontstaat na 

degradatie van intact ALCAM is bijna gelijk aan het moleculair biologisch gegenereerd 

afgeknot ALCAM dat tot expressie was gebracht in intact ALCAM-expresserende cellen, 

hetgeen resulteerde m een verminderde aggregatiecapaciteit van deze cellen Deze 

cellen zijn daardoor uitermate geschikt om de fysiologische gevolgen van de 

proteolytische afbraak van ALCAM op metastasering van melanoom cellen te bestuderen 

(Hoofdstuk 7) In huidreconstructen resulteerde de expressie van afgeknot ALCAM in de 

overgang van een expansieve groei in de epidermis met milde invasie van de dermis 

naar een gestage migratie van cellen vanuit de epidermis naar de diepe dermis Als 

gevolg van de verhoogde mvasiviteit was de lokale tumorgroei m een diermodel 

verminderd, maar gelijktijdig was de metastaserende capaciteit verhoogd Hieruit volgt 

dat proteolytische degradatie van ALCAM en de daarmee gepaard gaande afname in 

cellulaire aggregatie de overgang van een met-metastaserende tumor naar een 

metastaserend melanoom controleert We postuleren dat klieving van ALCAM direct of 

indirect veroorzaakt door MMP-2 bijdraagt aan een verminderde cellulaire adhesie 

voorafgaande aan metastasering en dat ALCAM-expressie de start is van een cellulair 

migratie-programma dat bijdraagt aan metastasering 

TOEKOMST PERSPECTIEVEN 

Dit proefschrift beschrijft de identificatie van ALCAM als een nieuwe moleculaire 

markering van de progressie van het huidmelanoom Echter, de exclusieve expressie van 

ALCAM m juist dat deel van de tumor met een hoge metastaserende capaciteit 
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confronteerde ons met de paradox van sterke cellulaire interacties in een primair 

melanoom en het vrijkomen van tumorcellen uit diezelfde tumor (Hoofdstuk 8). Uit nader 

onderzoek bleek dat juist een verminderde ALCAM-gemedieerde adhesie 

hoogstwaarschijnlijk een voorwaarde is voor effici nte metastasering van het humane 

melanoom. Maar zoals altijd roepen antwoorden weer nieuwe vragen op: 

Wanneer inhibitie van de door ALCAM-gemedieerde cellulaire adhesie in 

melanoomcellen positief bijdraagt aan metastasering, hoe dan draagt de novo expressie 

van ALCAM in de verticale groeifase van het primaire melanoom bij aan 

tumorprogressie? Gegevens uit de literatuur suggereren dat ALCAM-expressie plaats 

vindt in snel delende en in mobiele cellen. Onze niet gepubliceerde data lijken de 

hypothese dat ALCAM-expressie gerelateerd is aan celgroei te bevestigen omdat 

ectopische expressie van ALCAM in melanoomcellen aanzet tot hyperfosforylering van 

het retinoblastoomeiwit (pRb) dat een drijvende kracht is achter celproliferatie. Meer 

onderzoek is nodig om deze gegevens uit te breiden en om de hypothese verder te 

onderbouwen. 

Progressie van het melanoom valt samen met een toename in de expressie en 

activering van MMP-2. Bovendien is een colokahsatie van ALCAM en actief MMP-2 

waargenomen m de invasieve groeifase van het melanoom. Omdat ook in 

melanoomcellijnen een positieve correlatie tussen de expressie van beide moleculen 

bestaat, suggereren deze data dat tijdens de transcriptie van beide genen gebruik 

gemaakt wordt van gelijke transcriptiefactoren. Om deze hypothese te toetsen is een 

begin gemaakt met de identificatie van de ALCAM-promotor waarmee vervolgens 

onderzocht kan worden of dezelfde transcriptie factoren beide genen aansturen. 

ALCAM is niet melanoom specifiek, maar komt ook tot expressie, weliswaar niet 

differentieel, in prostaat en colon carcinomen. Opvallend hieraan is echter dat de 

progressie van deze carcinomen eveneens gepaard gaat met een verhoging van de 

activiteit van een aantal proteinases, waaronder MMP-2. Net als in het melanoom, kan 

proteolytische klieving van ALCAM bijdragen aan de vermindering van cellulaire 

interacties in dit type tumoren en zodoende metastasering bevorderen. Het is daarom van 

groot belang om de rol van proteolytische afbraak van ALCAM in de tumorontwikkeling te 

bestuderen omdat remming van deze klieving van therapeutische betekenis zou kunnen 

zijn, zowel voor melanomen als carcinomen. 
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Glossary 

Affinity 

ALCAM 

Avidity 

Breslow thickness 

Cellular adhesion 

Cellular aggregation 

Cis-oligomenzation 

Clark levels 

Term that describes the strength of binding of a receptor to its 

ligand The affinity constant is equivalent to the association 

constant of the binding of one monovalent ligand to one binding 

site on the receptor See also avidity 

Activated Leukocyte Cell Adhesion Molecule, also known as 

CD166, MEMO, HCA and HB2 It is a type I membrane spanning 

protein and a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily (Ig-SF) 

It comprises five extracellular Ig domains (two ammo-terminal 

variable (V) type domains followed by three constant (C) type 

domains ( V ^ C ^ C a ) ) , one transmembrane domain and a short 

cytoplasmic tail The extracellular domain harbors nine putative 

glycosylation sites, which accounts for 40% of its molecular weight 

(105kDa) In addition to heterophilic (ALCAM-CD6) interactions, 

homophilic (ALCAM-ALCAM) interactions have been described 

Term which describes the overall strength of binding of a ligand to 

its receptor taking into account the increased strength of binding 

when the ligand and receptor are multivalent as a result of for 

instance cis-oligomerization of the receptor See also affinity 

Widely used pathological parameter for melanoma classification 

that measures tumor thickness in millimeters from the uppermost 

nucleated layer of the epidermis to the most invading part of the 

tumor 

Focal contact of cells to a substratum which can be either a matrix 

or neighbor cells and which requires redistribution of cell surface 

receptors involved in the interaction along the membrane 

Clustering of neighboring cells in suspension which does not 

require cell surface receptor redistribution involved m this 

interaction 

Lateral interaction of cell surface receptors on one cell that may 

facilitate increased avidity 

Melanoma classification system that correlates prognosis to the 

anatomic level of tumor invasion coupled with the mitotic index 
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Dermis 

Epidermis 

FACS 

Heterophihc 

Heterotypic 

Homophilic 

Homotypic 

Ig-SF 

The inner connective tissue layer of human skin that supports 

thermoregulation and elasticity The dermis mainly contains 

fibroblasts, immune cells, bloodvessels, collagen, elastm and 

proteoglycans and is physically separated by a basement 

membrane from the epidermis 

The outermost layer of the skin which provides a protective 

barrier and mainly consists of different layers of keratmocytes 

Melanocytes are situated in basal layer of the epidermis near the 

epidermal-dermal junction 

Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorter 

Type of receptor-hgand interaction in which the receptor is not 

identical to the ligand (<-> homophilic) 

Type of cellular interaction between different cell types via 

adhesion or aggregation mediated by either homo- or 

heterophilic receptor-hgand interactions (<-> homotypic) 

Type of receptor-hgand interaction in which the receptor is 

identical to the ligand (<-> heterophilic) 

Type of cellular interaction between identical cells via adhesion or 

aggregation mediated by either homo- or heterotypic receptor-

hgand interactions (<-> heterophilic) 

The immunoglobulin superfamily is a large group of polypeptides, 

that contain segments of approximately 100 ammo acids which 

have significant similarities to Ig domains Ig variable (V) and 

constant (C) domains have a common structure, which consists of 

a sandwich of two ß-sheets made up of anti-parallel ß-strands 

The V-type domains differ from the C-type domain by two extra ß-

strands in one of the ß-sheets The terms C and V domain are 

used to describe folding patterns and refer to the proposed 

arrangement of the ß-strands and do not imply variability m 

sequence V and C-type domains usually start and end with a 

cystem residue resulting in the formation of a disulfide bond and 

subsequently leading to the characteristic organization of the 

domains in an Ig-SF molecule Members of the Ig-SF include 
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Melanocytes 

Melanoma 

mem# 

Metastasis 

MMP-# 

widely expressed cell-cell adhesion molecules which function 

primarily in recognition and binding processes on cell surfaces via 

homo- and heterophilic interactions 

Melanin-pigment producing cells that are located m the epidermis 

at the epidermal/dermal junction and are thought to originate from 

melanoblasts Under normal physiological conditions melanocytes 

and keratinocytes are aligned along the basement membrane 

zone at a ratio ranging from 1 5 to 1 8 Each melanocyte reaches 

with its dendrites into the upper layers of the epidermis, 

transporting melanin-containing melanosomes to keratinocytes 

resulting in gradual pigmentation of the skin A nevus (= mole) 

results from an accumulation of melanocytes at the 

epidermal/dermal junction In most cases, a pathway of terminal 

melanocytic differentiation is followed leading to the 

disappearance of the nevus 

Malignant growth of melanocytes Melanoma has been one of the 

fastest rising malignancies in the past few decades for both sexes 

It is the fastest increasing neoplasm, with the exception of lung 

cancer m females Based on clinical and histopathological 

features a model was developed m which sequential steps of 

melanoma progression have been proposed to delineate the 

transformation of a normal, benign nevus via RGP melanoma and 

subsequent VGP melanoma and, eventually, to metastasis 

Metastatic melanoma clone # Newly identified genes that are 

relatively overexpressed in the highly metastatic cell lines BLM 

and MV3 from a panel of human melanoma cell lines (<-»nm#) 

The process of release of tumor cells from the primary tumor, 

followed by spread of tumor cells via blood or the lymphatic 

system and subsequent colonization at secondary sites (= 

metastases) 

Matrix rnetalloßrotemases are a family of zinc-dependent neutral 

endopeptidases that were first identified as extracellular matrix 

degrading proteinases but which are also capable to degrade 

membrane bound receptors Their activity plays a key role during 
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nm# 

Progression marker 

RGP melanoma 

VGP melanoma 

development, morphogenesis and woundhealing. Unregulated 

activity has been implicated in numerous diseases, including 

tumor cell metastasis. 

Non-rnetastatic melanoma clone #. Newly identified genes that are 

relatively overexpressed in the non-metastatic cell lines 1F6 and 

530 from a panel of human melanoma cell lines (<-mieni#). 

Differentially expressed gene products that can discriminate the 

sequential steps during melanoma progression at a molecular 

level. 

Radial Growth Phase melanoma is characterized by a net 

enlargement of the tumor along the radii of an imperfect circle 

within the epidermis and displays a distinctive form of invasion of 

the dermis. Such melanomas are not associated with metastases 

It is hypothesized that they lack the capacity to metastasize. 

Vertical Growth Phase melanoma is characterized by the 

appearance of a new population of cells within the primary tumor. 

In contrast to RGP melanoma, the net growth of the cells of the 

vertical growth phase is directed inward to the deep dermis, a 

growth form that is associated with metastasis. 
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Dankwoord 

Een woord van dank 

Iedereen wel eens een dankwoord-hoofdstuk in een proefschrift heeft gelezen 

weet dat het schrijven van een boekje zoals dat nu voor je ligt weliswaar in de eerste 

plaats neerkomt op de auteur zelf, maar zolang de lezer (nog) geen boekje heeft vol 

geschreven, is het moeilijk te beseffen dat de buitenwacht in het tot standkomen hiervan 

een hele belangrijke rol speelt Een woord van dank is hier dus zeker op zijn plaats en 

een aantal mensen wil ik met name noemen 

Mijn promotor Peter Bloemers en co-promotor Guido Swart bedank ik voor hun 

vertrouwen in mijn eigenwijze, impulsieve manier van werken en voor de grote vrijheid en 

steun die ZIJ mij hierin gaven Door een dergelijke vrijheid denk je soms te verdrinken 

maar leer je juist goed zwemmen in de kleine vijver van de tumorcelbiologie Ik zwem nog 

steeds Dank jullie wel' 

Carla Onnekmk, voor mij was je mijn lab-moeder die me altijd een luisterend oor 

gaf wanneer ik effe mijn gal kwijt moest of juist alles in een paar seconden wilde vertellen 

over de laatste resultaten Door jou weet ik nu ook dat ik koffie moet gaan kopen voordat 

mijn voorraad trommeltje leeg is Je gaf mij je hulp wanneer ik weer eens een protocol 

kwijt was, maar ook je schouder toen echt alles leek tegen te zitten en ik even met meer 

wist waar ik mezelf moest zoeken Een dank-je-wel is nauwelijks genoeg 

Goos van Muijen, dank je wel voor alle hulp die je geboden hebt bij de 

immuunhistochemie, je kritische vragen en suggesties om wilde hypotheses met harde 

data te onderbouwen Wanneer ik weer in Nederland pipetteer, hoop ik dat ik weer 

zomaar kan komen binnen vallen voor het een of ander 

Meenhard Herlyn, danke, daß Sie mich In Ihr Labor aufgenommen haben Sie 

haben mir so viel beigebracht über die Tumorbiologie des malignen Melanoms, zelulläre 

Interaktionen und Zellkultur Es hat mir sehr grosse Freude gemacht in Philadelphia zu 

sein und mit Ihnen zusammenzuarbeiten Ich werde auch nie die Skistunden in den 

Pocono Bergen und das Wochenende beim reiten vergessen Vielen Dank fur das 

grosse Vertrauen, daß Sie in mich gesetzt haben und die Offenheit immer an Ihre Tur 

klopfen zu können 
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Jeroen Dijkstra, yn dy fûn ik net allinmch in guode kollega, maar ek in freon die 

my soms better lykt te kenne as mysels Best wol benypt, mar gauns in lepenbienng Al 

die uren dy't wy under it geniet fan lén, twa, folie potsjes bier trochbrocht hawwe by 

Pepijn, brochten us somtids fmansiele ferassmgen as wy wer ut it kafé douwd wurden, 

mar us petearen (oan it begjm fan 'e jûn) bmne net te beteljen Tankje wol dasto my faak 

de guode rjochting op stjoerd hast troch de punbult dy't ik de bytiden fan meijste Ik 

begryp noch altiden net werom dast nei Lelydorp ferhusd bist 

Monique Kersten, dich bis em super "ônderzeuks-assistente" Door die kntiese 

vroage dwôngse mich erg good noa te dinke euver de probeersele die we gedoan 

hebbe Det hebse as "assistent m de maak" op ziene tiéd bes wal nuuëdig Diene 

einvoudige kiek op de allerdaagse wereld en de bes wal ingewikkelde wereld van de 

tumor biologie is mei verbluffendi Wilse dan eg neet veur ein jeurke of twiee woeëne en 

werke in San Francisco9 
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Boros Sandor, ez igazàn hihetetlen, hogy két alak, mind mi ketten, teljesen 

különbözo kulturai hâttérrel anyira hasonlitanak egymasra, és hogy mmdég ujból 

magunkat talâjuk megragadva ugyan abban a mocsärban Sok köszönet azért hogy 

engem eddig még mmdég kihuztâl ujra es ujra belole, és elöre is sok köszönet a jövö 

kihuzâsokért ! Nagyon meg vagyok elégedve azzal hogy én voltam és mmdég leszek is 

a segitö kéz ami Téged probélt kihuzni amikor majdnem megfulladtâl. Draga barâtom, 

minden jól fog végezni, mert tudjuk hogy ök rejtelmes utakon közlekednek Bizonyosan 

ezt megtanultuk az utolsó években. Köszönöm hogy anyira becses barâtom vagy 

Rory Koenen, Sophia Bruggeman en Bastiaan Kikkert, hoewel jullie werk niet 

direct in dit boekje staat, hebben jullie een grote bijdrage geleverd aan toekomstig werk: 

de data betreffende de oplosbare domeinen van ALCAM zullen niet lang meer op zich 

laten wachten en de resultaten die we hebben gevonden met de proteinases verdienen 

zeker verdere aandacht. Sophia, tot straks in SF! 

Lieve Linda, het olifantje doet niet altijd erg zijn best, maar zoals je me zo vaak 

probeert duidelijk te maken liggen de dingen nu eenmaal met zo simpel als dat ik het zie. 

Vaak heel erg ontnuchterend, maar altijd meer dan gewaardeerd. 

En ik ben er een heleboel vergeten: de mensen van het dierenlab, medewerkers 

van het TIL, pathologie, urologie, heelkunde, dermatologie in Nijmegen en Tuebingen, het 

apoptose lab in Kopenagen en natuurlijk Biochemie FNW 161. Dank je wel voor al die 

keren dat jullie mij met raad en daad bijstonden wanneer ik zonodig weer wat moest 

hebben of wilde weten. 

Lieve jij, over ons raak ik niet uitgepraat of geschreven, maar woorden schieten 

altijd tekort wanneer ik probeer te zeggen hoeveel je voor me betekent. En daar kan geen 

oceaan en continent of andermans mening wat aan veranderen. Heel veel lol. 
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